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COMPUTER CONTRIBUTION ACT OF 1983

(-

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1983

House OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAys AND MEANS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT REVENUE MEASURES,

San Francisco, Calif
The subcommittee met .at 10 a.m., ptirsuant to notice, in room
282, City Hall, San Francisco, Calif., Hon. Fortney H. (Pete) Stark
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
[The press release announcing the hearing, and a copy of the bill,
H.R. 701, follow]
[Press Release or Friday, Oct 31, 1983]

SUBCOMMITTEE ON", SELECT REVENUE
HON. FORTNEY H. (PETE) STARK,
Nfi, U.S. HOUSE OF. REPRESENTATIVES,
MEASURES, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
COMPUTER CONTRIBUTION ACT OF
ANNOUNCES A FIELD HEARING ON H.R. 701,

1983" To BE HELD IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

hiet Honorable Fortney H. (Pete) Stark (D., Calif.), Chairman, Subcommittee on
Revenue Measuies, Committee on Ways and Means, US. House of Representatives, announces a public hearing on H.R. 701, "The Computer Contribution
Act of 483." This legielption would amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
encourage contributions of computers and other coinputer equipment to elementary
and secondary schools. The hearing will be held on Friday, November 11, 1983, at
10:00 a.m. in the City Hall, McAllister & Grove, Room 282, San. Francisco, California
941-02 (use Polk Street entrance). Testimony will be taken from invited witnesses
only. Other interested parties may submit testimony for the _record.
Sel

iACKGROUND

California has been a leader in encouraging donations of computers to elementary
and secondary schools for educational purposes. California enacted legislation modeled after the proposed Federal law, H.R. 701, which has resulted in dramatic in
creases in the number of computers donated to schools in that State. The purpose of
.the field hearing is to determine whether tax concessions encourage substantially
increased donations of .equipment and whether these'donatioos serve a useful educational purpose in the recipient schools. In addition, the Committee is interested in

*detertninigg whether these donations have been equitably distributed between

.

.

schools in different geographic areas, and among economically divergent school, districts. The Committee hopes to determine whether the. California experience might
serve as a useful model for a national program.
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Under present law, e amount of a charitable deduction otherwise allowable for
ly must be reduced by the amount of any ordinary income
rty.g
ve realized had the property been sold for its fair market
nor w
whi
value at e date of the contribution (Code sec. 170(e)). A donor of appreciated ordinary-income property (property the sale of which would not give rise to long-term
capital gain) generally may deduct only the donor's basis in the property, rather
than the fair market value. ,
A different rule applies to charitable contributions by corporations of two types of
ordinary-income properly if donated to certain exempt organizations for specified
Fl)

*

-

purposes. The special rulkapplies to corporate donations of ordinary-income proper-

ty to a charitable organization to be used solely for care of the needy, the ill, or
infants (such as medical equipment), where such use is related to the donee's chart-

, table functions (sec. 170(eX3)). Also; the special rule applies to corporate donationsof
newly manufactured scientific equipment to a college or. university to be used for
research (or research training) in the United States in the physical or biologicdl sciences (sec. 170(eX4)). In these gases, the corporate donor is allowed a deduction.equal
to the sum of its basis" in the' property plus one-half of the unrealized appreciation
(i.e., the difference between fair market value and bps), but not in excess of twice
the basis.
.
The legislation proposed by Chairman Stark, H.R. 701, provides a special deduction rule for charitable contributions made by corporations of certain newly manufactured computers to primary or sedondary schools for the use at the whool directly in the education of students.
.

DETAILS FOR INVITED wrzwesses

Individuals and organizations invited to testify should contact Harriett Lawler

((2021 225-3627) a their aeceptance, no later than riooli, Friday, November 4, -1983
Witnesses will be supplied with additintuil scheduling information by telephone ag.
soon as poSsible after the November 4 deadline.
Time for oral presentations will be limited with the understanding that a more
detailed statement may be included in-the printed record of the hearing. This{ procedure will afford more time for members to question witnesses. In order to expedite
the hearing, witnesses may be grouped ,as panelists with time limitations for each
panelist.
.
1n order to assure the most productive use the limited amount of time available
to question witnesses , -witnesses scHeduled.to appear before the.Subcommittee must
,comply with the following rules:
1. All witnesses muse submit 50 copies nf their prepared statement at the time of
the hearing.
2. Witnesses should not reads their written statements to' the Subcommittee, but
should instead limit their dad presentations to a suirimiary of the points included in
the statement.
3. Not more than five minutes will be allowed for the oral4purnmary.
WRITTEN STATEMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE

For those who wish to file a written statement for the printed 'record of the hearing, .five copies are required and may be submitted to John J. Salmon, Chief Counsel, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, Room 1102,
Lohgworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515, by close of business, November 28,1983.
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I:

Entitled: "Computer Cmitaution Act of 1983".

7

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.

JANUARY 6, 1983
Mr. STAHx(for himself, Mr. GORE, and Mr. gRANNON) introduced the following
t
bill; which was Telerred to the Committee on Ways and Means
a.

A BILL
Entitled: "Computer Ctuitribution Att of' 198,3".

Be it enacted by the Senate and Buse of Repre'sentaN

1

2 lives of the United States of 'America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4

-.

This Act may be cited as the

ter Contribution

5 Act of 1983".
6 SEC. 2. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF COMPUTER EQUIP7

ME/VT TO PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

8

Subsection (e) of section 170 of the Internal Revenue

9' Code of 1954 (relating to certain contributions of ordinary
10 income and capital gain property), is amended by adding at
11 the end thereof the following new

paragraph:

2

/

"ID) SPECIAL RULE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF

COlifiDUTBR EQUIPMENT TO PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

3

SCHOOLS-

4

"(A) LIMIT ON REDUCTION. In the case of

5

a qualified contribution of computer equipment,

6

the reduction under paragraph (1XA) shall be no

7

greater than the amount determined under para-

8

graph (3)(B).

'

9

"(B) QUALIFIED CONTRIBUTION OF COM-

10

PUTER EQUIPMENT.For purposes of this pare=

11

graph, the term 'qualified contribution of computer

equipment' means a charitable contribution by a
.corporation of tangible per,sonal property de14 %,

scribed in paragraph (1) of section 1221, but only

if

15
16

"(i) the contribution

17

is

to .a qualified

educational organization,.

18

"(ii) the contribution is made pursuant

19

to a written plan of the taxpayer which shall

20

seek to prevent undue concentrations of the

21

taxpayer's contributions of computer ,equip-

22

ment from the geographic standpoint or from

23

the standpoint of the relative economic status

24

of the donees' students,

HR 701 111

5
3

"(iii) the property is assembled by the
2

*payer and the ,taxpayer is regularly en-

3

gaged m the business of assembling and. sell-

4.

ing computer 'equipment of the same Ad- as

.5

such property,

:;(iy.) the contribution is made-

6

"(I) not later than 6 months after

7

8

w

the date the assernbly-of the property is
substantially completed, and

9

"(II) duripg 1984,

.10

"(vYthe- original use of the_ property is

11

by the donee.

12
13

"(vi) the property is computer equip-

14

went substantially all the use of which by

15

the donee will be at the institution directly in

16

the education of students,

17

"(vii) the property is not transferred,by

18

the donee in- exchange for money, other

19

property, or services, and

20

"(viii) the taxpayer receives from the

21

donee a written statement representing that

22

its use and disposition of the property will be

23

in accordance with the provisions of clauses

24

(vi) and (vii).

i.

'HR 701.1H
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QUALIFIED lIDUCATIONAI.ORGANIZA2

Tiorrs.Yor purposes. of this paragraph, the term

3

`qualified educational organization! means

':

"(1) an educational organization which is

4

described in n-zubsection (bX1)(AXii), and

5

"fiii. a school operated as an activity of I

6
7

an organization desciribed in section 501(1)(3)

8

and exempt from income tax under section

9

501(a), if such .school normally maintains a

10

regular faculty and curriculum and normally.

11

has a regularly enrolled body of pupils or

12

students in attendance at the place where its

13

,educational activities are regularly carried

14

on.

am,

15

Such term shall not include any institution of

16

higher education (as defined in section 3304(0)

17

and shall not include any organization not located

18

in the United States.:
"(I)) COMPUTER E QUIpMENT. For pur-

19

,

20

of tms paragraph,
poses or

21

equipment' means

the term 'computer

kdata processor which

22

"(I) can be piogramed in at least 3

23

standard compute languages,

24

HR 701 111

.11

.

.

5

.

III) has a randoivaccets Memory

with a capacity fOr at least 32,000
3'

.

4by-?:esaricl

.

"(III) .is (or can be) connected with

4 =-7

e

a screen for visual display of the (data,

5,,

it

"(ii) if donated by the taxpayer for use
in connection with a data processor described

7

Y

2,8

.

in cla- use

7.

(i) donated by:the taxpayer .

"(1),..a display screen,

9

.

10
11

"(II) a pfinter, or

s.

"(Ill) a disc, drive, and
.
a
"(iii)- any -instAlation equipment for

.

12
13

equipment described in clime (i) or.(ii).

14

"(E) OORPORATION.For purposes of this

15

paragritph; the term 'corporation' shall' not in:

dude"(i) an electing small business corpora:.

17

don (as defined in section 1371(b)),

18

"(ii) a personal holding company- (as de.

19

fined in section 542), and

20

"(iii) a service organization (as defined

21

22

in section 414(m)(3)).

23

"(F)° Gifts made under this Act shall be consideied charitable contributions.".

24

100 701 HI

5

1 "SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

2
3

.

The amendment-11We by section. 2. shall .0.1)p1yilo jax

ahle years eliding after Dece/nber 31, 1983:

0

e

9

Chairman STARK. The Subcommittee on Select Reveniie Measures of the Committee on Ways and Means of the U.S. House of I
Representatives will commence a hearing on -H.R. .701, the CoMput-

er Contribution Act of 1983. Thig is legislation which myself and
many other Members of the House introduc0 in January of this
year to encourage the donation of computerT to primary and secondary schools by providing an enhanced charitable contribution to,
the donor.
Identical legislation passed. the House by a vote of 223 to 61 last
year, but failed to reach the Senate floor and it parallels legislation
added by the Congress in 1981 for the donation of scientific equip-',
ment to colleges and universities for research purposes.
This legislation, I want to emphasize, is not designed to benefit
any one company or industry, but it was-tlesigned to help the chili
dren arid the schools by providing them with up-to-date equipment
which many schools simply can't afford, to purchase themselves.
It is our feeling that computer technology and the use of computhas become e growing force, if not a major force in our, lives,
and our school-age children. ought to be able to benefit from the
learning potential 'of the computer phenomena.
We would like to find out more about the educational potential
of the computer. Quite frankly, we would like to find out whether
the taxpayers are getting enough bang for their buck. It is conceivable the schools could go out and shop for computers at the discount stores and acquire them for:less than they can through encouraging the donation through the tax system. We will find out,
we hope, as we gather more information.
Last year, California's Legislature, leading the way as they often
do, adopted legislation modeled upon my bill, and California now
has the most advanced computer donation program in the countr9.
We have come to California to look at how this legislation has been
implemented here and see if the computers were' provided ,on aft
equitable basis, in a timely manner, whether these machines have
served a useful education purpose.
I hope today's hearings will help us answer those questions. We
will be as informal as we can, without confusing the recorder, so
that we build a record that will be useful for uslegislatively later.
We will ask- witnesses to join us, here at the witness tabl6 so you
can all hear them better.
We are honored to have a person who has been in the forefront
of the new wave of technology, a person who has, I think, encouraged an awful lot of people to think about their lives and about
Government and what education means to us. It is a great pleasure
for the Chair to introduce to the hearing, Hon. Jerry Brown, now
chairman of the board of the National Commission on Industrial
Innovation, but we all knew him as secretary of state and for many
years as .the ;Governor of our great, State.
It is a great pleasure to welcome you here, Jerry. You have a
prepared statement which will appear in its entirety in the record.
You may,summarize it or add to it in any way you wish.
Welcome to the committee.

,
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STATEMENT OF EDMUND 0. BROWN, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE.
BOARD, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much, Congressman.

It is a pleasure to be able to discuss the success in California of
the computer donation program. It is very timely because at a time

when so many people are concerned about education, about the
general level of excellence and productivity in the Nation, new
technologies such as the personal computer offer a major opportu-

nity to achieve goals of enhanced learning and better outputand

better. performance.

The, first premise of.the computers in schools program, the donatiorf of computers to high schools and grammar schools, is that the
computer provides a very unique learning opportunity, namely in-

dividualize:I, interactive learning possibilities. This benefits the
slow learner, the average learner, the above-average learner. It
benefits the whole society.-

-

The use of compuiers in schools is still in its infancy. The

amount of courseware is very limited and it will take some time

before the full potential of the technology is realized., Even though
we are some years. from ,the full implementation of computers in
schools, we now know from studies, ''roan the experience that has

already been developed, that the computer really is a significant
aid. It provides in combinatiOn with appropriate instruction and
good teachers and financial support a major revolutionary development in the organization of American schools.

I want to foals now precisely on swliat was done in California.
Last year, a tax credit of 25 percent of the fair-market value was
made available to any manufacturer that donated computers to

high schools, public or private, in the State of California.
As a result, over 10,000 computers shave now been donated, principally from Apple Computer Co., but also Atari, Commodore Business. Machines, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Kaypro and others have de-

veloped interesting and often very, unique programs to bring the
computers into the schools.

The tax credit operates very simply. It is not bureaucratic; it
makes distribution the burden of the .donor; and it starts very
quickly and really provides a very attractive. ,alternative, given

some of the paralysis that we occasionally find in government. We
know the need is there. We know that a tax credit will result in a
significant number of computers being put into the schools, and for
that reason, I recommend a Federal tax credit wholeheartedly. It is
not a panacda, it is not going to end a lot of other problems that we
have to corifront in school, but kis a positiverstep forward.
If the tax credit is combined with two other features, first, the
support for teacher training, and second, the support for, approp ?i ate clearinghouses for the evaluation of courseware, then I believe
the tax credit will make a very definite positive contribution to the
welfare of this country.

In California, the legislature enacted, and I signed into law: a
measure that set up 15 TECC centers, teacher education computer
centers,' where teachers could be instructed on the use of computers in schools and literally tens of thousands of teachers have al-

15

:ready taken advantage of this program after school' and' on the
weekends throughout this'State.

I have here a. map of California that shows how the State was
divided into°15 regions. In each of those regions, there is a small
number of personnel that is available to instruct teachers and give
them the kind of training they need to really make use of the hardware.

You will find some that Will say, "Wait "; you will find peoplethat say, "Well, the hardware is too complicated, and we have to
have more studies," but I _don't believe that. I beligr,e that the
young people of America know how to use computes. If they don't,
they learn very quickly, and if the hardware is provided, then good
things will follow.

I believe teachers are well motivated. They will learn to their`
part and a .tax' credit for 'a limited period of time cannot be any-,
thing but a very positive development. Then you add the other features of support for- teacher training and support for the proper
evaluation of courseware and you have a three-point program that
will serve the public interest.
This will benefit companies because people who use the computers may wish to buy them for their own homes. What I see here is
the partnership: Business, government, and schools, all combining '

to cr ate a good, solid result. The teachers' organizations alai

show d play a Major role in this and'I think they can, as evidenced
,
by t it presence here.
eh); ell, I believe that the Congressman has a very excellent
Se;
bill anti relative to what is spent in education and 'relative to what,
is spent on other items in the national government, this is a _very
small amount of dollars that really should be viewed as planting
some seeds that we all can harvest for many, naany yearato conie.
We.Cace a challenge in the schools. We ate never going to have
the full teacher resources that we need and computers are a very
supplement to make sure that each child can access the
in
full amount of learning opportunity that he or she really needs and
has the potential to benefit from. That is really what the compute'r
,

provides.

Then, when video disks are made available, when communications,systems are set up, I believe the schools ,of 'America can be
revolutionized in this decade. and 'this tax credit bill can be one
step in that Ouch larger challenge which is bringing Ainerican
education up to the internatio 1 challenge that the United States
faces.

Thank you yery. much.
[The ,prepared statement

llows:]

STATEMENT OF EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, NATIONAL
COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

At a time of public concern about education and stout the general decline of excellence and productivity in the natim-new technologies such as the personal computer offer a major opportunity to achieve goals of enhanced learning, better output
and better performance. The computer provides individualized, interactive learning
possibilities to benefit slow learners, average learners and above average learners. .
In combination with approphate instruction, good teachers and financial support,
computers offer a major revolutionary development in the organization of American
schools.

6
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The California experience provides a model for national policy related to the integration of computers into our educational systems. The initiation of a computer education program requires, computer equitiment, teacher training and educational software. The effective use Of computers in schools requires an investment in research
on education and technology.
Eight specific policy recommendations are presented below: tax incentives for donations of computers to, schools, direct grlints to schools for ptgchasin computers,
regibniil teacher training centers, school of education teacher preparation, national
informatidn clearinghouse on educational'software, standards for use of educational
software,iresearch on educational technology, research on electronic networks.
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

it is essential that computers are available and accessib4 to all of our nation's
children. The California experience suggests two complementary directions to ac* . complish this objective: tax incentives for corporate donations and dire& gfants to
sclitols.

.

1: Tax Incentives.Stirnulation of industry donations through
..tax
tax incentiv,es at both t state and federal level are needed to increase the number
of computers in schools, and to bring donating corporations and recipient schools
into new mutually benefioial working relationships. On the basis of the success of
. our California Computers in Schools tax credit, the Congress should enact a similar

,federal tax credit for a three-year period.
,Last September landmark legislation provided a California state tax incentive for
donations of computers to schools. The Computers in. Schools tax credit [A.B. 3194,
-1.' Imbrecht] took effect in January of this year and will sunset June 30, 1984. The law
.

allows a tax credit equal to 25 percent of the fair market value of any computer,

equipment or apparattis donated to a-California public or private school for instrUctional purposes.. ,
,
'
"
.. As a result of the first ten months of the California OcimPuters in Schools tax
credit there are tadaY more than 11,000 donatAlcomputers distributed throughout
the'schools of Cavaspittrepresenting at least a half dozen manufacturers!-By June
of 1984 wlienIhe.el#htkeen month tax credit' terminates, we expect that the total
number of conatotata.an California schools will have more than doubled. We
each dothat,. on tlfeaztir ge, the public cost of the 25 percent tax credit.for each

less than one half the cost of each computer purchased.

noted computer 10114;

[This estimate is`,bpse 4on two assumptions: -1-the cost of the tax credit is. only 25
Value while direct purchases by schools would be at bulk
percent of fair ma
of approxima Krates 4'50 percent of retail costs, and -2-donation program design
and implementation costs, are borneby industry without costly expansion of govern.'
merit burpaucracy.]
%ere:are examples of six corporate donation programs:

'-.

: Ale computer initiated its aidsCan't 'Wait" project.with,donations of approxi-

'r,
'1,

';'inathloit,9,0190 Apple IIe systems, one to almost every publiQ and private school in
, Cdifornia., Tibe computers were distributed to the schools by Apple dealers through;

g

'.

outha bate The dealers provided an orientation session in conjunction with each

donation. In addition, Atte Apple Education Foundation aids in teacher-training and
basic research.
Atli -has made, donations of 39 computer systems plus software and cash for purchasm
ripheral, equipment to schools in California since January 1983 [value:.
heee-donations augment prior donations made by the Atari Institute for
$144,
Action Research to-schools participatingtn their projects. These include
EduFati
Schools Project, the "Home-School NetWorking l'roject" and the "Ani'-1-thce '
:
t
.ro 6 " at Rowland High School in Los Angeles.
m01, "Business Machines has donated 320 computers to fifteen educational
'C
Int:if:AA in California. Each received 12 Commodore monitors, .12 commodore 64
atasettes, 4 disk drives and 2 printers. In addition, Commodore is
educational dealers in California, is providing a maintenance train1 districts with 'Commodore equipment and is offering a free
r the 64 or VIC-20] and a CompuServe Subscription to any
ational agency that signs up to be a Commodore "Education
..

.

d launched its "Grants for Instruction in Future Technologies",
i 6 which placed full personal computer systems, teacher-training ses-

a d' technjcal liaison support in 14 selected California high schools [value: app o mately $700,000]. Hewlett-Packard chose model schools with high enrollments
of ESA, students. These are female and minority students receiving scholarships
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and academic counseling from' the Math Engineering Science Achievement program
conducted by the Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of California at Berkeley. The company is conducting a carefuj evaluation of the GIFT program in order
to improve its educational products and programs.
IBM employed the Educational Testing Service to design their "Model Secondary
School Project '. They are donating computers to schools in Florida and New York
as well as California. This Fall, 28 public and private high schools in California received donationg of 15 IBM PC's and $5,000 worth of software. Before the computers
were sent to the schools, the teachers were required to attend extensive training
programs. These were conducted at local teacher training institutions by local experts' who had received special training on the educational applications of the IBM

PC. The Educational Testing Service will evaluate and report on the outcomes of
the IBM. project.

,

Kaypro computers began its "Kaypros for Kids" program with donations of over
400 computers to middle, junior and senior high schools in San Diego County [value:
approximately $700,000]. Each computer is- accompanied by a complete software
package. School sites were selected from proposals submitted by leachers interested
in incorporating computers into their curricula. Kaypro provides teachers with ori-

entation and inservice training. Additional Kapros have been loaned to the San
Diego chapter of Computer Using Educators and are being used for an electronic
network to support participating teachers. "Kaypros for Kids" has announced Kern
N
Cotfnty as its next site. for school donations.
In. addition to the donations already in place, the are several other computer
manufacturers who are either developing new donations programs or are planning
to expand existing programs. Companies are also providing support for the use of

computers in schools.
Radio Shack is offering flee teacher-training classes to every schoot,in the United
States. The training is called "America's Educational Challenge" and would normally be valued at about $200 per teacher.
Compiiserve Information Services is providing accounts at reduced subscription
fees to California educators. This will enable California educators to have access to
nationwide data banks and electronic mail services,
as well as the opportunity to
a
.
Communicate with each other electronically.
manageKaypro and Texas Instruments have donated equipment to support the
4
. ment of the electronjc network.
'The first ten months of the California tax credit, have resulted in idiversity of
individual companies donation programs. Tax incentives to encourage 'donations
'should not restrict this diversity. Each potential corporate donor A unique in corporate philosophy, in the special capabilities of its equipment and in its long-term
of educational applications
marketing goals. While a company with a broad ra
any schools, -another commight prefer to distribute only one or two computers
ions may prefer to donate
pany whose equipment has one or two specialized ap
several computers to one or two schools,- or to a pa cular grade level, or student
population. Tax incentives to encourage donations Should not restrict this diversity.
Tax incentives must also respect individual companies' level of claire for involvement with the use of its equipment in recipient schools. While fedefil and state leg-

islation should include tax incentives for teacher training and maintenance conthese as requiretracts as well as hardware donations, legislation should not impose
ments. Companies are willing to take innovative approaches to monitor and learn

from their donations experiences. New legislation must, not restrict 12;1g-range corporate planning by over-regulation.
Recommendation 2: Grants to Schools.Tax incentives for corporate donations of
computers to schools will, not ,do the, entire job of making computers available and
ts to schools is needed for the
accessible to all children. .A federal Program of
m is especially important for
purchase of computer systems. A direct grants p
assistance to purdhase
schools in low income and minority communities. ey needfrom
schools in affluent computers so that their students do not fall behind students
communities where parents have purchased computers with the proceeds of bake
sales, spaghetti feeds and other fund-raising activities. The Iftgh-Tech Morril Act
Would provide a suitable mechanism for implementationofithisrecommendatioe
Funding for grants should be directed both through specific computer educationlegislation And as part of the federal block grants program.
In some California school districts, block grants have been an important source of
funding for purchasing computers. For example, in San Diego .there'. has been a 200
percent increase in -the number of computers in schools, and in Orange the number
of computers has increased from 7 to 240 over the last three year period. In other
districts none of the block grant funds have been used for computer purchases.
.
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States should be given maximum flexibility in administering the program. To discourage unnecessary expansion of state bureaucracies; incentives should encourage
states to combine the administration of the federal program with,existing state programs. Similarly, states should be required to allow, aXimum'flexjbility toadministration at the local school districts.
Grant applications should include school level plans for integrating and supporting the use of computers in the instructional program:,
Grant funding should include hardware, softvvare, AeriPherals, security systems
and maintenance services.
Priority should be given to.schools with the greSteet need and least capability of
otherwise purchasing computers. ;
Priority should be given to programs that will demonstrate new. approaches
toward making computers available to low income children and their families and
toward ensuring that home computers and educational courseware are complementary to the school curriculum.
Priority should be given to schools which are able to combine goveinment funding
with matching grants from private industry.
.

r

TEACHER TRAINING

Of first importance to the effective integration of com to into the 'schools is the
training of teachers in the educational uses of compu
simply, teachers can
not possibly introduce the new technology to their Btu en without sufficient understanding cif it themselves. State and national legisl ti should stimulate new
approaches to teacher training on the integration of c puters into classrooms,
New approaches to teacher training are, needed both in the schools, of education
which are preparing new teachers and in inservice training programs for teachers
already working in the schools of our nation.
Recommendation 3: Inservice TrainingA number of recent reports have indicated that there is an immediate need_to update the educational technology skills of
classroom teachers. The California TEC Centers provide a model for other states to
create similar programs for teachers Throughout the nation.
The Investment in People prOgram was initiated in the 1982-1983 California Governor's Budget. Investment in People was a series of programs-designed to meet the
challenge of the Information Age. To prepare the people of California for the new
economy the Investment in People program established education and training programs for displaced workers, for weITare clients, for the' state colleges and universitiesincluding a computer aided productivity laboratory at California State Uniyersity at San Louis Obispo-and teacher training funds for K-12 education.
Since the use of computers in schools had already begun outside of the educatio.
al bureaucracy, planning for the'K -12 component relied on the experience on,' ex
-7 pertise of grassroots teacher groups throughout the state, including cornit,
Educators [CUE]. The integration of micro computers into California's schools
progressed to the point of now requiring a substantial effort for training teachers
mid r rrnining teacher trainers. The Investment in People Program established a
state.,
.ietwork of Teacher Education/Computer Centers, governed by fifteen regional policy boards. Each TECC region received base funding of $125,000 to purchase computer hardware and software for demonstration labortitories, plus additional funding to hire compute? education specialista to broker or provide teacher
training. The total new cost for the first year of the California TECC network was:
$4.1 million, or one dollar for each elementary and secondary student in the state's
public schools. The second year budget for the TEC Centers is $5.9 million.
Also, $100,000 funded a one year series of Computer Institutes to train a statewide

cadre of specialists in educational computing and teacher training. During their
first year, the new TEC Centers served an escalating teacher demand for computer
training, as dramatically demonstrated in Los Angeles where TECC workshops on
computer education drew waiting lists of 2,000.

The regional TECC policy boards set up teacher training and computer demonstration laboratories in a total of 157 separate facilities. These included training
sites in schools, in county offices and transportable computer laboratories in mobile
vans.

Mandated to broker training as well as to provide direct training, of teachers the
TEC Centers have worked with school districts, industry, higher education and mili-

tary. For example, staff of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory trained teachers in the
Pasadena School District, and staff from the Naval Weans Services Center taught
teachers in San Diego.
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To date, four key components have, been central to the success of the California
TEC Center program:
'Involvement of grassrootskeacher organizations in program planning;
Computer Institutes for the training of teacher trainers;
Decehtralized administration for specific geographic regions; and
Focus on the brokering of training as well as direct training.

Recommendation 4t Teacher Preparation.We need to address the emerging

problem of the readiness of. our nation's schools of education to prepare the teachers

who will soon be needed hi our schools. Our schools of education need to attract
student& who are excited.Erboutlearning'io use the new computer technologies -in
teaching. Our schools ,of 'education need to employ computer literate educatora on
their faculties.
Schools of education, in coogeration with government and, private industry, should
create endowed chairs for 'educational technology at selected teacher-training col-

leges and universities throughout the nation. These chairs should be staffed by
people who have had classroom experienced in teaching with computers, who are

willing to engage the expertise of faculty from other academic departments and who
are able to work with industry to keep abreast of the latest technological innovations.

In California, we are entering a period of special opportunity to assimilate new
teachers into our schools. In many California school districts declining enrollments

have resulted in lay-offs of the newest teachers. As a result, the average age of
teachers in California has advanced to 49 years, statewide, and to 56 years in 'certain districts. This will result in an exodus of 150;000 retiring teachers during the
next ten years.
'EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Over the last two years there has, been a rapid increase in the quantity and quality of educational software. Teachers are confronted with the problem of finding and
evaluating software for classroom use. This requires that teachers have means to
locate and evaluate software.
Recommendation 5: National Information Clearinghouse on Education Software.
Federal legislation is needed to establish a national clearinghouse modelled after
California's Software Library and. Clearinghouse. The National Software Clearinghouse should coordinate the efforts of individual states by networking and disseminating information between States. A centralized prci,rram at the national level
should assest state programs to avoid redundancy and duplication of effort.Last year California established a software library and clearinghouse -part of
the Investment-in People program. This central clearinghouse collects and aluates
commercially developed educational software. The evaluations are disseminated

t

statewide.

°

Recommendation 6: Standards.Support must be given to existing efforts tb develop standards related to the -purchase and use of educational courseware. Neither
the federal nor state governments should beCome involved in regulating the content
of educational courseware. Encouragement, not restraint, is needed to stimulate the
development of innovative educational courseware.
. The widespread problem of software piracy is a disincentive to private companies
engaged in software development. The copyright policy recently adOpted by the Interndtional Council of Computers in Education (ICCEJ can well serve as a national.
Model for guiding the purchase and use of multiple copies of educational software.
The fact that software is not transportable from one-brand of microcomputer to
another has resulted in unnecessary costs to schools and soft*are.producers. Pro-

grams written to run on one brand of equipment must be rewritten to run on an-.
other manufacturer's model:Market forces will solve this problem without government intervention.
Federal and state legislators must prevent premature government regulation and
cumbersome bureaucratic procedure from interfering with the development and accessibility of innovative educational software.
RESEARCH ON EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY

As private industry invests large sums of money in the research and development
of new electronic technologies, educators are falling further and further behind in
developing educational applications. This gap must be closed. Educational research
is needed to increase our understanding of the most effective methods for integrating and coordinating new electronic,technologies,iro our educational systems. Research is needed on the coordination of computers, wdeo disks, and telecornmunica-
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tions into comprehensive educational programs. In order to avoid the unnecessary
cost and. redundancy of individual state research programs it would be best that
Congress provide federal support for research on education and technology. In addition, state and federal governments' fiscal policies should encourage private industry investment in long-range educational research.
Recommendation 7: Research on Educational Technology.The,effective integration of new educational technologies into the schools requires bas;0, research on,computer assisted learning and instructional methods. In order for aomputers to realize
their educational potentials new knowledge is needed on their applications to facilitate prOblem-solving skills, higher order thiaking skills. A comprehensive natttaal`
program is'tiee d to initiate educational reatsch in universities, i dustry, pulite
and private.resea ch centers.
Recommendati
8: Research on Electronic Networks.Rapid de lopments in
the area of
ommunications have made possible new means of communication
and information transmission. New systems for electronic networking have potential for transmitting information on new educational pradtices and products to large
numbers of educators. Educational research and demonstration projects are needed
for integrating pew .technologies and for ensuring that prohibitive regulations are
not imposed on to educational use of new technologies.
SUMMARY

The California experience provides a model three point program for national
policy related to the integration of computers into our educational systems. hardware, software and teacher training. Tax incentives Tor hnr'
donation
be supplemented with direct grants to insure ego y in ttn,z, to computers lot all
children. Teacher training programs sho:11' he del eloped and strengthener] both at
the inservice and preservice level Alt .reformation clearinghouse on educational
software should supplement and coordinate software clearinghouses' at, the state

level. Both state and, federal governments should avoid interference with the

market forces which encourage and refine the development of innovative software.
We have a challenge in the schools. We may never again have the full teacher
resources that we need; and new educational technologies, such as computers, video
disks and telecommunications, are a very important supplement. It is in the, national

to make sure that each child has a full and equal opportunity to learn,
and that our educational systems are equipped to meet the international challenges
that face America nOw and in the years to come.
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INVESTMENT IN PEOPLE
A California Agenda for Education and Training in the 80's

* Regional TLC Center
A Computer center
Mobile Computer,Van
Methodology Center
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I troduen!
e are now in the midst of a revolution that will
sur ass in its magnitude the industrial, revolution
of he 19th century. Driven by advances in
mic
lectronics and telecommunications, our

semester of computer studies, in its model
high school curriculum issued on December
10, 1982.

,

On January 26, 1982, the California State
University Board of Trustees passed a resolution raising entrance requirements in English

sod y is transforming itself and fundamentally

chan ng the way it works and organizes itself.
In 1, is new age of information, Wealth will not
derive from a,mere abundance of resources but
from
piefrom Miman intelligence. Accordingly, e must nurture that intelligence through
educatio , researdh and training in both the private
and publ sectors and thereby ensure that the people of C. 'fornia will remain up among the best for

"1,1" we think clearly and act correctly, we can make

the tools to 10 millions oat of poverty and ignorance and we can pioneer the new technologies
that emphasize quality over quantity.1'
tROWTHE STATE OF THE STATE MI.:SSAGEGOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
JANUARY 7. 1952

years to c. me.
During I'82, Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. initiated a se ies of programs designed to meet the
challenge o the information age as he forged new
relationships between government, industry, education; labor, lieges and universities.

and mathematics. Subsequently, the,Board
authorized a study group to consider adding
additional requirements.
At their June, 1982 meeting, the pniversity

California C mmisslon on Industrial
Innovation

Califbrnia Regents raised the entrance' requirement (or mathematics from two to three
years. In addition, the Regents initiated a

Tim forge a pew alliance to promote sustainable
economic grOwtp, Governor Brown created the
California C 'mmission on Industrial Innovation.

study at the Governor's urging to consider requiring additional math and science for tg incoming students.

Composed of broad range of outstanding citizens
and chaired b Governor Brown, the Commission

'formulated an economic blueprint to strengthen
California for he rest of this century.. The Commission's fifty specific proposals chart a clear path

In the 1982-83 Budget, S9.7 million was provided.

to upgrade math, science, computer and related
education in our public schools. This money has
been spent to fund:

to renewed productivity, educational excellence
and competitiveness in world trade..

School-site staff development in mathematics,
science, computer education; and other cur-

riculum areas for twenty-five percent of the
Investment in People In Our Elementary
and High Schools

state's secondar9 schools (grades 7-12).

Retraining 01270 teachers to become eligible

for an additional credential authorization in
mathematics to address the immediate shortage of qualified math teachers.

Governor Brown called for,higher standards, including requiring at least three years of math and

(

two years of sciencewith a minimum of one
semester of computer studyfor all high school
graduates and even more math and science for college bound students.

The State Board of Education included
Governor Brown's call for a "three year
math, two year science" requirement, with a
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Fifteen regional Teacher Education/Computer
Centers to provide training in teaching
methodology and to broker staff development
services with major focus on math, science and
computer studies. The decentralized struct
of these TEC Centers has resulted in a statewide

network of 114 local training facilities.

.

/
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In addition, each TECC region contains one or

snore computer demonstration .center: Also
eleven mobile computer vans are in operation
providing in-service training in cotinnuer-aided
instruction.

-,.A series of statewide Compute'r Institutes to
guide teachers rind, administrators in
establishing and operating the .computer
demonstration cepters.

A statewide' Software Libiary andClearinghouse located in the Sari Mateo County
Office of Education.. to purchase, evaluate
and disseminate information on -eduttional
.

software.

A Council on Technology &lacy:POO° solicit,
review and fund proposals for teacher training
in math, science and computer'studies.

- The Ins:irate forComputer Technology, a
new, high4ech/ify magnet school for

t

hoot districts in Califorstudents from thr
nia's "Silicon Valley ". ,

-- Stilton for exemplary projects such as the

Investment In People in California
Worksite Education and Training Act
(CWETA) Program
Since Governor Drown signed CWETA into law
on 'September 29, ITN,' $35 million has beenallocated to put more than 12,000 people to work

in the skilled jobs that increasingly power..
economy. Mpre`than 2,500 employers bay° become
involved..CWETA differerft because it is based

on the real life demands of specific businesses.
Moreover, training starts only when an emploYer
decides to participate anctagrees to hire or upgrade

all graduates. The program is recognized as the
most innovative job effort in the nation.
Investment In People In Our Community
Colleges

32.0million was provided to community colleges

to establish employment-based high technology
training. This was supplemented by an additional
S2.3 million of matching funds from labor, state
and federal goyernment. Twenty-seven campuses

now have "CWETA mOdel" programs, with
priority given to projects in new and emerging

Mathematics Engineering Science Achievement (MESA) program geared to motivaling
and- supporting minority and women high
school students and to help these students
complete their college degrees in math,

technologies.

engineering and - science -based disciplines,

port engineering and computer science education
through instructional research grants, joint appointments with industry, retraining opportunities, the
purchase of modern equipMent, and programs fa.
the recruitment and retention of women and underrepresented minority students. For example, "Investment in People" .funds helped establish

Lastly. Governor Brown signed legislation to-encourage the integration of computers into schools:
A tax credit for companies which donate computers to elementary and secondary schools

for instruction:
An "Educational Technhlogy Committee" to
provide'nfatching grants to school districts for
the bulk plochase of computer equipment.

Investment in people in the California
Conservation Corps
$35 million funds the maintenance of ,25 centers
vi'ng 1,700 young Californians, aged 18 -23 ye,ars.
Corps members learn the Work ethic by engaging in
arduous, often dangerous work.

Invesoitent 411 People In Our Universities

$3.341illion was providea to the California State

Univers* and theUniversity of California to sup-

Computer-Aided Productivity Laboratory at Cal
State San Luis Obispo which attracted an additional
S1.5 million in private donations.

In addition to these funds, the University of
California has received S3 million for MICRO
(Microelectronics Innovation and Computer
Research Opportunities). This provides industry / university matching grants fl rescinds in
basic microelectronics and an engineering and
computer science scholarship program.

Governor Brown also allocated $2.3 million to
equip Cory Hall at U.C. Berkeley with a state of
the an microelectronic fabrication facility.

ti
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Investment in People In Employment
Development

On September 10, 1982, Governor Brown signed
legislation initiating a landmark training program.
Under the new&lavr;.-$55 millibn a Year will be
allocated froM the Unemployment Insurance Fund

S9.2 million was provided for training displaced

workers and employment services to welfare

to prcpufe Californians for jobs in growth in-

clients. This has funded:
More than 20 Displaced Workers ReemployMent Centers around the state. These centers
arc set up on a temporary basis to respond to
immediate local needs. The largest project
WW1 10,000 displaced workers at a total cost
of S8 million including additional fdnding from
State of California, General Motors, United
Auto Workers and the federal government.

--

Expansion of the Employment Pretiaration
Program by S7.2 million to assist welfare ap-.
plicants find jobs,rather than going on
welfare.

,.

r-

dustries. A seven-mcntber 1St nel will contract
directly' with employes and schooli for necessary
services. Like CWETA, emphasis is on employer
commitment to hire after training.
Investment In People in Prlvale Industry
S.9 million funded four Business/Labor Colin.
Os in Orange County. Los Angeles. Ventura and

Alameda Counties. Composed of top busintis,
labor. education and lq,cal government leaders, the
'Councils are working to sec that Vocationartrairrt

ing programs in educational institutions in fact
prepare students
marketplace.
'

for jobs that

axist. in
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1.

Public School Math, Science and Compute; Insieuenon

2. California Convervaison Corps
1. California %botanic Education and Training Act tCWET/s)

4 Community College Employmem.based lob Training
University Engineering and Computer Science Education

Training and Retraining Programs
7

5 9.7 million
$31.0 million
S12 0 millions
S 4 3 entlbon

510.I millions
164.2 million

Busmess/1 abor Partnerships in lob Training

S

Includes pnvaie woo, matching funds
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Chairman STARK. Thank you very much, dovernor. As usual, you
lead off on programs that I think are innovative and challenge us
to keep California in the forefront in terms of excellence in educetion land in new technology, and in new ways of living which will
hopefully make the world .a better place or set an example as to
I
how to make the world a better pike to liVe in.
..
I appreciate you being with us.
Mr. BROWN. Thtink you, and if anyone is interested, there is a
nia Cmmptiters in School Project."
handout here called "The
t- brings together the manufacturIt describes an organ'
ators in an effort to make sure the
ers, the teachers, the a
,

.

r

,

tic credit effort realiNT is productively employed in the schools. It is
a private-sector, nonprofit activity, but it shows the talc credit, combined with private-sector efforts really can make the difference.
Thank you very much.
[The hantout follOws:]
4.
,

CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

- The .Califoritja Computers in Se OolsiPioject
is a demonstration project of the Na..iiimporthe
4California Computers in Schools
tional Conunisaion on Industri
Project promotes and c,00. rdinates terditir- donations of computers to schqcols by
creating 41 new netwbr qg kattnufactprep, teachers, administrators and ,parents.
Set manages The Electronic Learning Exoolso
The California Compu
California educators. Kayko and- Texas
tWork'
change (mbe), . an el fin
.port the management of the elitric
Instruments have don
edit
uti
wee is prOviding accounts at
network;:` -and CompusetSteInfdr.rnailp
ik,
.
subscriptidrffeeslo9C41ifiettipt
cil
rs in Schools tax credit (A.B. '3194; ImSince JerMar0 .Wliebz.'t ./Coin
imia, national computer corporations /lave
hrecht) becani law iri the-,fitta
f
y and iinietation in respon g to the,law's opportushown a great deal of crett
aliforitia Computers in'Schools tax credit
flaws. During the fi,r4.tep onths of,
'
`schools in California.
ialniost 10,000 computers wee done
Apple Comr/uter ipitiatekita "Kids Isn't Wait" project with donations of almost
9,000 Apple Ile Systems, one to almpsplivery pudic and private school in California.
. The reomputtrs were distributed To 41s/..ftchools by Apple dealers throughout the

rs

,

.

iced

' stateThe dealers provided aii orierr4ttep session in conjunction with each done' tion. In addition, the Apple FAitkcationVsamdation aids in teacher-training and basic
.

,

.

r systems plus software and cash for pur'falifornia since Jamttn, 1983: These do-.
the Atari Institute for EdUcatiOnal Action

Atari haajnade fkiiktIonfoE,94.19.
aliesing peripher,p1eaktitWient
0tA ° ,4'sri$d
nations augment -rtri

it projects: These includethe "Sisters
working Project" and the "Animation"

Research to sehOols Ilaititipati4d;
Schools" project, the "Home -Schliot

'.

project at RoWland 1140-416hool in'tdti.AngeleS.

'..,"Cortirtiodore .BufiinesS Machines hiei donated 320 comptiters to schools in eleven
California school districts: Each school has received 16 unitcrto be used in establishing a completd computer laboratory, in addition, Commodore is establishing five
-. educational .dealers in California arid±.is offering a maintenance training program
for school districts )v44 ComniodOre equipment. '
..

:

.

kewlettTackerd launched its 'Grants for Instruction in Future Technologies"

(GIFT) initiative which placed full personal computer systems; teacher4faining sessions and technical liaison support in'.14 selecteCalifornia high schools (value, op,
4roximatery $700,000). Hewlett-Packard chosena:del schools with high enrollments
of MESA students. These are female aka- minority students receiving scholarships
and academic counseling from the Mat Y,ngineering Science Achievement program
coqdOcted by the Lawrence. Hall offcienee at the University of California at Berkea

ley'..

i

.

.

:",

4,.lE,IM employed the EsktipationalTestingSeivice to design theie"Model Secondary
'.Sehool- groject". They *e. dpi ling computers to schools in. Florida and New York
as .well ins Californiitlectbived- donations of ,15 IBM PC's, extensive teacher-training
and $5,000 worth of software. Before -the computers were sent to the schools, the
teaCtiers
Were requjred to attend extensive trainingrprograms.
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Kaypro began its "Kaypros for Kids" program 'with dooations o over 400 dimmul
ers to middle, junior and senior high schools in -San Diego County (valueapp xi
mately $.7092000). Each computer is accompanied by a-complete software pac
and Kayani-provides teachers with orientation onil
,Kaypics.finveeen loaned to the San Diego chapter,of _Computer Using Educator
.-2-1014.,ere'beipor 'use4 for an electronic network to riunitort participating teachers
4iqiiiiVbralfok,O,i4.t"' has announced Kern County as Ili next site for school dons

cajtpleinent' to the computer manufacturers -donations programs, Radii
Sivir,X 413i:offering free teacher - training classes to everrschool in the United -States
ThejittAitting is called "America's Educational Challenge" and would normally b
vttlueittat about $200 per teacher.
For-further information, please contact Judith Johns Hubner; Director, California
in Schools Project.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION
CALWORMA COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

Now it was a miracle beyond the drearni of any
poet. a charmed magic casement. opening on all
.seas, all lands. Through this window could flow
everything that Man had ever learned about his
Universe. and every work of art he had saved from the
dominion of Time. Allithe libraries and museums that
had ever existed could be funneled through this screen
and the millions like it scattered over the face of Earth.
Even the /east sensitive at men could be overwhelmed

by the thought, that one could operatetstComsde
for a thousand lifetimesand barely sciMble the
knoWedge stored within the memory banks..."
Arthur C Clarke. Imperial Earth. New York: Harcourt.
Brace. Jovanovich. 1976
BACKGROUND

,

American economic leadership requires a trained.
creative workforce. with a level at skill second to nanti
in the world. We must invest in our future generations
and bring a halt to the under-education at American
Youth and the under-preparation of the American
workforce:.
Computers are becoming an increasingly important
tool for enhancing the intellectual capacity of our students. As Americans of previOus generations have
been world leaders in the development and use of
machines to increase our musclepower, sa will future
generations keep America in a position of-world
leadership in the development and use of computers
to enhance our mental power:.
The unique contribution of the microcomputer is that "
it creates a persOnalized, non - judgmental learning
environment. In contrast to the typical teaching en-vironment in our over-crowded, under-funded schools.
computers work with students on an individual basis. In
dartimilar helping the student who has fallen behind
his peers by adjusting to his pace of work and
evaluating his responses in a neutral fashion. Far the
gifted student-, computers open new 'avenuesa
knowledte and provide new thought patterns or
analyzing and using information. All students can also
learn practical skills such as word procesing and
mathematical spread sheets.
THE CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS TAX CREDIT

Californictleadsthe nation in landmark legisliptiort
. providing a tax incentive for donations of computer to

5

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION
CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

schools. The Computers in Sdhools tax credit (A.B. 3494.
'Imbrecht) was signed by Governor Brown on Septernber
29. 1982 and will sunset June-30. 1984. The law allows a
state income tax credit equivalent to twenty-five percent of fair market value of any contribution of c
puters. equipment Oftipporolus to California pt, lc
and. private schools for instructional purposes.
In addition to the tax incentive. corporations have
foUnd that donating computers to schools' IS both Rood
business arid good Community service. A recent Af.dy
found that student familiarity with computer brands
used in schools lead to expanded soles both to the

educational market and to the secondary home
market (Inferpational Resource Development. Inc.:
19821. According to a recent poll 91 percent of
American parents believe that Children should be
trained on computers Student familiarity with computer brands could make a major difference in the
Market sales enjoyed by a given company over the
next decade.

PERCENTAGE Of SCHOOLS IN CALIFORNIA
WITH AT LEAST ONE MICROCOMPUTER
100

THE CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

"The California Computers in Schools Project serves
as a lifeline for manufacturers who 'are. frying to get
machines into schools " Lillian Heller. Director of
Educational Marketing. Kaypro Computers.
The California Computers in Schools Project, working
with an Advisory Board of California's major eiduca
tional organizations, helps individUal corporations
develop strategic pions for donating computers to
schools: identifies needy schools and existing
Programs which would benefit prom additional equipment. advise's federal and state legislators on current
policy issues related -to the introduction of computers
into schools; 'and manages The Electronic Learning
Exchange. California's only statewide. Public access,
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electronic information *flange on computer
education.
Current projections estimate that up to 20,000 new
computers will be donated to California schools by the
'end of the next school year. Plans for educational'
donations have been announced by several major
computer manufacturers, such as Apple, Atari,
Hewlett-Packard, Kaypro, Radio Shack. Texas
Instruments and IBM. Information on corporations
plans and activities is disseminated to educators
throughout California via newsletters, statewide con.
terences and local seminars.

19810

1982.

1983.

19840

a Source. Market Dota Retrieval, 1981
b Source. Market Dota Retrieval, 1982
c 1983 estimate based on 11981.1982 growth rate of 1.88
d 1984 estimate based on projected donations
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Strategic Plans
The California Computers in Schopf Project helps
individual corporations develop strategic plans for
donating computers to schools
state -wide distribution or gebgraphic focus
one school or an entire school district
reading. writing, math. science. business education.
computer science. music. art. social studies

Donation Prospects
The California Computers in Schools Project helps
corporations find schools which are ready to use
computers
enthusiastic teachers. principals, parents
bilingual students. gifted students, handicapped
students
inner city schools. private schools. rural schools

The Electronic Lebrning Exchange
The California Computers in Schools Project
manages The Electronic Learning Exchange (TELE):
TELE is California's only statewide, public access.

electronic information exchange on computer
education.
TELE can disseminate information on corporate
donations plans to subscribing members.
Advisory Forum
The California Computers in Schools Consortium serves
as an informal educational advisory group to the
CCIS

Monthly meetings from September through June
serve as a forum where corporations can discuss
their donaticin plans with representatives of
Ca)V.rnia's major educational organizations.
Coretiorate representatives are invited to attend as
observers. to seek assistance in the development
of a donations program and to announce fully
formulated plans
During the first half of 1983 the Consortium met with
representatives from Apple.Alari. Hewlett.Packard.

ee

Kaypro. Radio Shack. Texas Instruments and ETS/18(t4.

Information on corporations' plans and activities is
disseminated to educators throughout California via
newsletters..statewide conferences and local
seminars.
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The following groups are regularly represented
an the CCIS Advisory Board:
Teacher Education /Computer Centers (TfCCs)
For West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development
California State Patent Teacher Association (PTA)
State Department of Education
computer Using Educators (CUE)
..
Irtidustry Education Council of California (IECC)
Association of California School Administrators (ACSA)
California Association of Bilingual Educators (CABE)
'California Association of PriVate Schools Organizations
ICAPSO)
California Federation of Teachers (CET)
California School Boards Association (CSBA)
California Ajssociation of Compensatory Educators
(CACE).
California Teacheri Association (CTA)
United Teachers of Los Angeles [LITLA)
California Association for the Education of.
Young ChildrenICAEYC)
Math. Engineering. Science Achievement (MESA)
Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE)

.

NATIONAL COMMISS#ON ON INDUSTRIAL
INNOVATION

The California Computers in Schools Project is a

demonstrattor project of the National Commission on
Irklustrial Inriovation. a.nonprofit, taxexempt foundation. The N011 is developing a national cstrategy to pro-

mote industrial innovatiop based on ohew partnership
of business. labor, government and education. One
component of this strategy is commitment to excellence in the educatiorrof our youth.

For further information; please contact:
Judith Johns Hubner, Director
California Computers in Schools Project
1125 West 6th Street, Suite 300
Los Angeles. CA 90017
(213) 481-0205
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Chairman STARK. Thank you very much.

I would like for the record to 'announce that CongrestpvotnEin
Burton, who serves.on the Labor and Education Committee Of the
House of Representatives, had asked. to submit a statement lir the
record. She has been involved in legislation for vocational training
which parallels the interests of this committee's bill. Without objection, the record will remain open for the insertion of the statement.
[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. SALA BURTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA

I appreciate the opportunity to) express my views on the Computer Contribution
Act.

Our nation's commitment to public educatioa has been renewed.. We are now
ready to move forward with improventi at, all level's of our education system. We

ate also, without doubt, facing a-Significant challenge. As we are all painfully.
aware, the resources of school districts, across the country, are strained to the point
oP near collapse. The Administration, while calling for meaningful improvements in
the quality of American education, has, for three straight years, proposed deep cuts
in federal funding for education programs:
I am confident that a vigorous level of coopeiation between government, business
and the academic community will revithlize public education. The Computer Contribution Act promotes thatsspirit of cooperation. By providing this simple tax deduc-

tion we will be encouraging companies to donate state-of-the-art computers to
schools that need them and could not otherwise afford them.

Computers have become important leatning tools and an integral part of our

lives. By increasing our nation's students' access to these tools we will be vastlyc increasing their potential for inquiry. We will also be providing them with skills they
will need in the future. By some estimates, the number of computer-related jobs will
increase to ao million by the year 1990.
This legislation would benefit our school systems at a low cost to the federal government. A similar.California law has made thousands of computers available to
students. I would life to commend my colleague for his efforts on this bill.

Chairman STARK. I am_ going to call a panel out of order at this

point. It is very difficult for me to remember back when I was a
student because it was a number of years ago, but am sure that
whenever I was a student, I would have been bored to tears listen-

ing to a lot of discussion of tax credits.and other such gobbledygook

so to spare the pain for those students in the audience who have
come to testifyol will move them up. I think we have a paneland
I hope the other witnesses here will bear with us as we do that
but I have Joan Targ, the president of Interactive Sciences; Ms.
Alwine Fenton of Hayward, Calif., .a teacher and an active member
in the education community; and Thomas Heineman, coordinator

at the Instructional Materials Center in the Livermore Valley
Joint Unified School.
They have with them, I believe, some students. I am going to ask

them all to come up here and we will move the microphones a
little bit and we will hear from that panel. We will proceed then to

the stuffier and more technical testimony that will make up our

record following.'
Alwine, do'you want to come up with your guests and the rest of
the panel and we will proceed. Come on up.
For the reporter, on my far right, we have Ms: Joan Targ. Would
you introduce the person accompanying you, please.
Ms. TARG., Yes. I would like you to meet Chris Thacker, who is a
10th grade student at Palo Alto High School in the Pero Alto Uni-

az
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fied School District. She is 14 yearsald and has been working with'
coMputers at least since seventh grade-Ms. TRACKER. Since sixth grade.1

Ms. TARG [continuing]. Since sixth grade. She is both a student
and, as all of our students are, she is a colleague as well.
Chairman STAIN. On my immediate 'right is Ms. Alwiie Fenton
of Hayward. Alwine, you are accompanied by a guest. Would you
introduce him.
Ms. FENTON. Yes. I am accompanied by a fifth grade student in
my GATE class, Young Kim. He has just worked on the computers
about four times, right?
Master Kim. Yes.
_

Ms. FENTON. OK.

Chairman STARK. How old is he?
Ms..Frorrosr. How old areyou?
Master Kirm. Ten years old.
Chairman STARK. Thank you.

I guess Y who'd ask Joan Targ, if you have a prepared statement,
if you would like to proceed, you are first on the witness list and

then
Ms. TARG. Fine.

Chairmag STARK, Go ahead.
STATEMENT OF JOAN TARG, PREIDENT, INTERACTIVE
SCIENCES, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY CHRIS THACKER, STUDENT

Ms. TARG. My name is Joan Targ. I tepresent Interactive Sciences. It is a nonprofit, public-benefit corporation working with
computers in schools developing curriculum materials and Strategies for .the use of computers. At the aame time, I am directgr of
the computer center at Jordan Middle School in Palo Alto,, which
serves as both a research center and as the computer center for 900
youngsters in our school, and during any given year, we work with
approximately 800 of these youngsters.

The last thing that we are engaged in is an institute for educators at Stanford University during the summers where we train

people to become resource persons for schools and for districts. This
is done in conjunction with the Stanford University School of Education.

As a 4esult, I want to thank you very much for allowing me to
take part in discussions about this bill which is going to affect all
of us so very much. The computer is a versatile, enormously important tool. It belongs in schools, it belongs in homes and I think
there are very few of us here who would question that.
It serves for the teacher to individualize work for their students,
for their youngsters. It also allows some of the kinds of things to be
taught that we never could teach well before. For the students, it
has the same benefits, but in addition to that, it introduces them to
the world that they are going to be living in, not only in terms of
their own use of the computer for their purposes, but the notion of
dealing with technology in an effective way and turning it to their
own uses over their entire life spans,
Ideally, students should be able toor. rather schools should be
able to purchase computers that are appropriate and inexpensive.
.
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There should be software that is also inexpensite and appropriate
for them and they should know how to use them. There should be
people in those schools who know how to use the computers in effective ways.

Unfortunately, this is not the case. The Stark.bill offers the opportunity for industry and for the Federal Government to cooperate in trying to maFe.someof those things happen, bringing computers into the schoots.
There are a number of issues that are involved in that and some
of these are issues which I hopd others will address. They deal with
fiscal policy, with support of education in general by the Federal
Government. One of the hopes that all educators have is that somehow this will not be seen as extra funds coming into the schools
replacing something else.

There are also issues in dealing with effectiveness of the tax incentives and fairness for various kinds of computer manufacturers,

some of whom are making profits in a giyen year and some of
whom may not be.

Another issue would be that of peripherals. One of the things

that we know in terms of dealing with our own situation in school
is that periphsrals can often- account for up to half of a school's
budget when relating to computer use.. Included are such things as
printers, modems, additional disk drives, and digitizing pads, all

the kinds of things that may be manufactured by. other persons
than the manufacturer of the computer equipment that would be
donated.
Another issue is that of geographic and economic equity. One of

the things that we question with regard to the way the bill is put
together right now is the inability of schools to cluster equipment
from school to school. That results in some inequities within our
own districts. I hope that others will deal with some of those issues.
Our expertise is in the area, not so much of fiscal policy, but
rather, education. What we worry about primarily is what happens
to those computers-when they arrive in the schools. Who knows
how to use them? What are the uses to which they are going to be
put? Who deals with the complexity of introducing at whole new
discipline into the schools in a way that is effective and that also
moves with technology as it changes.

Those of you in this room who have been Irking with computers for the last 7 years know that things have changed enormougly.
We are no longer concerned about 4K boards; we are talking about

the 556K boards and there are many, many issues the devolve
about that. Those are not simple and it is not sufficient for a teacher to have a little bit of training in order to be able to effectively
use computers.
There are many different areas in which computers should be
used in the school, not just in the math classes, which is where

they tend to be ClOstered. There are issues dealing with who uses
them within the school, girls, boys, minority youngsters. How do

you see to it that the whole spectrum of youngsters within the
school have the appropriate introduction to computers?
In terms of software, it is enormously difficult for one teacher to

try to sort oot and go through all of the software that is out right
now, and much of it very,very poor in quality. There needs to be
29-369 0 -84 -3
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at least one person within a school who has the knowledge and

some time set aside to be able to folloWthrough on these things and
help the other teachers.
Our strong suggestion would be that there be an inclusion in the
Stark bill, some provision for teacher training, whether that be as

a percentage of the donation that then goes to the State departments of education or in other ways. It is enormously important.

Michael Kirst, who is the former head of the school board of education here in the State of California, has said that the last successful innovation in the school was the blackboard and the movable
desk. We would like very much for computers to'be the next successful one, one that takes hold and is well used.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
-

STATEMENT OIFJGAN TARG, PRESIDENT, INTERACTIVE SCIENCES, INC.
SUMMARY

There is no question that American schooleneed more computers. But Federal
spending on computers for education makes little sense without guarantees that
schools will have the knowledge to use these computers wisely. In fact, doll; for
dollar, schools benefit far more from investment in training teachers to unde tend
how to best use computers than from any purchase, discounted or otherwise, of computer hardware or software!

Because the computer is such a versatile and powerful tool with 'broad ranging
implications for the school and for all of idciety, it is enormously important that
children have computers in their schools.' Equally important are concrete strategies
and, curriculum for use of these computers. There is a critical need for people who
can carry these programs out in a realistic and dynamic manner, one which takes
advantage of the computer capabilities still unfolding and which integrates their
use into
...1 as a whole.
with thousands of youngsters and hundreds of educators makes
Ouree
this clear,
a' "seed" teacher is trained, a school can e...cablish programs to
teach coniputer literacy, programming, and the use of advanced software. The cost
of the training is less than the cost of a single computer, yet it allows each comput-:.
er to serve three to seven times as effectively. In other words, thousands of dollars
of hardware and software costs can be saved by investing a small amount in teacher
training.
A knowledgeable teacher brings more thar.i,economy. He or she also creates a setting in which students of different backgrounds, abilities, and interests can learn.
Without thoughtful strategies, computers in the school remain the province of the
"Whiz.Kid," relegating the vast majors * of youngsters to video games and rote drill.
and practice.
BACKGROUND

Interactive Sciences, Incorporated (ISI) is a nonprofit public benefits corporation
concerned with research and dissemination in the field of computers and education.
We work closely with schools, Stanford.University, the California State Department
of Education, with foundations and with industry, Last summer we held two separate intensive five-week Institutes on Microcomputers in Education jointly with the
Stanford University School of Education on the Stanford campus. Over two hundred
educators attended, more than half on full or partial scholarship.
In addition to work in teacher training Institute, we direct the computer center at
Jordan Middle School in the Palo Alto Unified School District, a school of approximately 900 seventh and eighth grade students. Using a minimum of computer and
staff resources, we work with approximately 800 of the 900 youngsters in a given
year, teaching computer using skills such as programming, word processing and
spreadsheet analysis. The center also functions as a research laboratory for development of curriculums and strategies for introducing, evaluating and integrating new
technologies as they. appear. )
As a result, we are vitally interested in the effects of the equipment distributions
prompted by passage of the Imbrecht bill by the California Assembly this last year,
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in particular as it may be followed by similar legislation at the federal level- The
nation-can benefit by the clear understanding of both the shortcomings and the successes of the California experience.

resorts

,

There are a large number of issues which must be analysed and dealt with. These
include national policy with regard to support of education; effectiveness of tax. incentives So computer manufacturers and equity of tax structure so as not to favor
some manufacturers over others. Provision for donations of much needed computer
peripherals such as printers, disk drives, networking hafdware, etc. should be considered, especially given that these are often supplied by companies other than the
computer company itself. It thus raises the basis cost of the final product beyond

' what it need be if donated by the original manufacturer instead of the computer

. company.
A major issue is that of geographic lid economic equity in any distrjbutiort. Although schools across the nation suffer from inadequate fundifig, suburban districts
which serve middle class youngsters have found'ways to bring computers into their
schools, while inner-city and rural schools which serve low-income and minority students have far to few. Despite the seeming fairness of the "one school, one commiter" formula, it hardly seems equitable that an inner-city high school serving three
thousand youngsters receives its first (and only) computer while a suburban elementary school of 300ireceives its sixth,
These same problems occur within districts as well. We question the reasoning

behind not permitting' districts to cluster equipment. This would offer flexibility
within the district permitting equitable distributions. If equipment comes from multiple donors, or a school already has a computer, the problems resulting from
mixing brands could be resolved.
We hope that others will speak to these and otherjrnportant issues.
TEACHER ramlitiqg

1,

Beyond hardware, and all of the critical considerations surrounding it, is the issue
of teacher training. Lack of teacher training, not lack of equipment, is the primary
bottleneck preventing effective use of computers in the schools. There must be at
least one person within each district (and preferably school) who hai a broad background in educational uses of the computer, who can make informed decisions about
hardware acquisition, setup and maintenance requirements, software programs for
a variety of applications, and computer assisted instructional packages for the many
different subjects and levels to be found in any school. Because computer technology
is so new and changes so rapidly, schools must have trained personnel to follow new
developments as they occur and help others do the same.
Without provision for training such teachers, many computers (and taxpayers dollarsl are wasted. Along with waste of the equipment goes the waste of child years
and loss of opportunities for our youngsters to learn to use this revolutionary tooL
Some computer companies have Vecognized this need and have made provision for
training. But counting on computer stores for teacher training is no solution. Aside
from their own difficulties in keeping trained personnel and their lack of con
with the realities of the school situation, visiting a computer store often results
pitch for sales. IBM has set up experimental teacher training centers in three sta
along with their donations of computers for selected schools. This is a promising approach and bears watching.
,
RECOMMENDATION

We strongly recommend that provision for funding teacher training be included
in this bill. One possibility is to require that a percentage (in dollar) of the hardware value donated go to the State Departments of Education for a training fund.
The federal government, the schools, and the computer companies are joined in
solving a common problem, that of finding ways to allow our children to benefit
from the use of an exciting new tool. Supplying computers is only half the answer.
To make that solution a reality, we need not only equipment, but educators with the
training to make it work.
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MANY SCHOOLS BUYING COMPUTERS FIND PROBLEMS WITH USING THEM

(By Burt Schorr)
POMPANO BEACH, FLA. Many schools are learning that there's more to teaching
with computers than buying the machines.
Tedder Elementary School here last October acquired three Apple II Plus microcomputers. They were among 900 Apple lls that the Broward County school system
purchased under a $2.1 million computer-expansion program. But only a few of Ted.:

der's 520 students and 30'teachers have even tried the new machines. Computers
aren't likely to have a major role. at the school aMytime soon, says Tedder's principal, Robert Snyder..
One reason is a lack of instructors and instruction- time for teachers. Another is,
that the county hasn't allocated any special funds to buy the software programs to
use with the computers. Tedder owns onlysttvo" computer-program disks, which Mr.
Snyder bought with $60 from a small school fund; the disks are intended to instruct
second. and third-graders in telling time and counting money. But Mr. Snyder says

that until he decides on the disks' instructional value, only three gifted students

will use them.
As schools rush to computerize U.S. classrooms, many find themselves in a similar predicament. The problems often persist even if the schools have the money to
buy the programming for the computers.
BEHAVING THE WRONG WAY

Under pressure from parents and school board members to begin computer instruction, "schools are behaving in exactly the wrong way, contends Phillip
Mackey, an official of the School Boards Association in New Jersey, a state where
many local -districts have invested heavily in computers. "First they buy the machines. Then they buy the software," Mr. Mackey says. "Then they start to think,
'Why did we get into this in the first place?' "
Inadequate planning is common. Computer-education consultants say a frequent
error is failure to equip at least one classroom with a minimum of one computer for
each two students, typically 12 to 15 machines.
One ,Southwestern U.S. school district with 50,000 students recently considered a
$2.5 million computer plan that would have provided its elementary and junior high

schools with only a single computer apiece for "computer literacy" instruction.

Noting that the plan would limit students to just two hours of computer work annually, advisers from a local university told district officials that "they'd be better off
using the money to buy the kids crayons," one of the advisers recalls. The district
decided to rethink its plan.
Teachers also complain about much' of the software that is available for classroom
computers. They contend it is too heavily oriented to mathematics and to drill and
practice exercises that do little to challenge students' powers of analysis.

Gail Gallagher, head of the English department at Broward County's Coral

Springs High School, says nearly all of the software she reviewed recently was "hor-,
rendous." One program that she flunked was an exercise in distinguishing between
homonyms, such as "sun" and "son." The computer program failed to provide any
remedies for students who repeated the same error over and over, she says.

Another Hunker, she sa, "flashed a great big red X" on the computer screen to
signal the user's error. "That's like telling a kid, 'You dummy, you dummy.' " Mrs.
Gallagher complains.
In a joint project of Education Products Information Exchange, a nonprofit orga-

nization in Watermill, N.Y., and Consumers Union, 300 teachers are evaluating
classroom computer programs. Of the initial 50 programs reviewed, only a fourth
got,a grade of 60 percent or better:Many of the drill and practice programs failed,
for instance, because they allow users to "guess their way through," says Kenneth
Komoski, the Exchange's executive director.
Some school consultants wonder if the current enthusiasm for classroom comput-

ers will give way to the same disenchantment that has overtaken previous educational fads. But such skepticism is rare among parents, administrators and teachers.
"We in education have to recognize that we live in a computerized society," says
John Bristol, superintendent of th2 Lyons Township high school district,serving several suburban Chicago communities. The district's 3,700 high school students have,
access to 240 Radio Shack Model III microcomputersone of the highest computerstudent ratios in the country.
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Lyons Tovinship sees computer technology as "it subject to be taught" rather than.
bas about 200
as "a tool for teachers," Mr. Bristol asserts. All the same, the
software programs for classroom use? One teaches music students
fingerings.
Another teaches typing students how to use computers as word processors. A third,
used in a health course, demonstrates the hazards of drinking alcoholic beverages.
More than a few students enjoy comparable computer benefits here in Broward.
County, where each senior high school has a minimum of 30 microcomputers and
each junior high has at least 20. But under-used computers aren't hard to find, and.
the $2.1 million computer purchase has irritated many teachers. Teacher salaries
here average $19,300 a year, and the school board' recently imposed a labor contract
giving teachers less money than they had hoped to get.
It seems to the teachers that this county is dumping vast amounts of money for
equipment nobocT9 is using "contends Linda Pearson, a kindergarten teacher who
serves on the board of the Eirtlivard County Classroom Teachers
Despite such criticisms, the boom in classroom computers is expected to expand.

At the end of last year, schools were using about 274,000 desktop machines, more
than double the year-earlier total, and they will have nearly 1 million units by 1986,
estimates International Data Corp., Framingham, Mass.
FREE TRAINING

Computer companies are encouraging the trend by trying to help overcome the
lack of teacher training. In March_, Tandy Corp. announced that it will provide
public and private school teachers and administrators with up to 24 hours of free
training at any of its 500 Radio Shack computer-training centers. International
Business Machines Corp. says that it is giving 1,500 personal computers to 840

schools and 12 teacher training institutions in California, New York and Florida as
part of an $8 million instructional program.
More than 600 producers of home-and-classroom computer-education programs are
vying for shares of what is estimated 'to be a $150 million market this year and a
much bigger market later. These producers range from individual teachers working
at home to companies such as Milliken Publishing Co., St. Louis, a leading maker of
classroom, pFNTLIMS.

Many educators say some software seems to be improving but a number of school

systems are learning the hard way that some highly rated programs may not be
compatible with their specific computer system.
Michelle Annette, a special-education teacher at Homestead High School in Cu.
pertino, Calif., says she liked the Milliken Math Sequences programs she tried at a
recent software fair run by her school. "They go slow enough for my kids and cover
what they need" in adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing, she says.

Unfortunately, the Milliken math series won't run on the computers at Home-

stead High and other schools in the local Fremont-Union High School District. The
Silicon Valley school system wanted to stretch its $275,000 computer investment as
far as possible. 'So instead of supplying program disks for each of its Apple microcomputers it tied the 15 Apples at each school into a Corvus Systems Inc. network
served by a single disk. Bat producers of schoor software design their copyrighted
products with electronic "locks" to prevent their use with such networks, and only a
few programs priced for network use have reached the market.
The district was gambling that "by the time we got teachers trained," the software problem would he solved, says Michael Summerbell, Fremont-Union coordinator of computer instruction. That hasn't happened yet, thdugh, often forcing teachers like Mrs. Annette to use courseware they consider inferior that isn't copyrighted.

Milliken Publishing has promised "a network solution" by fall, thdugh it has misgivings about network use of its programs. Bodie Marx, vice president in charge of
computer software for Milliken, notes, for example, the company's $500,000 invest-

ment in its math series. "With an investment like that, it scares us to think that
hundreds of students could work from one disk," he says.

Too many school systems are buying computers that can't be integrated with

claisroont work or existing equipment, says Marc Tucker, a Washington, D.C., anathe
lyst of classroom computer policies. Once delivered, the computers gq

hands of teachers who are frightened by the machines and have no sources for

learning how to use them," he says. Mr. Tucker's remedy: schools should allot only
25 percent of their computer funds to hardware and maintenance. Another 25 percent should be reserved for software. The remaining 50 percent should go for planning, teacher training and other support services.

Chairman STARK. Joan, thank you very much.
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Alwine, if you have a prepared statement, it ' appear in the

record and you may summarize it or read from.4:4r proceed in any
fashion you see best.

STATEMENT OF ALWINE FENTON, TEACHER, EDEN GARDENS
ELEMENTARY, HAYWARD, CALIF., ACCOMPANIED BY YOUNG
KIM, STUDENT

Ms. FENTON. I agree with, everything that the previous speaker
said as far as what we need.
My testimony is strictly as a typical classroom teacher that suddenly entered the age of technology by having a computer plunked
in her classroom. Two years ago, I started teaching a GATE class
and one of the
things that happily goes with being a GATE teach.,
er
Chairman STARK. Excuse me, but for the record, and for those of
us, what is a-GATE?
Ms. FENTox.-Gifted and talented class.
Chairman STARK. Thank you.

Ms. FENTON. OK. One of the pleasant things that goes with becoming a GATE teacher is you do get an Apple II computer in your
classroom. However, I became a GATE teaaer before having had
all the preparation to become an Apple or a computer teacher.

They put together the computer and the disk drive and the

viewer and they left me. There I vows with a beautiful, expensive
piece of equipment, 32 children eagerly looking at me to use it, and
I had never touched one before, let alone had any training.
Well, needless to say, that computer was not used wisely my first
year. Luckily I had a friend who taught math in a computer lab in
a high school who gave me some disks of some games and some
drills and we used it that way. I was really frustrated.

is easy to say that a person can learn to use the computer

using the manual. I know that is possible, but when the computer
stays at school and they lock the schools at 4:30 because there is no
custodian at night, it is a little hard to have time during the school
day to teach yourself to operate that computer wisely. I didn't have
time. I teach math, reading, science, social studies, all the subjects
to the children and GATE children are prolific in what they turn
out' and the correction time just didn't leave me time at school to
work on this.
After taking four different computer classes at a personal cost of
about $500, I felt I was adequatelytrained to teach the computers.
But then I faced another frustration. There I was with 32 eager
children and one computer, which is an almost impossible situation. Fortunately, I heard about a room full of Apple computers at
the adult school nearby and the principal very .graciously and
bravely allowed me to take my children over there once a week for
6 weeks.

Well, it was a completely ditliprent world. In one ession, they
learned what it would have taken me over a month r-two to get
across in the classroom. It seems that college classes and TECC
centersand by the way, I am all for these new 1TECC centers,
they are marvelous lout they came after I went through this expe-

rience--
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llment so,that there are only two
TECC centers limit their
-teachyr is suppoied to be able to
to a gispepter, but an e
..iniputer. 'NW Is like asking yop to
teach Ctodiputers with
-teach. typewriting with one typewriter..Sometimes I think that 'a
63Inputer is thought of as another piece of audioviSual equipment,
such as. the projector. or a stereo or the phonograph, but there is a
great difference; All of those pieces of equipment serve thi entire
class at once, whereas thecomfou
..

must be handled by an individ-

ual.. Maybe two can sit there orMree ean sit there, but it is used

by-one child at a time.

I was very fortunate again this yr. The district decided I

hadn't broken any equipment last yedr and I could write a prograin and gets-to take my children to the adult school every
Wednesday again this year. We are doing basic now and after
Christmas; we will go into logo. But unfortunately, I am the only
c*ss in the district doing this and we are really not supposed to be
Ming this because thOze computers belong to the adult school. But

they are not used in the kfternoon and it;clid seem like a terrible

waste.

I added at th*=back,of my statement a lot of statements from niy
hildren. I was told by Mr.-Stark's office that they often hear testimony from teachers and business people_ and computer experts, but
tly never hear from the children; so I asked my children tx write
NhE.-it they thought of computer education and I just,
papers
drew out 'same. varying statements. I didn't include all the children
because, of course, there was duplication.
I have a real concern that, a computer should not become just a
Clakrodin toy or used asin some cases I have heard, "If you are

,gall day, you get to use the computer as a reward." That is not

wild! a computer is for. It should not become a babysitter for some
child that perhaps is remedial and it is very nice to just place that
dhilid on a remedial math disk for hours on end. That is notreducatics s either. However I am in favor, olt computers being used in regitication.
me.
I th k siFetything I do with my GATE class could be done with
regular, average children. I taught those children for many years. I
know that they could do all the same things. The computers should
not just be used with disks. I feel very strongly on that. However,
we need the money for good disks that serve educational needs.
They are marvelous for remedial work and for drill, but the child
s ould,,becomethe master of that computer, not a robot sitting
!only nrisWering questions that the computer poses.
child should know that that ccpzaputer isn't able to think and

it can't do a single thing without a human /hind putting in the
commands. I think for the future societyand they are all going to
have to use themI am pleased that we are getting the donation of
coiiiiniters. I do feel the frustration of the one computer. I put in
my suggestions that it may it possible that they can be grouped so
teachers can take their children to a computer center. I could take
them to the Lawrence Hall of Science, but it costs between $300

and $400 for one trip. Schools haven't got that money.
I think what the previotis spieaker mentioned about having somebody trained' with these computers would really help the` teachers.

'4 0
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Eventually,' all the classroom teacjlers, if ',they go 'along with their
classes, will also beAlearning about computers.
[The prephred statement 6:51lowS:J

STATEMENT OF ALWINE FEtITON,'EDEN GARDENS ELEMENTARY, HAYWARD, CALIF.

I Ircarne part of the technological revolution when t starred teaching a GATE
class.. I'm representative of all the elementary teachqrs who suddently find that
they haVe a computer in their classroom. Two 'years ago srbeautiful Apple II ar-

rived: The' GATE supervisor helped assemble the unit. He left din! there I was with
thirty-two ,Childrqn and a very valuable-Piettof equipment. I had never touched a
'computer in my life. I had had not' computer training whatsoevebe,
Luckily, I had a friend Who titighehr a computer, math lab at a high-school., He
gave me a collection of disks involving a' variety of s.Vjects and some games. Needless to say, the computer was not used to its fullest Potential during the school day.
After taking four computer, classes, at the personal cost of around $500.00, I feel
adequately trained to utilize a computer with children. While I was being trained
the computer wasn't used correctly. We used the donated disks for some math and
.
history drill and for games.
Once I knew how to teach programming, I felt another frustration. One computer
and thirty-two children is an impossible situation. I-would introduce a concept and
the children would take turns all day using the computer. With`thirty-two children
.

some never get, their turn until,the following day. By then the objective of the

lesson was a little foggy.'
Fortunately, I heard about a -room, full of Apple. II computers at a nearby Adult
Education School being idle in the afternoons. The principal; Wally Copeland, generously (and bravely) let. me teach my class in their lab one afternoon a week for six
weeks. What a difference! We had two students on each. computer. We accomplished.

/in one afternoon what it would have taken at least a month to learn in our classrpom.

All college or tech center classes limit their enrollment so that there will bg only
two students,to a Computer. (One-to a computer is ideal.) Yet elementary teachers
are expected to teach thirty -two children with one computer. It would be the same
as asking a teacher to teeth a class in typing with just one typewriter,
Sometimes I think a computer is looked, upon as a piece of AV equipment such asthe phonograph, film projector or television. The difference is that a phdnograph,
projector 'or television can serve a full classroom at once. The computer must be
used by an individual.
,.This year, once again, I- have at ranged to take my GATE 4/5 class to the Adult
'School every Wednesday afternoon. The children work in pairs. They are learning
BASIC. After Christmas we will work in LOGO. The class works from 12:15 to 2:20
,PM without a break. The children love it. They concentrate and work hard. It is
their favorite part of the week.
I'm thoroughly supportive of computer education if' it is done corAectly. Software
to teach' or drill subject matter skills N fine, but that should not he the only use of a
computer. Children should learn how to direct the computer. They should learn that
a computer only does what a human mind commends it to do. Children should not
just sit passively -and answer questions posed by the computer. Instead they should
learn to think through problems using a computer as a tool. A child should master a
computdr, not be its slave. Although I teach a, GATE class at this time, average students could succeed at,.doing the same things my class is doing.
Every student in our nation should have equal access to computer education. For

some this may mean using a computer as an aid to mastering.basic skills. For the
majority this should be education to help the child becom master of the computer,
'to be able'to use one as an adult in this techonogicar age.

4

SUGGESTIONS

1. Provide funds for adequate computer training for teachers now in the schools.
2. Students at teacher training
institutions should receive training in classroom
.
computer use.'
8. Funds should be provided for software to fit the educational needs of st dents.
4: Encourage- grouping of computers -fn- labs -These should-he at-accessibl
tions or in traveling mobile units. These units woult113,e wisely used if staffed by
trained comput4r teachers.
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STATEMENTS OF STUDENTS, 4/5 GATE CLASS, EDEN GARDENS ELEMENTARY, HAYWARD,
CALIF.

Ian Reddoch, Gr. 5: I think that there should be a coputer in every class, be-

cause computers run the world pretty much these days. ids should learn to oper- g
ate them now because they will have to operate them when they are grown anyway. 1"
David Augustine, Gr. 4: I think that 'every school should have a computer because
they are educationak and fun. Computers are fun for games and they are educational because they could help you with math, readingcsPelling, and lots of other things:
Sometime in the future we'll get a job'and th `will probably. have computers to
'
work with,. so its good.to know how to use one jus in case.
Delilah Rainbo, Gr. p: I feel that computers are being used wrong. A teacher Will'.
punch in a program and have, the, child do it. But actually the child should be telling the computer what to do and be learning from his or hemistakes.
If a computer is used correctly then the little boy or girl who walks up to one not '
Itnowing a thing could someday be a big -time computer programmer.
. Dennis Mojado, Gr. 5: Computers are really growing during-this year. They are

getting smarter and better. But, we aren't doing anything about it. Just a few are ..

learning. The others .don't even know what. INPUT will do. If we had several computers in each school and had daily or Weekly'education about them, we would be
ready for the future.
Cheryl Mealer, Gr.. 4:1 think computers are a fun leaning experience/When kids
grow up they will know how to use a compdter at work. The computers should be
used properly. Students should wash their hands befoge they use a computer so they
won't get it dirty. Teachers should cover it so it won't get dusty. I' think all schools
should have computers.
Abigail Aroma, Gr. 5: Every school -in Hayward, I think, has at least one computer. They are good because in the future when you grow *and warita ,,,j9b you will
probably have to have computer experience. What you get from a cimPuter is an
advantage!
MartinSanchez, Gr. 5: I think the teachers; prindipals, Mom and Dads Clubs,or
PTA, and the Board of Education should invest a little money and buy from 30 to 40

computers and lock them up in a single room. Then one day of the school week
classes could go to that special room. for an hour or so to use the computers. . . I
think it is good for kids to learn how to,program a comptiter. When he or she
.

'reaches adulthood, they will find a good occupatiOn very early.

David Keller, Gr. 5: Computers are part of the modern world, and if children

know more about computers, they will probably get better jobs when' they row up.
Very few children have a chance to use a computer. If children don't use acomputer when they are young, they will not be as good on computers-when they're grown
and will not get as good jobs.
Michael Jewell, Gr. 5: I think every school should have about 16 computers.They
could put the 16 in an auditorium. Each class can have an hour to go there for two
days a week. There could be two on a computer and if there's extras maybe a few
could be alone.

,

They could learn stuff on the computers they are going to use for the rest of their
"lives. They could correct papers, learn the keyboard, and learn how to write a program. If they start learning now, they, will never forget it.
Dean Quock, Gr. 5: With all these new computers coming out, and their rapidly
falling prices, I believe that schools should take this wonderful opportunity. What
can a superpower do if its citizens do not know how to operate a modern machine
tc
,
.
that will be used-in the future?
.,
Darin Hood, Gr. 4: I think every student should be properly, exposed to a computer so when they grow up and go to work they Will know how to use one. I think
since some of the elementary schools have 5th to 7th graders switching classes, they
should have a computer room that they go to for one half hour a day.
Justin McLloyd, Gr. 5: I don't think there should be a computer in each classroom
like other people say, because it may take away class time and work. I think there
should be a special room in the school for computers.,
Beth-Keller, Gr. 4: I think schools should have one computer room with a lot of
computers in it. If there is just one in each classroom, it could cause a fight about
who gets it next or first.

- It isimportant-that you learn--how-to-worlra-computerwhen-youtre-still-youngv-----When you get into higher grades such as high school, you should already know how
to use a computer. It would be embarrassing to go to high school and start on a
beginner disk.

.
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fieathei.. Zaitz, Gr. 4:: I think computers should not bepsed for just anything. I
think some people use the computer and not their heads.
Tilde Herrera, Gr. 5: I think having computers in the schools is great. They give
kids a chance to get somewhere in the real world with computer technology. Kids

that. get to use computers get to experience things that they never knew existed.
. Coinputers help to raise grades. Kids that aren't so bright that use comput.

.

ers will soon get brighter. '
Becky Ortega, Gr. 4: Our class goes on a fieldtrip every Wednesday for computers
at the Adult School. All children need to:learn about computers for the future. The
Juture may be all computers. Children need that chance to learnabout computers to
have a good life:
Aarti Ahuja, Gr. 5: Well, I think that computers in the school is pretty good. It is
,good exposure for us kids. It is good to learn about 'computers because when you

grow up you may want, to be.an engineer. If you need to solve along eight hour
prqblem,you could db it on the computer in one minute!
Jody Casey, Gr. 4: I think coinputers in school is .a very good idea. It may even
start a good career for students later on in Bre.

Ms. FENTON. Young jCirn will answer any questions. He didn't

come with a prepared statement, but you might like to 'knowhe
wrote a long paper and I didn',t include his because I thought4he
could just tell it.

Chairman Stmts. Sure, Young, maybe you couldI have looked
at some of the statements that your classmates wrote. Maybe you
would like to just tell us how you feel about it 'or tell us how some
of your other classmateS feel.

Master KIM. Well, I think it is pretty good because they teach
the waysome people are saying that you are not ,using the computers right because you are using disks, 'but it teaches you and

shows you what it is so you are never going to answer a questiOn if
you never knew the answer. So it is going to even encourage you
just fiom the fun of going over the keys to learn.
Chairman STARK. 'Is it the most enjoyable thing you do in your
class or do you like sports better or would you rather read book?
How do`you feel? Do you not read any books because you spend so
.
much time with the computer?
Master KIM. We hardly have any time to Spend on the computer.
There is only one computer and we usually do a lot of work.
Chairman STARK. So you still have to have a good book every
once in a while?
Master KIM. Yes.

Chairman. STARK. OK. Do you think that all the kids use the

computer in the class as much or that some like it better than
others or some are really scared of it?
Master KIM. It depends, like some people don't. want to use it.

Most people want to use it, but some people are just afraid of it.
Chairman STARK. What have you learned in the time you have
had to use the computer? Have you learned, something, abOut'math

or something about how the computer can help you learn other
things?What sorts of things have you learried?
Master KIM. We 'have mostly been doing programing for the computer.
Chairman STARK. Which is kind of math and logic, isn't it?
Master KIM. Yes.

Chairman STARK. Does it teach you to think more logically, do
you think, about science or anything else?
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Master Kim. It makes you learn because nobody is ever going to

want to have syntax error coming on, the screen every time.
[Laughter.]
Chairman STARK. Particularly if they don't know what syntax
error is and how to spell it.
It is not contagious; is it? [Laughter.]

Master Kim. No.
Chairman STARK. What is syntax error? Can you describe' that to

Master Kim- It is likewell, a coMpu r is jot made to under-

,

stand normal English so you have to pu ch in the commands like
10 print, something like that. It won't derstand if you just print
something unless it has it built into the computer. So if it 4oesn't
understand, it writes out syntax error.

Chairman STAgut. And that is bad.
Master Kira: It is kind of frustrating. [Laughter.]
Chairman STARK. OK. What otherlet me ask this. Somebodyr

said oncesee what you think about thisthat some .kids are

Afraid to stand up in front of the whole class and answer a question-because they are afraid they &ill know the answer and they
wouldn't want the kids to laugh at them. But if they are 'working
with a computer, nobody can really see what they are doing and
they are muchfeel much more confident because if they make's
Mistake with, the computer, they can keep trying and correct it and
they are not so timid.
Is thatdo you ever see kids who might be 'scared in class but
they will just go to it with the computer?
Master KIM. Yes. Some kids do that because they know nobody is
just going to come walking over from.a different computer and say,
`Oh, you got this wrong,' and they start laughing at you. So they

know nobody can do that e4cept the computer might sometimes

put you down.
Chairman STARK. Does the computer put you down? {Laughterl
Master Kird. Sometimes, yes, especially after you run a real long
program, it comes down syntax error.
Chairman STARK. I guess I had better find mit hat that is. That
it? [Laughter.]
is sort of like being second in an election, is

Chris, did you have a statement, and if not, could, you tell us a.
little bit about how you, I guess at the high school level, have been
involved with computers.and what it has meant, to you and give us
some advice, perhaps?
Ms. THACKER. Well, the computer, as I use. 0, is a fantastic tool
in that one of the major uses I have for it is to write my papers. It
doesn't- write my ,papers for me, but I use editors which basically
eliminate the rough draft and I can write more and sit will be more
extensive. It is much easier to go back and eliminate entire para-

graphs or rewrite whatever you want to write without thea hard
copy is sort of,conprete and you. don't havewith a typewriter, you
have just the one, Copy and then you have to go back and retype
pages. With the computer, it is much easier to fix things like that.
I am writing, a math fax program for my sister and really there

are quite a few uses, such aswell, I am learning Pascal now;

which will help me to write progranis to figure out math formulas.
I have one that solves equations and just afz a toolit doesn't take
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over what I am doing, but it is a great hell) in doing homework and
things like that.
Chairman STARK. Chris, let me ask you this. In talking to your
classmates or in your, own opinion, do you think that your teach-

ers, or 'the teachers that you talk about with your classmates are
preparedto use the computers and to teach you how to use them or
do you think that many of your teachers aren't very well prepared
in that rea? Ate you willing to tell us?
Ms. THACKER. Well, let's seethe computer center that we have
at Palo Alto High School consists of about 30 Applea and then one
or two IBM's and one or two 'Ataris. We have one director who
knows all of what 'is'going on and then we have several students
who are very well involved.

I am learning Pascal during lunchtime and the people there are
very helpful, the students who know what they are doing. I lam
'pretty much learning it from a manual but if I need help at all, I
can go to them and they are very well informed.
Chairman STARK. OK. You mentioned, or I think Ms. Targ mentioned that there is equipment and programs that would be helpful

to have, I can't recall right off the top of my head what types of
equipment might be excluded under either the California law or
under our bill, but what are the kinds of things that you would
find useful to have in addition, either in programing or peripheral
equipment that you don't have now that you think would be useful
to yourself and othet students?
Ms. THACKER. We' have everything now running on a network
which rheans that all the computers come -off one hard disk, which
is kind of efficient, but it would be better if we had a couple of disk

drives to use a computer system by itself instead of having it on
the hard disk because there are a lot of disadvantages with that.
There, are also many adVantages and it is a lot less expensive, but a
couple disk drives or a better editor would be helpful.
We have a Pascal program that w&ks really well.
Chairman STARK. What is that?
What?
Chairman STAR!,
-hat
that? [LaUghter.1
MS. THACKER.

is -Pascal. Is that a pasta sauce or is

Ms. THA
No;
is not any kind of a food. Pascal is a computer langua,
ich is better than many of the computer languages
around simply because it is faster and you can run things incredibly quickly. Assimilations or whatever.
Chairman ,STARK. You indicate- tei us that a lot of what you are
using the computer for is to help you in other courses, English or
history or science, in effect, to make you more productive. Is there

anything just inherent in the computer itself and in learning to
master it and in programing it that you find valuable ip being iso
lated from the rest of the course work, or do you see iralmost ex-

clusively as something that is a learning and production aid in
terms of letting you cover more material in other courses?
Ms. THACKER. No; it is greatit has helped greatly in helping me
organize my thinking and it is a logic tool. Just any experience
with a computer at all in programing helps your logic skills.
Chairman STARK. How is your syntax?
.. Oh, my syntax is great. [Laughter.1
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Chairrinan

STARK. I

could go on with this all day and maybe with

a little mare time, I would figure out what syntax iis, too, but I
would ask Alwine or Joan if they had anything they wanted to add
to anything that Young Kim or Chris have said or any further
comments.

,

.

Ms. TARG. I would like to mention, also, that Chris and many of
the other youyigsters.in our school have been very active ag teachers of teacherg. Alwine, when you mentioned that you could have
used help; one'of-the ways in which that help is forthcoming in our
school, and at the Institute for Educators, Microcomputers, and
Education curing t4 summer, this help comes from, knowledgeable
youngsters. It is one of Alle strategies and techniques that can be
introduced to the schools by people who have been trained, who
have done gome thinking about it, and that allows other youngsters

in the computer center that Chris is in right now at the high

school who have mostly been through the same program at the
junior high school level, to help each other and act as colleagues.
That is something that is going to be very important, not only in:
the schools, but in society. as a whole, because whatever is happen
ing right now with the schools, whatever is happening with computers and what they are learning will be very different 2 years
froth now and 4 years from then and 10 years from then.
We really have to teach these youngsters to take part in a learning society and lo take information from wherever they can get it
and to help others give information and keep abreast of what is
going on.

Chaifinah STARK. I wanted'to ask Chris what was your first contact with a computer:, Where did you meet your first computer?
Ms. THACKER. I was 10 years old and in the sixth grade. The Palo
Alto Unified School District got us three North Star Horizon computers and I was kind of in a pilot program. The first language I
learned was basic and I stayed in during lunch and we wrote little
games and did all kinds of fantastic things with that:
Chairman STARK. Do you have one at home ?.
Ms. THACKER. We have an IBM PC, yes.
Chairman STARK. And you go invading other computei' networks
like in "Wargames" and places like that?
Ms. THACKER. I don't have a modem. [Laughter.]
Chairman STARK. I am afraid to ask Kim the same question.
[Laughter.]
Kim, where did you first get exposed to computers or when was
the'first time 'roil ran into one or used one?
Master KIM. My friend had a computer. That was about when I
was 9 years old.
Chairman STARK. "Did he have it at home?
Master KIM. No.
Chairman STARK. Your friend had a computer at home or-Master KIM. Yes.
Chairman STARK. What, one to play games on or one that you
could do other thinks with?
Master KIM. A Commodore.
Chairman STARK. I see. OK. Do you have one at home now?
Master/ Kim. No.
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Chairman STARK. You don't. OK, so .you haven't gone sneaking
into any of these networks.
Master Kim. No, not yet. [Laughter.]
Chairman STARK. Well, I want to thank you all. This is a holiday
today, isn't it?
Ms..TARG. Yes.

Chairman STARK. There are probably a lot of things that you

could find to do with a day off, and Alwine has one otherI might
add, you know why it. is a holiday today? Because it is my birthday,

so we are all taking time off to be 'here when we could be doing
other things.
Thank you guys very much.

Alwine.
Ms. FENTON. I did want to mention, I hack parent conferences yes-

terday and the day before and I .had many parents come in and
sayI gave them a grade in computers just so they could see how

they are doing and they said, "Well, my child said that he could 'do

much better if he had one at home, that all the other kids have

one." [Laughter.]

It is now the kind of thing they are saying that ,everybody else
has one and it wasn't true. The children doing the very best do not

have them at home; -they have worked in the labs. I do want to
stress that, the teacher trainingI did have a few children help me,
when I first got one, but it still was not the same as really having
plans.

Now I] have my on Apple at h me. I can do lesson planning on
what I am going to do with them i the lab. You can't take 32 children into a computer lab and not be prepared. I teach harder, I am
ready for the showers when those 2 hours are over, racing around,
either answering their questions or seeing what an excited child
has produced. It is really a terrific tool. Thank you.
Chairman STARK. Thank you; Alwine, and I would indicate, as
long as the copies last, we are going to ask that the Eden Gardens
Elementary students' comments be made a part of the record, but
for those in the audience who may find, as I have been. glancing
through, that they are fascinating, I think they eqe fascinating and

I think there are copies on the press table if ailybody would like
them.

.

yharilr you all for beihnith us' his morning.
Ms. FENTON. Thank you..

fi

Chairman STARK. We did skip over Dave Bossen, the president
and chief executive officer of Measurex, and he is here representing fhe American Electronics Association. If you would. .like to
come up, Mr. Bossen, and then we will have our next panel right
after that.
You have a Prepared statement, Mr. Bossen, and it will appear
in its entirety in the record. If you would like to summarize it or
add ally comments to previous witnesses' testimony, you may and I
will just let you proceed in whatever' fashion you are comfortable
with. Thank you for being here.

er7
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STATEMENT OF DAVID A. BOSSEN, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MEASUREX CORP., REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BOSSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think those youngsters said it all, miich better than I am going
to be able to.
My name is David Bossen, I am president and chief executive officer of Measurex Corp., a company which manufactures computerbased process control systems. We are headquartered in Cupertino
and we employ over 2,000 people, I am a director of the American
Electronics c#ssociation and chairman of its San Francisco Council.
I appear here today on behalf of the American Electronics Association.
We represent over 2,300 growing high - technology companies

throughout the country, 'all .segments of the electronics industry,
from startups.to the largest companies in the industry. Seventy-two
percent of our members are small companies employing fewer than
250 employees, but together, all of the companies in the association
account for 140 billion in annual sales, which is 63 percent of the
worldwide sales of the U.S.-based electronics industry.

We commend Congressman Stark for his introduction of H.R.

701. I would just like to make a couple comments in summary.
Computer technology, we believe, ameliorates the math and science teacher shortage. Teachers are more productive using computers and I believe that the students will learn. You saw these stu-

dents were learning quite well. I am sure when I was in fifth
grade, syntax error would have meant nothing to me. It doesn't
mean a lot today. [Laughter.]

We think that there 'are some additions that would be helpful if
they could be added to H.R. 701, such as those in H.R. 3098, Stark
and Archer. We would suggest that the bill should be extended to a
5-year bill from a 1-year bill so that many companies can responsibly participate and proVide these benefits for our students.
We would also suggest you revert to the current 1Q-percent ceiling for contributions. We don't think that it is really required to go
to the 30 pereefft.
We would require donation& of computer software and
courseware and teacher orientation so that the teachers are able to
use the "computers. That is the same thing that I believe the previous witnesses were commenting on. It does very, little good to give
a black box to tIle teacher and then walk away from it. I think
there would be a-backlash against those donating the equipment if
that were to occur.
We believe quite strongly that the electronics and information
technology industries are important keys to economic growth in
the country: Our forecasts are for a 49-percent job growth within
our industry by 1987..

This growth, though, may be difficult to achieve if we are unable
to attain sufficient numbers of engineering graduates from our universities. Competent gobd students, such as the students that you
see here today, are unable to get space in engineering classrooms,
primarily due to,,a shortage of engineering faculty.
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We believe that the purpose behind H.R. 701 will be thwarted if
students continue to be unable to pursue higher education study.
We would suggest that H.R. 701 incorporate tax incentives for
higher education as well as for K-12, for &mations of teaching
equipment by both.mantkfacturers and customers including warranties and service contracts again; eliminate the rolling payment in
the present R&D tax credit for research and education from the
base period so as to encourage research donations to -the u ersities; and tax incentives for fellowship-forgivable loans to
lop
new science and engineering faculty.

I want to emphasize also the importance of the permanence of
the R&D tax credit under ERTA. As I said, we support the bill but
suggest these modifications.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF DAVID A. BOSSEN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, MEASUREX CORP., FOR THE
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY
4c
,
AEA supports H.R. 701 to provide tax incentives to increase computer donations
to K-12 schools. Computer technology not only ameliorates the math and science
teacher shortage by teaching subject matter but increases students' computer literacy, helping them become employable and competently functioning adults in an in-

creasingly technologically-based society.

Additions are needed to H.R. 701,.auch.as those in H.R. 3098 (Stark and Archer)
for K-12: extend to a five year bill, sc many companies can responsibly participate;
revert to current 10 percent ceiling for .contributions; require donations of compUter
software/courseware and teacher orientation for imme%liately useable "turnkey"
systems.

Electronics and information technology are keys' to economic growth, promising a

49 percent job growth within high tech companies between 1983-87, creation 'of
many more service and related industry jobs, and continuation of jobs in traditional'
industries through improved prqducts and processes. This economic promise is jeop-

ardized by insufficient numbers of skilled human capitalespecially electrical and
computer engineersgraduating from U.S. colleges and universities. Competent and
interested students cannot find space in undergraduate classrooms primarily due to
a shortage of engineering faculty and inadequate teaching laboistories. The purpose
behind H.R. 701 will be thwarted if student continue to be unable to pursue higher
education study.
H.R. 701 needs to incorporate tax incentives for high, education: fcr clopatiens of
teaching equipment by both manufacturers and customers with appropriate-warran-

ties and service contacts; elimination of the rolling payment in the present R&D
credit for research and education from base period research expenses to increase
R&D with universities; and for fellowship-forgivable loans to develop new science
and engineering faculty, excluding from taxable income forgiveable amounts when
they graduate and teach,
R&D expenditures relate directly tojob growth and productivity. Permanencd of
the R&D tax credit under ERTA is essentialtrExtension of its application beyond
research to teaching as a means to encourage increased private industry dollars for
both K-12 and hig,her ethication purposes described above are provided by H.R. 3098

(Stark & Archer) and H.R. 3095 (Shannon and Archer), and in the Senate S. 1194
(Danforth) and S. 1195 (Bentsen and Chafee).

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, and Members of this DAtinguished Committee: My name is. David
Rosser', I am President and Chief Executive Officer of Measurex Corporation, a company which manufactures process control systems. The company, headquartered in

Cuperetino, California, was founded in 1968 and currently employs over 2,000
people. 'I am a director of the American Electronics Association and Chairman of its
San Francisco Council. I was formerly Vice President of Industrial Nucleonics in Colqmbus, Ohio frome1951 to 1967.
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,l appear before you today on behalf of the American Electronics Association" AEA
represents over 2,300 growing high technology companies thioughout the country.
The Association's membership includes all segments of the U.S. electronics industry,
including computer, telecommunications, defense, instruments, semicdnductors, software, research, andoffice systems. The AEA membership includes companies of all
sizes from "start-up" to the largest companies in the industry. Seventy-two perce t
are mall companies;employing fewer than 250 employees. Together our compani s
account for $140 billion in annual sales-63% of the wor'dwide sales of the .S.
based electronics industry.
We commend Congressman Stark for his introduction of H.R. 701. While we believe in the merit of educational grants and allocations, we prefer the underlying
principle in this legislation. B addressing and educational problem of na nal significance through tax incent s , the federal government prowitleis schools th il
witItTi
it doe
nancial multiple of what pu
fonds would rovide Furth-4*M,
r
minimum of the overhead and bureaucratic osts involved in a federal grahts pro,
gram.
,

Although tax incentives as a way to addr ss educational needs are unique the
federal level, they have precedent at the state level. California; for example, last

yeas passed AB. 319.1 (Imbrecht) providing tax credits for companies donating new
computers to elementary and secondary schools (K-12) and an enhanced deduction .
for companies contributing research equipment to state colleges and universities.
AEA's support has been helpful in recently enacting AB 430 (O'Connell and Naylor)
which is extending the tax incentive concept for two years to include Apations of
new scientific and computer equipment to higher educational institutions for teaching purposes. An urgent need exists for such incentives at the federal level as well.
NEW COMPUXER DONATIONS FOR K-12

In "A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educatiti

rm," the raftentia' re-

leased report of the National Commission on Excellence in ucation, the quality
teaching in our public schonisis viewed as woefully inadequate:

For the first time in thory of our country, the educational skills of one gen7
eration will not surpasswill not even equalwill not even approach those of parents." '
.1 generalay of postAlitnik 11.40 lost,
The great educational
,,ogy a. giobla competition of young people 01-on
for then ll! era
'bur very futon- as a Nation and as a People" is at
tion." The report conclu.'
risk."
As proiLi, irs of electronics products we have special cause for concern. These K-

12 students are our future employees. Industry's and our nation's competitiveness
will depend on them in the very near future.
Xerox Corporation estimates that 60 million U.S. workers will be linked to some
form of. "electronic work station" (using computers, video screens, and telephone
lines) by 1990.3 Predictions from the National Center for Education Statistics are no
less disheartening. They assert that unless the declines in, math, science, .-reading,
and-writing skills of K-12 can be turned around, the U.S. in the next decade will
produce 1 to 2 Million of the 2.4 million high school graduates`'who will lack basic
entry-level skills for jobs.

This situation comes at a time when 48 percent of the teaching positions in math
are either vacant or filled by uncertified teachers 4 and when there are less than
10,000 physics teachers in the nation's 15,000 schools districts. The U.S. currently
lags fourth in scientific literacy behind the Soviet Union, West Germany, and
Japan. Since 19(i9, graduating high school seniors takihg college preparatory courses
have dropped by one-third to 36 percent. Less than one in ten U.S. high school students take a one-year physics-course. Inethe United States, 20 percent do not graduate from high school compared with 2 percent in the Soviet Union and 10 percent in
Japan.

1 "A Nation at Risk." Members- of the National Commission on Excellence in Education,

Washington. p.c., 1983.
2 "Can the Schools Be Saved?" Newsweek, May 9, 1953, p. 0.
'Winning Technologies: A New Industrial Strategy for California and the NationY California Commission on Industrial Innovation, State of California, September 1982.

Ronald Kotulak, "Crisis: Heading for Scientific Illiteracy.' Chicago Tribune, February 2,

1982.

29-369 0-84--4 .
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NEED FOR COMPUTERS IN K-12 SIGNIFICANT

Currently, only one out of three U.S. public schools has access to a computer.5
Twenty.two percent of the nation's 50,000 elementary and 60 percent of the nation's
25,000 high schools now have access to microcomputers.5

Industry sources estimate that the actual number ofclassroom computers availa-

ble nationwide is only around 300,000far too few to provide any substantive
hands-on computer experience to the 37.5 million K-12 students. Last year's data
validates this: only 13 percent (or 4.7 million) students logged an average of 9 hours

of actual keyboard time during the 1981-82 school year.''
At the elementary level, the situation is worse: One third of the U.S. elementary
school population gets 5 to 10 minutes of time on a computer each week.5
Against this unsatisfactory record, we need to remind ourselves that computer use
by the education community has three primary benefits:
First, applications of computers help to make students "computer literate" so that

they can understand and function competently as adults in a society that will in-

creasingly use technology in all aspects of daily life. Second, computer use will help

students operate and be 'comfortable with electronic process in the workplace

whether they go qn to become highly educated engineers or secretaries using word
processors and electronic mail. Third, at a time when a shortage of math and science teachers is extreme, computers offer a means to supplement classroom instruction in all disciplines. Through simulations and educational games, for example, students can be assisted not only to assimilate new information, but can be taught to
think creatively and analytically.
The need is clearly demonstrated. For instance, one company in our Association
has received 4,0Q0 letters from schobls describing a need for computers mid a lack of

funds to purchase them. Many member firms have received letters from scirols'
which want to implement "computer awareness programs" because students are demanding them. Again, few of these schools are budgeted to buy computers.
Provisions for K-12 computer donations in H.R. 701 will provide incentives for
companies to donate in amounts we believe will help make a major impact on the
problem.
SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO H.R. 701

While H.R. 701 goes far in its efforts to increase the computer literacy and educational capability of our nation's youth, we suggest it needs to go further. Congr
men Stark and Archer's H.R. 3098, "Technology Education Assistance and Development Act df 1983," for example, includes many of the provisions of H.R. 701 and
additional ones which AEA members consider essential.
FIVE YEAR BILL NECESSARY

H.R. 701 requires that computers be donated during 1984 and constructed within
six months of assembly. This will make it difficult for more than one or two comps1 nies to "gear up" pi oduction schedules within this short time frame. H.R. 3098, qe.
° the other hand, allows a five year period for contributions, necessary to allow many
companies to join in this partnership effort and, through long-range planning, re-'
sponsibly participate!
CURRENT CONTRIBUTION. CEILING ADEQUATE

H.R. 701 raises the present one year maximum allowable charitable contributions
from 10 percent to 30 percent of a corporatiOrt's taxable income. Present, law appears
. adequate to'allow companieS to significantly increase donations to achieve a positive

effect within K-12 schools. An extension of th'e bill to a five year period would
ensure the adequacy of the present contribution 'ceiling and minimize a "hill and
valley" revenue effect that might occur with a 20 percent ceiling increase during a
gar period:*

.

Invaders: School Survival Shifts to Center Screen." Christian Science Monitor, April
` 15, 1983, P. 81.

" "Instructional Use of Computers in

blic Schools." National Center for Education Statis-

tics. U.S. Department of Educations Septerlsber 1982, p. 4 Table 2.

Ibid., P. 2.
" Ibid., P. 11.
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DONATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

A recent article in the Wall Street Journal outlines the problem many K-12

schools are having finding money to purchase computer software to operate donated
computer hardware. In many cases, schools have purchased computer terminals, but
have failed to provide funds to buy software programs to operate them and sufficient courseware with wh:ch to teach meaningfully.° A provision in H.R. 3098 encourages companies to donate educational software, helping to ensure that donated
computer hardWare is usable as soon as receiveda "turnkey" kind of system.
..,

TEACHER IN-SEliVICE/ORIENTATION

,

,

I

Only 11.2 percent of the nation's K-12 public school teachers actually use computers to teach students." It is the interest of any company donor that donated equipment is fully a d effectively used. "Sufficient' in-service training required in H.R.
3098 ensures th t teachers become capable of operating the computer and associated
are in order to be% able to teach others to do so. The stipulation
software/cou
that the donor ompany and the recipient school work out an agreement relative to
the number of orientation hours appropriately recognizes the diversity of computerbased systems that may be donated and the range of needs for orientation within
the educational community.'
.

NEEDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

While we,concur with the need addressed by H.R. 701 to increase computer literacy and basic competencies of young people, a shortage of faculty and instructional

equipment within U.S. colleges and universitiesunless redressedwill thwart

these K-12 students from pursuing information-based careers. The problem is especially severe today for those attempting to get electrical and computer engineering
bachelor degrees.
PLENTIFUL SUPPLY TODAY OF ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Members from the academic commytity/Seying on AEA's Blue Ribbon Commit-

tee on Engineering EducationDr. oseph Pettit, President of Georgia Institute of
Technology; Dr. Karl Willenbroc , Green Professor of Engineering at Southern
Methodist University; and Dr. Ric and Atkinson, former Executive Director of NSF
and now Chancellor for the Unive ity of California, San Diego estimate that two
out of every three; qualified appli ants to undergraduate electrical/electronic and
computer engineering programs ca not presently gain admittance.

Students at' the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, for example, must

score at or above the 97 percentil on entrance exams to be admitted to engineering
programs. At Cal Poly, San I, Obispo, a 3.7 GPA on a 4.0 scale is occasionally
admitted but classified as ",educationally handicapped." Most colleges are now limiting, capping, or cutting back enrollments. Many have been forced, to raise admission

requirements substantially. Most have increased class sizes to a point where the
quality of-education is impacted. From 1980 to 1981, 31 percent fewer engineering

.

programs were given normal six -year accreditation. During this same period, 71 percent more engineering departments were asked to "show cause" why accreditation
should not be terminated than have, been asked to do so histhrically.
Once these capable engineering students are turned away, they are generally lost
to other disciplines. San Jose State University calculates it has 1,000 students "holding" in other disciplines, waiting for engineering slots to open. Yet, currently a 33
percent technical and engirteering faculty vacancy rate 'exists at this university,

making it likely these students will have to continue on through the non-technical
major pipeline. Neither the industry nor the country can afford to lose them. This is
especially true when ,one considers demographics which indicate that for every four
16 year olds we have today, we will have only three by 1990. And more of these
three will be females and minorities -two groops that have historically avoided
courses and careers in math, science, and engineering.
The problem, therefore, is not a lack of interested and capable students,but primarily a shortage of faculty and teaching equipment.
9

Burt Schorr, "Many Schools Buying Computers Find Problem with Using Thein." Wall

Street Journal, April 7. 1983, p. 27.
to Sally Reed, "Bringing Technology Into the Classroom." This World, April 1983.
v
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irACULTY SHORTAGES A MAJOR PROBL*M

As stated, faculty shortages constitute a major bottleneck in the production of
new engineering and high technology personnel. Currently, 10 percent (or some
2,0001 engineering faculty positions are vacant; half have been vacant for over a.

year. Vacancies approach 50 percent in some high tech specialty areas, such as solid.
state, digital systems, and computer engineering.

This country needs 1,000 new engineering faculty each yeantliy1990 just to

remain constant. Yet, we are prodttcing only 450 annually.
CAUSE OF THE FACULTY SHORTAGE

While many students want to study undergraduate engineering, few S. citizens
want to continue on for doctorate-degrees in order to teach. Two fact rs serve as
primary,disincentives: low academic salaries compared with those offer by industry and inadequate teaching and research labs.
INADEQUATE FACULTY SALARIES

j

There is virtually no incentive today for a U.S. citizen witIva bachelor's degree in
electrical or computer engineering to go on for four-to-six years of coatly graduate
study in order to teach fora salary that begins between $19,000 and)$26,000. The
same student can go immediately with a bachelor's degree into industry at an
annual salary between $23,000 and $29,000. And should a student continue on to
recieve a doctorate degree:choosing between. the starting professor's salar3r'and one

ranging up to $35,000 in industry is usually an easy decision. A recent study of
Southwest colleges shows that engineering faculty members who left academia for
industry raised their salaries an average of $13,588 or 55 percent.
AEA and other groups are working on a state-by-state level with' educational
policy bodies and legislators to raise engineering faculty salaries. There is some preliminary evidence that they are gradually being raised.
INADEQUATE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

In addition to low academic salaries, inadequate teaching and research laboratories make engineering professorships unattractive. A study conducted last year by
the National Society of ProfesSional Engineers placefil the cost of modernizing and
expanding engineering laboratories just up to the 1971 student level at $P,238,250,1
Considering that enrollments have almost doubled since a decade ago, to bring instructional labs.up to the needs of students today places the price tag in the $2 billion range." This sorry situation is a result of steadily declining budgets for capital
expenditures.

For example, at the California State University and College system, funding for
replacement-of instructional equipment in engineering is less than 2 percent annually, requiring a 59-year life cycle to complete the replacement process. In Texas,
State Senator Caperton recently introduced a bill in the state legislature to set up a
$67 million fund for the purchase of engineering equipment to revitalize the State's
engineering colleges and universities. Because technology is, changing so rapidly
within tfie industryrobotics,,rnicroelectronics, computer aided design, optics, spectrographicsmany University laboratories are becoming so, obsolescent that the
technological future of the couhtry is at risk.
Although a number of companies are already donating equipment)to the college
and school system, H,.R. 3098 recognizes the need for additional private industry as-'
sistance in refurbishing U.S. education and research laboratories. The tax enhance-

ments of this bill relating to scientific equipment donations for instructional use
will act as incentives for manufacturers to invest capital equipment in the educetion and training of the U.S. technical workforce. The provision for donation of customers' equipment up to three years of age will be especially helpful to colleges
where equipment is now all too commonly 15 to 20 years old. As the presideht of
one Fortune 50J company remarked after a went tour of a university engineering
department, ''The only Whet my engineers will see equipment of this tye is when
they tour the Smithsonian. '
" "Engineering Education Problems: The Laboratory Equipment Factor." National Society of

Professional Engineers, Washington, D.C., September 1982.
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NEEDS OF COOMUNITY COLLEGES AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
.

The
problems of our four year institutions also exist at our U.S. community col,
leges: too few qualified instructors and outdated laboratory equipment, but an abundance of interested students. A 1983 sUrvey, of the California Community Colleges
found that in engineering and electronic technology programs alone an estimated
$20 million is needed to bring instructional laboratories up to a quality standard.
InclUsion of community colleges and certain vocational subject areas in H.R. 3098.
underscores the recognition of Congressmen Stark and Archer of the need the, coun- .
try has for trained technicians and service personnel. These institutions not only
"feed", into four year colleges an4 universities, requiring parallel kinds of quality
instructional capability, but they are commonly the first and last training grounds
for the majority oCentry-level employment, retraining, and Upgrading for most of
.oar country's worker's.
^

.

,

I

SERVICE CONTRACTS AND WARANT1ES NEEDED
'.

The inc,Ipsion of service contracts as "eligible services" in H.R. 3098 shOws,and
enlightened perspective 'on the current state of university and pre-college soihool
',budgets. AEA has an active pp:5gram through its ElectrOnics Education Foundation
to stimulate the flow of company resourcescash, grants, equipment, fellowship/
loans to universities. Cutbacks in education budgets are increasingly preventing
our- participating Aniversities from accepting gifts of computers or CAD/CAMusystems'simply because these institutions do not have the money to pay for normal
service and upkeep. Donation of normal warranty and service contracts for mainte-.1
nance, repair, reconditioning, or services similar to those ordinarily provided by the
company in a sale or lease will ensure that colleges and elementary and secosofacw
schools receiv instructional equipment whichis immedia'fbly usable and serthceable
r
for a reasonable period of time.
,,..

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT GRADUATE: STUDENT FELLOWSHIP-LOANS NEEDED

'

Unless significant action occurs, our universities will lack the faculty to teach s u,
dents how to use laboratory and research equipment. Fewer and fewer V.S. stude t4

are interested in teaching careers in engineering. The student doctoral pool om
which faculty traditionally are drawn is shrinking. EE doctorate degrees,/ aye
dropped by 39 percentfrom 899 Ph.D/EE's in 1971' to 542 Ph.D/EE's in 1982/ Gamputer engineer doctorate degrees awarded in 1982 were lower than those Oen six
years ago and actually declined 19 percent over 1981from l'q Ph.D/CEs in 1981 to
l',.'.9 Ph.D/CEs in 1982.

.,'

-

Fifty percent .of the doctorates awaj-cled.went to foreign students, two-thirds of
whom are likely to return to theirhomelands after graduation' Currently, most applicants for entry level engineering` faculty positions are foreign-born nationals.
Twenty-five pefcent of all junior engineering faculty in the U.S. today received their
bachelor degrOes from non-U.S. universities.

As mentioned above, for U.S. citizens the cost of graduate education is almost
,alwaysrtpo high for the payoff of a teaching salary at the end of the dodtorate. The
in H.R. 3098 to encourage companies to provide fellowships and loans --the
. provision
" latter fotiven if the graduate teaches for, a stipulated period of timewill go far to
' stimulate the interest of bachelor-degreed students to continue their studies. The
provision to exempt from taxable income such gifts where they are given with a requirement to teach enhances the likelihood tIllat the graduate will willingly enter
the teaching profession.
f.

:

,

UNITEp STATESA TECHNOLOGY BASED SOCIFTY

`':

Government sponsored basic research led to the developoment of key technologi-

cal innovationsin semiconductors, computers, and telecommunications, etc.that

have changed the way. fhe -world thinks and conducts business. Ainerica's economy
has been transformed over thelast 20 years from a manufacturing to a non-manufacturing base: Labor-intensive production is increasiagly repjced by processes that
rely on new .teohndlogieson brainpower rather than musclepower.
Just a;generation ago, traditional industries such as agriculture, automobiles, and

textiles accounted for more than half of our nation's expqrts and a quarter of our
jobs. During this last generation, however, 9 out of every 10 new jobs created have
been in the ivfor-nation and services areas. In 1981 a U.S. Conimerce Department
report showed that information technology accounts for 46 perc4nt of the GNP and
computer sales alone bring a $6 billion balance of trade surplus.
,

(
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Technological leadership is .this nation's single most important national resource..
It is .indispensabie to the long term growth of our domestic economy, to U.S. com
petitiieness in world markets, apd-to a strong national defense. This technological
advantage, hoWeiver,Is being challenged today as..never before..

Twenty7seven years ago when the Sovietifsent the first satellite into.space,. the
U.S. responded with a majot.neiv Commitment to..accelerate science and technology.
Eguallyjaimortant was the, enlightened- suilport for science education thataCcompanied ourrispace, effort. Thera followed two goldeh .decades of technological deielop". inent based oo a robust partnership between industry, edtcation, and -government.
UNIVERSITY R&D AFFECTS TECHNOYAGICAL BASE OFCOUNTRY
,

During, the 1960's industry spent 7 percent of every research dollar on basic researCh.- Yet,..today it spends only 3.6 percent. Less than 15 percen.t .of all lEtt5tD.is
done at U.S. universities compared to 4,0 percent iri_Japan.-Industry currently atcounts for only 3 percent of R&D dollars brought to universities, down from 11 percent in.the.1950's. Yet basic research at universitiesunlike the more proprietary
nature of R&D conducted in-hotise by, asingle companyentourages technological
transfer which benefits many. University R&D needs to be enCouraged..
Eliminationtif the rolling payment fpr qualified basic research and scientifiiedycation from,
period research expensee, as provided by H.R. 009.8, will. Stimulate
.and draw industry s' attention toward universities. This augments the likelihood of
increased dollars' being translated into faculty salariei, graduate student fellowships, and equipment.- Furthermore, it increases favorable outcomes in the develop, nienfof innovative new products, new.markets, and new jobs.

,

:i
7

ELECTRONICSONE KEY TO ECONOMIC GROWTH

°
The electronics.industry has had a phenomenal: growth
rate of .1.7 perCent over the
' last decade. It currently ranks tenth among U.S. iniustry categories and is expected
to,rank second by the-end of the century." Sales of the top 100 electronics companies increased 46 percent'between 1979 and 1981. Export sales tdtalled over $25 billion in 1982. This growth is reflected in the creation of a substantial number of U.S.
jobs within the industry. Additionally, the electronics and information technology
sector is a bright spilt in the continuing creation' of innovative and entrepreneurial
new companies Which have proven the major source of economic growth in the U.S.

°.

economy.

;

.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY CREATES JOSS

'1

ligcent publicity has highlighted an August 1983 report by the AFL-CIO titled
"The Future of Work." The report refers to "high technology as an oversold promise
to a nation suffering serious declinesin basic industries like steel, auto, and chemi_cols; _and asserts

. that computer occupations will increase by'onlY-000,000--jobs -by-1-'-

1990.'3

AEA's position is' that high technology should not. be expected to provide the
single, answer to Arnerica'svesnornic vitality. What is commonly overlooked, however, is that it does act as a 'MY" engine of economic growth in three primary ways..
First, electronics manufacturers will continue to expand and create, new _loll;
'within their own .companies. A 1983 survey of ASEA member compipli
sa
projected five year ,49 percent growth rate in 'both technical and non -tee
jobs.
Infact, the 815 surveyed companies project a need foi 335,08 new emp
s by
1987)4.The significant growth projected by these 815 companies bver the next five
years is in marked contrast to the. AFL -CIO projections for the diitire decade.
Electronics and information technology companies shoyv a clearly healthygrowth

.

for technical people through 1987:

Five-Year Growth of New Jobs: 1983-87
.

Electrical engineers
Computer/software engineers

.

r

.

emelt
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1,1"Wegtehi-TeChnical Manpover Council Report," Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education. 1983.
.
.
"AFL-CIO Committee on the Evolution of Work. "The Future of Work." Offices of AFL-CIO,
" Washington, D.C., August 1983.
.

.

..

14 "Technical Employment Projections: 1983-1987 Reportihe American Eleotronics Ass1;ciation., Palo Alto. California. 1983..
.:
t
.
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103,

Analysts/Oogrammers ir
Electronic technicians
Drafters

..
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An-despite * tone hears about mechanization, there continues to be a strong

-

projected need for 64 percent more.aaseniblers by 1987 (See attachments A and E).
.Extrapolating projebted needr; by-AEA survey respondents for electrical 'and' car°. puter engineers to the entire U.S. electronics industry and juxtaposing them against
the projected supply of BYtgraduatedficini-U.S. colleges and universities reveals a
"P trend-shortfall of some 80,60) a year. Sixteen percent of these inffustry projections
are bellied on succeofully :receiving clenife contracts. HOirever, even lumping no
defensecontracti, adirival eleCtrical'and-computer engineer graduate shOrtfall is pre-jected. annually to be. over 16,000 (See Attachment C).
A-second way high-technology will contribute to job. growth is that it will indirectly account 'for a significantly large proportion of new -employment in service and
related fields. In California, for example, state planners predict that because of this
"multiplier effect" high tech employment will account foi 40 percent of the total
primary, secondary, and tertiary fob 'growth in the state by the end of the decade..
Third, applied electronics will strengthen our traditional industries; helping Mainfain jobs and contributing to job growth and to absorption of displaced workers. The
majority of jobs will come about, through these "users"-of high technology processes
and products to increase productiVity and innovation. Management expert Peter
.Drucker estimates that some 10 million manufacturing jobs today.may be lost by
1990 due to outdated production processeci and foreign cbmpefition.. Nigh tech will
act.as a partner with our traditional .industries to help them remain competitive in
historical markets, thereby preserving and expanding American jobs.
.

,

' GROWTH IS,,pEPENDENT ON SUFFICIENT HUNIAN'CAPITAL

High technology's ability to fulfill its promise as a creator-3f new markets and job
creation as a partner with' traditional industries is predicated on the availability of
sufficient numbers of skilled human' capitalspecifically On electriCal and computer
engineers and computer scientists and technicians.
The; need for electrical and computer engineers, in spite of recent economic conditions, remains significant, as evidenced by unemployment figures: In 1981, unemployment for computer specialists and electrical engineers stood at a scant 1 per- 't
cent, virtually full employment (See Attachment D). Yet, in 'spite of the enormous

growth of the electronics and information technology industries over the last
decade, the production pf new electrical engineers with:bachelor degrees has in-

.

creased only 29 percent.

PRIV TE.INDUSTRY WILING TO HELP

L
;

9

iation has had an active national program to. reThe.American. Electronics
indress the shortage of technical personnel since 1981. Key elements of its
clude:
A standard 'of 2 percent, of each company's R&D to be given to engineering *education.
.

Establishment of industry (committees in states, and regiona° raise funds and

work with state legislatures and universities to improve technical education budgets
and programs. Those established to date are in:'Washington,-Oregbn, _San Francisco,.
IAS Angeles, Santa Barbara, Orange County; Minnesota, San Diego, Texas, and Mas-.,
sachusetts. Additional ones are forming in New Jergey,. New york, COnnecticut, Ari
zona, Colorado, and Florida..

LEdiCta ionFroundiaioriTAliirost;:$31fu lionuffir
EitAliihnient 'of an Electronics
been. pledged to date. to fund fellowship-loans, to augment faculty salaries; and to
service and purchase equipment. Another $149 million has been stimulated directly
4
from AEA inembers.to universities. ,
Active involvement with federal and state legislation which addresses technical*:
education issues,. primarily through policies which encourage partnerships between
industry, education, and government through tax incentives and other measures.
.

RELATIONSHIP. Or R&D TO JOB GROWTH AND PRODUCTIVITY

.

'

R&D expenditures affect the creation of jobs and productivitS, growth. The R&D

tax credit provided in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) has stimulat-

ed investment and constitutes ,what AEA companies regard as Et major break- .

,

t
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through in U.S.'tax policy. It Signaled the Federal. Government's inte:reit:in.e,ncokiragiiig increased private research (including university research/.

While premature assessments may cause some to maintain that industry is
using the credit or "that Use does not warrant -taipayer. costs,
shows that the R&D credit is a prinie stimulus to increases
,..4.411111w
Spokesmen fori.Digital Equipment Corporation main . m.
R&D expenditures have risen 38 percent In absolute dolls :7: froln 8 pe
revenues in 19g1 to 11 percent in 1982. These increases have been mot
only by Strategic positionmg but by, the availability of the tax credit. t
roughs and 3M increasedneir R&D expenditures substantially and maintain,
thetax credit was a priniary incentive.

Accorcliiig.to a recent survey of eighty-six AEA member call:guiles, representative
of other AEA membership in size, location public ownership, and industry segment,

-a permanent R&D tax credit, similar to the four year program enacted in 1981

would increase annual R&D spending by AEA companies 20 percent to 25 percent.
'While initially only 24 percent of the companies surveyed changed their R&D-budr
ets in, response to enactment of the credit, at those companies which did change
their plans, R&D spending increased an average of 63 percentlAttaclunent E). More
significantly, the survey showed that fully 60 percent to 70 percent of the cempanies
would utilize R&D' tax credit provisions to increase R&D spending over the long
- term. That increased utilization will result from application to the development of
computer software in 10 percent of cases, the earning of sufficient taxable income in
17 percent of the cases. The remaining 31 "percent of companies responding that
_their R&D budgets would not:be affected either do not generate sufficient taxable
income or determine their R&D spending as part of a long-range technologically
based plan (Attachment -FJ.

R &D. CREDIT NEEDS Tss BE PERMANENT AND EXTENDED TO INSTRUCTION

We believe permanence ofthe ERTA R&D tax credit is essential if high technology is ,to remain competitive in both -U.S. and world markets. AEA is strongly in
support of H.R. 3031 and S. 738 to do this.

.

We believe the rationale which resulted in the R&D tax credit and an enhanced
deduction for donation of research equipment to universities extends logically to ihclude the following: donations by both manufacturealaf-customers of scientific
equipment up to three years of age for use in instructional laboratories, appropriate
warranties and service contracts, fellowship-loans to develop new science and engineering faculty, and for other educational needs previously described in this testimony. H.R. 3098 as well as H.R. 3095 (Shannon and Archer), and S. 1095 (Bentsen
and Chafee) and S. 1094 (Danforth) are based on extending this R&D tax credit and
deduction.

ROLE OF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
.

We believe the federal government cannot. force -techtrologi
leadership. It can,
however, foster it through a strong.national commitment to basic research and the
creation of an educational system; which provides for the education and training of
sufficient numbers of engineering and scientific human capital and
that young
people may live and work effectively in this "Information Age."
We are pleased to have the opportunity to express our support for 1l. 701' with
giinditions contained in H. 3098. These bills constitute examples of cornerstone leg-'
intition that will help rest re this country's technological and economic leadership.
We commend Congressma Stark for his leadership in introducing this legislation.,
a

Anierican Electronics Association

JOB GROWTH PROJECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL.

UNITED STATES'

ACTUAL
2982

.

..'PROJECTED

INCREASE 1987

.

% OF

YROWTH'

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER

52,2670

32,172

65.5%

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

21,806

23.379

*5.0%

12,694

6,890

58.8%

10,567

10,068.

102.5%

MECHANICAL

ENGINEER
COMPUTER ANALYST/
PROGRAMMER
,

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIST

7,607

7,454

TOTAL PROFESSIONALS'''. .167,434

109.449

107.0 %3

69.1%

815 FACIL/TIEOEPORTING
41*

"'

INCLUDES CATEGORIES NOT LIST,D ABOVE
CALCULATIONS BASED ON PESPOWITS WHO PROJECTED FOR ALL 5 YEARS
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JOB GROWTH PRbJECTIONS .

PARAPROFESSIONAL

UNITED STATES*

ACTUAL
INCREASE 1987
ELECTRONIC TECH

441,368

.

G:0:N4*

25,981

63.1%

ASSEMBLY

110,-892

65,242

63.7%

DRAFTING

8,950

5,975

73.3%

203,447

115,154

60.1%

TOTAL
PARAPROFESSIONALS**

815 FACILITIES REPORTING

'

INCLUDES CATEGORIES NOT LISTED ABOVE

)

CALCULATIONS BASED ON RESPONDENTS WED PROJECTED FOR ALL 5 YEARS

ATTACI:IMENT

EE/CS Engineer Supply and Demand
TS aaaaa de

Rpjected sew EE /CS essiseer es

50

as

a j aaaa d BS /EE sad 13S /CS greduaUrs

f tea U.S. celleees Lad vaiversitiee

--- Reduced by 16% If cc d aa

warded

MIIMMI

40

so..

3

11.5

;

30

20

ID

1983

1 9 84

1985

1 986

1987

1983 -1987

PROJECTED NEED FOR EE/CS ENGINEERS
PROJECTED NEW EE/CS GRADS

197,662

PROJECTED SHORTFALL.

113,406
81,780

PROJECTED SHORTFALL (w/o defense)

84,2.56

METHODOLOGY TO COMPUTE DEMAND
1) EE figures are based on projected annual growth rate of 10.6% from 1983-87. CS' figures are
baied pn projected annual growth of 16.5%. Oats comes from 815 electronics facilities with
combined annual sales of $56B. Based on these sales figures. AEA data reflects about 30% of the

entire industry. Projections, therefore. are presented for the entire Industry.
2) 16% of the Industry projections are based on successful awarding of defense contracts. Therefore, demand projections have also been reduced by 16% based on conservative scenario that
no anticipated defense contracts will be awarded.

METHODOLOGY TO COMPUTE SUPPLY '

.

1) Projections of BS/EE degrees are based on,National Center for Education Statistics, which
reporta 2.4% annual growth through 1985, and 25% decrease annually from 1985-90.
2) Projections of BS/CS degrees are based on annual growth of 15.11%,(average annual Increase of

degrees awarded from 1977-82). Degiee projections assume. therefore. that U.S. colleges wilt
`Continue to increase the

of BS/CS degrees awarded at the same rate as the past 5 years.

3j Projections reflect 80.2% of entire 8S /EE and 8S /CS grads, since NSF estimates that 80.21:of all
engineers in the U.S. are employed in indusiry.

AITACIDIENT. D-

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF THE SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING LABOR FORCE:1972-1981
1972

1973,

1974

1

1976

TOTAL ALL FIELDS

1.9.

19"

1.7

1

3.0

ENGINEERS

2.2

0.9

1.3

1
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.
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.

: :

'iii..:::'-

4.

1.

_

1

CHEMICAL

i

. :::::

CIVIL ---....

'

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRO
.

I

1978

.1980

1981

1.4

1.1

1.1

1.3

1.0

1.0

0.6

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

3.2

12

1.0

0.6

1.0

1.0

1.3

1.0

1.0

-.-

.
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OTHER

7:..................4. gla:;g:
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PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS
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0.7

2.5

I

4.2

2pt

1.7

1.6

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

1.4

.0.5

1.0,

1

0.6

0.3

1.0

1.0

SOURCE: NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AID
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS.
SAS Z2-1167
1.
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Chairman STARK. Thanks very much, Dave. A couple of things
that occur to me is that I suspect that if you Stretch the 1 year to 5
years, that the necessity of the 30 percent may diminish, but there

is always in some of these programs the danger that they will

become permanent and then the incentive to, build a base of computer equipment quickly diminishes. I think that was the intention
in trying to balance off how we could encourage people to make
those extra donations early oh and kind -of fill the pipeline, as it
were.

.

_

Second; I am troubled in requiring donations in that I don't

know as we have ever done that in any other kind of tai measures.
I have no problem in giving an incentive for donations, but to say
if you donate a dollar, you have got to donate the 20-cent stamp to

get it there. I think that we could make' donations of the other
types of peripherals of the programing and the training eligible,
but I am not sure that we could say to a manufacturer of the black
box, you have also got to donate a program and; in fact, you might

have to go out and acquire it to makeand pay something for it
to make his donation .of the equipment possible, so that while I
have no quarrel with making sure that you don't give a one-legged
chicken, you only make that as a perspective or encouragement,
and not as a requirement.
IA.I. so would ask you and the members of your associationwe
aWasked this and many of them have been very cperativethe
ne problem that we are facing and one of the reasonathis bill was
1ropped in the Senate, is the budget pressures that we are under.
It does cost the taxpayers something.' here is no free lunch, and to
the extent that we can-have more examples as we had this morning, or to the extent that through the research and development
credit extension we can show actual employment increases and fig-

ures, it makes our job in justifying the expenditure of taxpayers'

money easier and also might make it easier to sell to our col-

,leagues.
There is always the suspicion.that we are just giving something

away to certain manufacturers and we are not really getting the

quid for the pro quo, anthso that your association could continue to
help us by providing actual statistics to where our taxpayers' dollars are helping.
I want to thank you very much for taking the time to be with us
this morning. We appreciate your support. Thank you.
.
Mr. BpssEN. Thank you.
Chairman STARK. We will now squeeze a panel in up here of Bar.

bara Bowen, who is director of the Apple Education Foundation;
Emery Rogers, who is executive director of Hewlett-Packard Foundation, the National Grants Review Board; Mr. Gary Gubitz, the
corporate training specialist for Hewlett-Packard; Lillian Heller,
the director of Kaypro's for Kids, the Kaypro Corp.; and Mike Rashkin, who is counsel, tax counsel, at the Apple Corp.
Many of you have worked with us in the past on this legislation
and testified before and many of you have been very actually quite

active in formulating the legislation. I appreciate that. I look for- ward to hearing the results of the California experience this morning.
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Who
to lead off? Barbara Bowen, you are the first.on the
list; why don'tyou start.
STATEMENT OF BARBARA BOWEN, DIRECTOR, APPLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL D. RASHKIN,
DIRECTOR OF TAXES APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

Dr. BOWEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairrnan. I am very pleased to be

here this morning to have the opportunity to appear before you.

and testify in support of H.R. 701. As you mpntioned, Mike Rash-kin, who is director of taxes at Apple, is here with me to answer
any technical questions on taxes Olt* might arise.
I direct the Apple Education Foundation. The education foundation was formed by Apple in 1979 with the charter of supporting
projects that created new ways to teach and learn using microcomputers. As Joan Tatg mentioned in her testimony, We .realize that
microcomputers offer a really unique kind of new learning tool and
that supportike projects which really explore its possibilities are
very important.
In the 31/2 to 4 years since its beginning, the foundation has supported 170 educational projects to 'develop. model poftware and-has
also participated with the National Science Foundation in the support of National Science Foundation projects.
We have also collaborated with the Ford Foundation, the Exxon
Education Foundation and Research Corp. to support educational
research and development projects and research in the natural and
physical sciences. So it is really in this context of Apple's corporate
support for education that the "Kids Can't Wait" program, which I
will discuss.in more detail, took place.
As you know, Mr..chairman, by the end of November, Apple will
have completed the donation of approximately 9,100 computer systems, software, and teacher-support materials to the public and private elementary and secondary schools in. the State of California.
This was done under the auspices of.California legislation, officially known as A.B. 3194, popularly known as the "Kids Can't
Wait" bill, and this -legislation was modeled on >the legislation
which you introduced in the previous Congress, H.R. 5573.

I would like to provide you with a time line and sequence of

events as they emerged as we donated equipment into the schools,
how things really Tent. The bill was pa.yed in September of 1982
and was to be effective from January 1, 1983, to June 30, 1984, for
those 18 months.
It established a tax credit, as has been mentioned, of 25 percent
of fair market value for donation of computer equipment to the elementary and secondary schools in California, both public and private institutions. The ground rules were as follows: That public elementary and secondary schools and tax-exempt private schools
were eligible; that the computers must be used directly for instruc-

tiodin the education of students in the State of California; that
the property could not be transferred by the donee for money or

services or other equipment; the taxpayer would receive a written

statement by the donee that, in fact, the uses of the equipment
were in keeping with the provisions of the bill; and that the donor
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must donate equipment not more than 1 year after its manufacture:
Where were no minimum nor maximum levels placed on donations of equipment by manufacturers, either in terms of percent of
pretax-profit nor the numbers of systems to be donated to schools.
Further, the legislation did not zequire that concomitant donations of software be provided; -nor that training be provided by the
donor.: In December of 1982, following this time line, Apple hired
Mr. Stephen. Scheier to manage the. 'Kids Can't. Wait' donation
program. As am sure you are aware, Mr: Chairman, Apple does.
not-have:its own distributors. It distributors are .dealers who are
independent business people-So th* one of the first orders of business was to persuade these independent business people to, particithis'propate in the distribution of systems under the auspides'of
gram.

To make a long story short, 144 dealers in California, out of a
possible 175, agreed to participate. Even though hot required by
legislation, Apple required these dealers to provide orientation and
training to school personnel as a prerequisite. for receiving an
equipment donation.

.

In May, we sent applications to all the eligible schopls, both

public and private, inviting them to participate. Some 9,450 eligible

Schools were identified, using a data base of schools in the State
that was provided by the State of California.
This included all'public elementary and secondary schools, taxexempt private schools with a student enrollment of over 100 students, special schools run by the county offices of education and regional occupation centers. All of these institutions were eligible for
a donatidn.

. In July, Apple began mailing applications to schools. On the 4th
of July, dealers began their orientation and training sessions and
at least one person from each school was`trained. The applicationd,
were accepted until the end of September, September 30, although.
the bulk of these were received in Jiily and August of this year.
Once applications had been validated, certificates were sent to
the schools. These were taken to the dealer sites, the dealer signed
them when the school personnel received training, and then these

signed certificates were sent to one of the two regional supporecenters that Apple operates in California. It was these support centers
who actually shipped the equipment upon receipt of the validated

.certificate.

What they shipped was known as the "Kids Can't Wait" package, and this.package consisted of an Apple Ile Microcomputer, a
.'disk drive, a 'monitor, Apple logo software, a' copy of the 1983'-.84
Sterling-Swift Directory of Educational Software, Applesoft basic
programing manuals, software discount coupons, and materials
written by the International Council on Computers in .Education
that gave information to teachers on classroom uses of-computers.
Shipments began during the last week of July and will continue
until November 18. Upon completion of the program, it will have
taken 11 months and delivered 9,051 of these packages into the
schools in California.

In addition to the 'donations to the schools, Apple donated five
computer, systems to each of the 15 Teacher Education Computer
29-369 0-84---5
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Centers [TEC% that former Governor Brogrn mentioned in his testimony today, to assist ii _their provision of teacher .training with'
respect to the educatiortalChses of microcomputers. The total fair

market value. of the donataequipment is.$20 million, the cost to
Federal and State taxpayer's' has been $4 million, .and the cost
cost to

.fipple Computer, Inc: has been $1 million.
,
The California program contained no limitations on systedis dor
,

nated and yet there have been no.' abuses''Apple has not dumped
obsolete inventory; it has not discriminated in the schools to which
the, eqdipment .was donated- it has'provided r training ang has r
provided softiark '",i other support materials r teachers,
:"
;
The bill
.t'*' ' 'effect for 11 months nQw and vireknow-,of.iio*,
rs in', the State who participated who have
computer m" "4abused the b-

iC;'-

.

,

..
..,

-

..

icpahltvery positive responses from school
districts from bot L ers and children who have received the
computers and I woi1? like to sharp some representative examples
We have gotten...-. ,,,

k

with you. I will just quote briefly from. some of the letters which we
have received.
---1
a From St. Michael's High School in Los Angeles:
.

Our students are all minority students.offhey come from families which,in the
vast majority of cases, would .be unable to purchase a computer for home use. So
whatever we can offer at school is their main tfitroduction to and exposure to com-

.

puter science.

.

-*. From Sun Valley, Calif.:

t

.1,

'74,
.

.,

I am writing on behalf of my kindergarten and first grade- children who are overt
whelmecf with your generods gift teourAdhool. We are learning letter matching on -

the computer and it isichrillung. Encld please find the hugs and kisseit of, p
grateful children from rtio
yinedale School.
a

.

From LOs Angeleseralif.:

,

&

If Apple computeddi+ nbf initiate the ''Kids Can't Wale program, St.-Thomas

School would never haves obtained a compster. Though it is only one, it is a marvelous start. Thank yob Artily much for including our school in your program.

From a student'at St. Thomas More School:

..

*

The Apple computer you gent has made math an easier subjgtt for me and 'has
helped me to get thingsthat I couldn't understand befo,re. This computeetias made
my school year inure fun. Thanks a lot.
.4*
.
.
,
.

FrOm'a teacher in Pleasanton, Calif.:

,

nuter. -I
Alisal School couldn't wait, nor did we have the funds to .purch
just want t..43 let you know that we now have received our free Apple e through
your "Kids Can't Wait" program, and boy, are we excited.'The compute runs well
and tke LOGO prograrti is terrific for our kids.
,

And finally:

The enclosed letter was dictated and signed by the handicapped students in my.
class. Our school for the severely handicapped received your gift of a computer }fist
in time for school to begin. The, whole class is very excited. The students in my class
have really taken to the computer. On behalf of the whole school, I want to thank
you very, very much for .your generous gift: It seemed unlikely *that our school
would have been able to buy a computer. VVithout your gift, our students most probably would never have had the opportunity to use one.

Mr. Chairman, Apple continues to strongly support KR., 701, the
Computer Contribution Act of 1983, which you have introduced,
into the U.S. House of Representatives. Based on our experience/ of
donating over_9,000 computers in California, there are a few recom-
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.niendations* eh we have -which we think would improve the bill
at the Fede
evel.
.
. 4iise, we .recommend elimination of the assembly requirement
fori teripherals.
.

'

.

-: Secgna; we reccarirnend an -altertiatiVe to tite 10 percent of pretax
profits limit. on theNalueof donated equipment.
dif
'
.
Third, we recommend delaying the hill fOr 1 year.
.
' --

.

.

_

' t .1Sufnrriary, Apple 'Computer ltias made; a good-faith effort as
-' ,:ide oristrated -by- the California "Kids Can't. Wait" program. This"'
dillies. been done _under the auspices of a bill which did-not- place
"rundue . restrictions on our capacity to respond. 'The rssults haN/

..

.

`..really been heartening. :

'
0

-_,.
,

.

..

.

,.:

..-

;

...

,-

Mr. Ghanaian, you have been at the forefront in attempting to
get the VS. CoOerntrient to providelegislation at the F'ederaj level
which would perrtiit all schools in the country to benefit in the way
that the California schools have benefited. Apple will continue to
flack yOut efforts to provide access. for the school systems in the
United. Stated to the most current technology,
We strongly support your effor,ts to prevent undue restrictitind in
il:R. MI, which would make it impossible for Apple and other com-

panies like us tb fully participate to the beriefit of the schools in
.
..
this country.
;

.

--, rihe prepared statement follOWs] ...'
.

_

STATEMENT o BARBARA L. BOWEN, PH. D.. Dinscron,,nAems EDUCATION
1
:
.
FOUNDATIONS, APPLE COMPUT6L INCX

Mr. Chairman; I'm pleased to be here today, Ali to have the oppoitunity to

.

appear beforeyour Subcommittee and testify in-support of H.R. 10-1.
I am the Director of the Apple Education Foundaficin. The Educatiqn Foundation
is one of two philantropic corporate donations-departments Of Apple Computer, Inc.

Recognizing thatMicrocomputers cawe unique and powerful tools for enhancing
learning, Apple established the Foundation in 1979 with the charter of supporting
projects which used miciocompute. to create-new ways to teach and learn. Since
-then, the Foundation has made 170 grants to ducators to develop model educational software, and has. supported 19 projects in collaboration with the Natioaal Scit
once Foundation,.Eind ...\',:atoorated with the Ford FouridationhaExxon Education
Foundatioh, itnd Research .Corporation' to support research and developMeArt projects in educatibn and the natural and physical' scienoes. The donations of microcomputers for the- "Kids Can't Wait" Prdgram took place in this context of corporate
support'of education.
As you know, Mr:Chairman, by the-end of November; Apple will have completed
the donation ,of approximately 9100 computer systems, software, and teacher support materials to the public and private elementary and secondary schools in California under the auspices of California legislation. The prograni is known as "Kids

_

Can't Wail" and,,was inspired bylf.R. 5573 the WI which yap introduced in the
previous Congress.,

There are severaf.areasiwill touch upon, in my testimony which reflect our experience in dondting these computer and the experience of the schools in receiving
theme

7-

t.

THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

First, the history and timeline of events. A.B. 3194 was passed in §eptember, 1982,
to be effective January 1, 19$3 until June 30,,1984. This bill established-a tax credit
of 25 percent of fair`market value of compute!' equipmgnt donated by manufacturers
to elementary and secondary schools in tfie State of California. The gr. oundrules of
i.

this legislation are as follows. Public elementary and secondary schools and tax
exempt private schools are eligible for donations under this legislation. All of the
use of the equipment by .the donee is to be directly in the education of 'students in
can not be transferred by the donee for money,
the state of California. The
Rropeity or other services. Taxpayer
Taxpayer receiyes from donee a written statement that
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its use will be in accordanCe with these provisions. The donor must 'donate ,the
equipment less than one yea'? after manufacturer. A.B. 3194 placed no minimum .
nor maximum donations on manufacturers, in terms of percent of pretax profit

.

which could be spent on the donations, nor on the number of computers 'which could

be donated to schools. Further, the legislation required neither concomitant soft-

ware donations not provision of training by the.donor.
In December,. 1982, Apple hired Mr. 'Stephen Setwier to 'Manage the Kids Can't:
Wait donation program.
As I'm sure you are aware,- Mr. Chairman, Apple, does not have its own distributors? its distributors are dealers who are independent. businessmen. Therefore, e
of the first things we had to do was to persuade the dealers to participate in t 's
program. To make a l'ong story short 144, dealers out of a possible 175 participated
in this program. Even though it was not requirecrby the legislation, Apple required
its dealers to provide orientation and training to school personnel. The, dealers also
handled all the paperwork of getting the systems out.

-

.

In May, we sent application, to all public school districts and a large number of

private) schools, inviting them to participate. Some 9,450 eligible schools were identi-

fied from a database supplied by the ..State of California. This included all public
elementary- and secondary schools, tax-exempt private schools with student enroll:ment over 100, special schools run country offiCes of education, and regional °chilltional centers.
In July, Apply began mailing .applications to schools. On July: 4, dealers began
their orientation/training sessions with school personnel. At feast one person from
each recipient school participated. Applications were accepted until the end of September, although the bulk were returned in July and August. Certificates were
mailed to eligible schools after 'validating their returhed applications again,st the database. The dealers signed these certificates at the time of training,, and then sent
them 4o the appropriate regional support center. Upon receipt of the certificate, the
support center began the process of shipping a Kids Can't Wait package to the des- .
ignated school. The package consisted of: an Apple Be microcomputer, disk drive
and monitor, Apple Logo software, a copy of the 1983-1984 Sterling -Swift educational Software Directbry, Applesoft, Basic Programmers Reference Manuals, software

discount coupons from major publishers, hnd brochures on uses of computers' in
schools published by the International Council for Computers in Education. Ship-

ment's began during the last week of J,uly and will continue through Novembver 18.
During the heaviest shipping periods in August, and in early September, each support center shipped 400 Kids Can'tWait packages per week. Upon completion, the
pregram will have taken .11 months, December, 1982 to November,- 1983, to carry
out.
Latest figures indicate that Apple will have donated 9,051 Apple Ile microcomputgr systems and accompanying materialg by November 18, 1983. In addition, 5
Apple He systems were donated to each of the 15 Teacher Education/Cofnputer Centers (TECC) in California to assist in providing training for teachers in educational
uses of microcomputers. The total fair market value of the donated equipment is $20
million. -The cost to Federal and State taxpayers has been $4 million, and the cost to
'
Apple Computer, Inc. has been $1 million.
The California program contained no limitations on systems, donated, yet there
^
have been no abuses. Apple has not dumped obsolete inventory, hat not discriminated, has provided for training, and has provided software and other support materials. The bill has been in effect for 11 months and we know of no computer manufac=
turers who have abused it.
RESPONSE FROM'DONEES
.

,

Many very positive responses have ,been received from school districts who 'received the donated Apples. I'd like to share some representative examples with you,
Mr. Chairmah.
Our students are all minority students . . They come 'from families whichin
the vast majority of caseswould be unable to purchase a computer for 'home use.
So whatever, we can offer at school is their main 'introduction to and exposure to
.

Computer science." St. Michael's High School, Los Angeles, CA
"I am writing on behalf of my kindergarten and first grade children who are over-

whelmed with your generous gift to our school. We are learning letter matching on
the computer and .it is thrilling: Enclosed please find the hugs and kisses of 32
grateful children from the Vinedale School." Sun Valley; CA

If Apple computer did not initiate the Kids Can't Wait Program, St. Thomas

School would never have obtained a computer. Though it is only cche, it is a marvel.
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ous start. Thank you very much toeincluding our school in your prograin." Sister
Anna Marie Law, Los Angeles, CA'

.

The Apple computer you sent has made math .an easier subject for rife;..,; and ,
has helped me to get" things I couldn't :understand. This computer" has made'rny'.
'Conti;(student) St.
school year 'mote fun. Thank you :for..being so generous. Danni
I:
.
-ThomasliMore Selma
school ,couldn't wait, nor did we' have any,apecial funds to Purchase corn:
Apple lie.
putets. I just want to let you know that we now have received our free
computer through your "ICids-Can't.Wait!' program. and boy are we &cited. Th..
computer runs well and the LOGO program is terrific:for .ourkids." Bob. Kroetch,
'AlisalEleinentary School, Pleasanton, CA
:"The'enclosed letter was dictated and Signed by the handicapped students in my
claSs..Our school for the severely handicapped received your gift of a computer just
.

.

in time foi-,sdhool to begin. The whole class is very exicted. The students in ,my class
have really taken to the computer . . . On behalf of the whole school, I want to
..thank you mpry, very much for your generous gift. it seemed unlikely* that our

school'would have been able to buy a computer. Without your gift, our students
most probably would never haye had the opportunity to use one.". Tina. Tillotson,
'Wintun School, Napa, CA
"Those students who have begun to work on, the machine have been very impressed with the Apple LOGO language. The teachers who have begun to investigate what they might be able to do with the computer have been very impressed
with the enormous amount of software that is available." David Griffith, Christian
Bros. High School, Sacramento, CA'

.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR H.R. 701

Mr. Chairman, Apple continues to strongly support H.R. 701., The Computer Contribution Act of 1983, which you have intriSduced in the U.S.'House bf Representatives. Based on our experience of donating over 9,000 computers to the elementary
and secondary schools in California,' we have a few recommendations which We
think would improve your bill.
First, we-recommend elimination of the assembly requirement for peripherals. Although H.R. 701 does not include the very tough manufacturing requirement conrequirement. This
tained in Section 170(e)(4), it nevertheless contains an assembly
requirement produces a problem-because personal computer manufacturers generalFor
example, Apple
ly do not make the peripherals that are sold with the.compUter.
does not make monitors, and does not plan to continue makiqg disk drives. These
items are and will be purchased by Apple.
Consequently, we recommend paragraph (B)(iii) to read as follows: "the property
is regudescribed in paragraph.CDM) is assembled by the taxpayer and the taxpayer
larly engaged in the business of assembling and selling computer equipment as of
the same kind assuch property."
We foresee no abuse that can result from eliminating the assembly requirement
for peripherals and installation equipment.
Second, we recommend an alternative to the 10 percent of pretax profits limit on
the value of donated equipment. The 10 percent liinit will put a real damper on the
Perhaps a limit on the
effectiveness of this bill. Other alternatives seemtotal
possible.
amount of data processors per
amount of data processors per school or on the
company would be a better limit. Otherwise companies who have uncettaintrover
the amount of their taxable income will be unlikely to participate very enthusiastically in a contribution program.
Third, we recommend delaying the bill.for one year, Our experierfce in California
and another five for
has shown that it took about six months to get things rolling
the distribution ofsetiuipment It seems unlikely that a national program could be
date
be
moved
forward to 1985.
accomplished in 1984. Te recbmmend the effective
COMMON ALLEGATIONS

-

Mr. Chaii-man, there have been a number of allegations made and questions
raised about this bill. These allegations and questions represent a misunderstanding
of what H.R. 701 is really all about and what its impact will be, I will address only
two of the most common issues raided.

WHY SHOULD COMPUTERS BE SINGLED OUT FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT?

As one educator has stated, you cannot teach computer science or computer literacy without a computer. Although all areas of education are-suffering because of

7
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financial problems; without co'hiputers, a school, cannot even begin to deal with a
technology that may become the. foundation of the economy in the near future.
result is that if a student is fortanate enough to attend a school where there
. access to computers, then he or she will be better prepared for employment and edu..cation, opportunities than those who have not had eompater training.
Schools throughout the United States have. recognized the need for computers and..
manyschools have. computef 'Programs, However, schools in affluent areas are more
likely to have the funds tO.acquire computers than schools,in nonaffluent areas: In
an article ih The Wall Street. Journal of ThUrsday, May 26, 1983, entitled, "Comput......
ers May Widen Gap In.School Quality Between Rich and Poor," Andrew Molnar of
the National Science Foundation is quoted as follows, "The advantage' of the Amei=ican school system is that its decentralized: Schools that want to introduce.boinputers are free to do so; the disadvantage is there aregOing,to -be major discrepancies
between those who have the resources and those who don't."
S. 1194 an 1195 contain. a provision that ,requires that the donation of computers'
to K-11 schools be in accordance with a plah that 'does not discriminate' on an economic or geographic basis. Any manufacturer deciding to .donate computers under
these bills would be helping to alleviate the disparity between those who have
access to computers and those who otherwise'would not.
In sum, computers are different because: (1) computer science or lit+cy.. cannot
be taught without computek, and (2) the lack of access to computers fill handicap
those groups without the resources to acquire access:
TAXPAYERS WILL BEAR VIRTUALLY THE ENTIRE COST OF FAINDING THIS PROGRAM

The example given in your statement of May 27, 1983 shows a cost of $1,000, and
a fair market value of $3,000. These facts would produce a deduction'of $2,000 under
S. 1194-and 1195, giving rise to the conclusion that 'taxpayers would bear. virtually
the ultimate burden of funding this program.
This example shows the manufacturer to have a gross margin of approximately 67
percent. An article in the June 13, 1983 issue of Fortune, entitled, "Meet the Vew
Lean, Mean IBM:" reports that IBM's anticipated gross margin (selling price less
manufacturing costs) is 55 percent with respect to personal computers. Apple's reported gross margin for 1982 is 50.6 percent.
The 67 percent margin used in your-eXample may be accurate for some products
if one considers inventoriable costs only. However, there are many costs which. arc.
included in cost of goods sold, but not: included in a fully absorbed inventoriable cost
of manufacturing a product. These include distributfon cost's, warranty costs, and
inventory write-offs.
Accordingly, it may be possible for manufacturers to have a 67 percent gross
margin and a 92 percenttcost recovery when considering inventoriable costs only;
but manufacturers would not receive any special treatment with regard to noninventoriable costs or with regard to the administrative costs of implementing a donation programn addition, taxpayers would incur financing costs since they would
not receive an instant tax benefit when they contribute a computer to a school.
There is a time lag between the time a taxpayer can actually use the tax benefit as
a reduction of estimated taxes or as. .a reduction of taxes shown on the tax return,
and this loss of use of funds can regagesent a substantial cost. ,,;
Moreover, manufacturers do net usually manufacture each item of equipment
that make up a complete computer system and may not receive 'a benefit under S.
11N and 1195 do mot apply to items not assembled by. the donor. However, we do
not believe there should be an assembly requirement for peripherals which are provided with a computer.
What then wilt be the cost recovery under S. 1144 and 1195 of a computer manufacturer that provides computer systems to K-12 schopts'? Considering the factors
discussed above, the costs recovered would clearly be less than the 92 percent'postulatedin your Senate statement. We would like to be able to show.by line item detail
what Apple's cost recovery would be, but this information represents confidential
trade information which we hesitate to disclose. However, our estimations show that
as a result of noninventoriable costs (warranty and distribution), nonqualified peri[Mends, administrativecosts and financing costs, the cost recovery to the company
would be somewhere in the 70-80 percent range.
Under current law, a company can give away equipment and receive a cost recovery of 46 percent. S. 1194 and 1195 would probably increase that recovery by 24 to
34 percentage points. In effect the government would be buying needed equipment
at approximately 75 percent of cost. We believe this is a very bOneficial arrangement, especially considering theqalternatives: substantially less contributions, with
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the norieffluent areas being the most .adversely affected; or government funding of a
program whicrewill result in the. same computers being sold to the government at
"normal prices, resulting in much higher acquisition and administration costs.
.

SUMMARY

.

Apple Computer, Inc., has'macle;Ii good faith.. erkireas demOnstrated bSt the Callfornia
Can't Wait" Progrant,This has been done under the auspices of a
witch did not. place:undue festrictionS'on.otir.capacity to respond. 7`heresults.have ,"
ben" heartening. Mr-Chairman, you have been at the forerront in attempting to get

the United states government to provide legislation at the Federal level which
would bring to every school in the United States the benefits which have been
brought' to those in California. Apple will continue to back your efforts to provide
access for the school systems of the,United States to the most current technology.
We strongly support your efforts to prevent undue restrictions in H.R. 701 which
would make it impossible for Apple, and other companies like us, to fully participate to benefit the schools of our country.

APPENDIX A
THEvA'PPLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION

The Apple Education Foundation was established in 1979 to support the development of new methods of teaching and learning through the use of small computers.

The primary goal of the Foundation is to improve the results of the educational
process. Retources are allote to projects aimed at creating innovative methods of

teaching and learning through microcomputer technology. Grant authorizations consist primarily of microcomputer hardware and accessories.
Equipment grants totaling over a million dollars have been awarded by the Foundation to more than 170 projects for the proposed development of quality, instructional courseware. The supported piojects hold the promise of innovative
courseware design in a broad spectrum of instructional disciplines, from pre-school
through post-graduate education, museums, librariei,'health services, special educa-

tion and teacher training. Courseware resulting from these grant projects will be
made available through commercial publishers and will serve as models of excel-

lence, in curriculum design and application.
In addition to our-direct grant- programs, the Apple Education Voundation, in collaboration with National Science Foundation, awarded over $250,000 worth of equipment in 1982 to the NSF program: "Pre:College Mathematics Education Using Computers." Donations of microcomputer equipment have also been made in collabora2
tion with several other Foundations including Exxon Foundation, Ford Foundation,
and Research Corporation.

'For your information the primary objectives of the 1983 "Teacher's Can't Wait"

guidelines are:

L

To support school/universily collaborative pitects which will provide excellent

' examples of educational applications of microcomputer technology.

To create active learning environments and improve the quality of students'
learning in mathematics, science, language, social studies, and other curriculum
areas.
To improve problem solving and information processing skills.

To support the development of training programs which will improve teachers'
ability to use microcomputers appropriately to enhance students' learning.
The Apple Education Foundation is a division of Apple Computer, Inc. with leading members of the educational community serving on the Foundation's Board of
Advisors. This eminent Board of Advisors provides advice and counsel, assuring impartial judgment and diversity of awards throughout the United States. Apple Computer believes in strengthening the nation's. educational system. It views the Foundation as one'means of demonstrating its commitment to education.
APPENDIX B

KIDS CAN'T WM'?
FACT SHEET

Donation Package
Apple He Computer.
Monitor.

aR

.

Disk Drive.
Apple Logo Software.
1983-84 Sterling-Swift Educational Software Directory.
Applesbft Basic Prcigrammers Reference Manuals.
Softwal-e discount coupons from major publishers.

°:

Brochures on computer.useage in schools published by the International Cjii.incik
for Computers in Education.
Warranty._

Standa'rd 90-day service warranty on all cOmponents...
"Apple Care" Carry-In Service Plan available.
\,
Eligible schools
Public K-12 schools.
Tax exempt private schools with enrollments of \over 100 K-12 students.
State-certificated private- tax- exempt special education schools.
Selected schools operated by County Offices of Education.
Schedule

May 11; Kids.Can't Wait Program announced. Information mailed to school district superintendents, County Superintendents and private school administrators.

Letters are also mailed to 9,000 Apple designated schools.
May 12-June 10: Administrative officers send Apple a list\ of schools they approve
- to receive a computer system.
June. 20: Apple mails orientation certificate to each eligible-schobl.

June 22-Sept. 30: An individual from each school redeeins # ,certificate at an
Apple dealer and attends orientation session. Apple ships commuter systems to
school.

\

Sept. 30: Completion of Kids Can't Wait Program.
Product will be shipped within 30 days of certificate redemption.\

Chairman STARK. Thank you very much. We will now have the
dynamic duo of Emery Rogers and Gary Gubitz presenting a joint
statement. I am going to let you all decide how you are going to do

that jointly. We have your prepared statement and proceed in
whichever fashion you .are comfortable.

.

'

.

STATEMENT OF EMERY H. ROGERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,, HEW-

LETT-PACKARD FOUNDATION, NATIONAL GRANTS REVIEW
BOARD

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Pete.

My name is Emery Rogers and I am responsible for orchestrating
Hewlett-Packard's worldwide spectrum of philanthropic program's.
Most of these prograks are concentrated right here' in the United \
States, where 'direct private giving is not only a strongly encouraged way .of life, but is also one of the reasons for America's leadership in critically important technological fields. It is not insignifi-

cant' that ,tbe first two great clusters of high-tech industryRoute
128' in Mastachusetts and Silicon Valley here in Californiasprang
up around private 'universities where direct private-sector acade:
mia relationships were necessarily long in place. Survival required
that.
Regrettably, that historic American science leadership is eroding
and our purpose today is to discuss creative ways in which that
crucial leadership can be retained and enhanced for the well-being
of our Nation and its citizenry. kl don't need to tell, you what happens if a country loses its technological sophistication.

Hewlett-Packard, with headquarters 30 miles south of here in

Palo Alto, develops and manufactures a wide array of instruments,
computers, analytical, and medical products. Our substantial phil-
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anthropic programs must be financed from the success of those
products. We believe it is our pleasant duty as citizens to share a
portion of the profits with the local and national communities
within which' we have the privilege. of functioning. Because we

happen' to have thousands of different technical products which in
themselves can serve mankind beneficially, we decided airber of
fforts to
years ago to devote the lion's share, of ouphilanthropi
n
direct granting of Hewlettlackard equipment.These advanced devices end up in schools, universities, hospitals, social service agencies, arts organizations, among other recipient categories.
In 1981, total HP giving amounted to $10 million. In 1982, this
figure was increased to $15 million, and this year our giving doubled to $30 million. We currently foresee another substantial in-

crease in the new year just ahead. More than. 80 percent of our

cbtitributions are in the form of new equipment grants, the remainder is in cash. The very substantial amount of volunteered employee, time and talent associated vvith this giving is not charged to phihinthropy at Hewlett-Packard. We wouldn't knowhow to begin to
keep so many portable timeclocks.

Why has, his major expansion of philanthropy occurred at a

time when ecession has been a sad fact of life in many industries?

It is certai y true that Hewlett-Packard is in the middle of the
high-technol gy thrust. We did not suffer the severe dislocations

more traditional industrial segments. Given
experienced by
that favorable act, let .me suggest three principal reasons why our
coThpany determined to'.expand its philanthropy so greatly during
the past 4 years:
First, Hewlett-Packard, by virtue of its company mission and employee skills, is unusually well suited '''to join With other *like-

minded companies in contributing to the solution of America's

growing technological literacy problem. As a complementary vari-

ation on this central theme, it is now well recognized that rising

above-deprived human conditions is greatly aided by acquisition of
science, engineering, and 'medical skills on the pait of.4ndividuals
caught by birth in those conditions. Our grants can help the escape
process, while the talent pool is, being, simultaneously enlarged for
the national benefit:

Congressman, let me make the side comment here that I haxe
recently visited South Africa, where I became cpnvinced that. the'

idea you are supporting for the United States would work in

Soweto, too. Here is a country; South Africa, that is technologically
advanced. Here are potentially talented people living in that southwest township. There iS a teachers college in the middle of So'weto.
Why don't we get that idea going there, too?
Second, among our three reasons why we expanded our philanthropy so greatly, we now have in place a large network of volunteer employees who are absolutely mandatory for successful imple-

mentation of our numerous complex technical equipment grants
programs. This multiplication of heads and hands is crucial to

thegrant requestpreparation,

decision, assembly,

delivery,

maintenance, and technical liaison procedureS involved in this specialized form of philanthropy. You can't function without that.

Third, recent tax legislation providing enhanced deductions or
tax credits for making certain equipment grants has reduced some29-369 0- 84 --
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what the cost of contributing these devices per se to qualified recipients. HP has elected to utilize these savings in helping expand its
philanthropic programs, rather than in increasing any direct monetary return to its stockholders.
Before I yield the floor to my colleague, Mr. Gary Gubitz, who
will provide you with a few details pertaining-to a classic manifes-

tation of these three central factors in Hr. philanthropy, one last
It...

point shQuld.be made here.
We at Hewlett-Packard have developed, by company cultural in-

clination, and by grants-style necessityas mentioned above

widespread employee networking approach to corporate philanthropy, as opposed to the more typical oligarchical one. We want .our
employees to enjoyserving as volunteers and we need them to provide us with the wide-ranging expertise which can only be found in
team endeavor's. We ask them to share in. the -wide-ranging grants
decisions procedures:

The eventual results are generally far more effective for grant
- recipients. On the other.hand, much higher hidden cost is inherent
in this networking approach. When these thousands of employees
are volunteering their time to achieve truly worthwhile community

and national goals, they are not performing their regularly as-

signed research, development, marketing, manufacturing, financial,
personnel, or' administrative duties. Tax reductions focused on the
cost of the, equipnient itself can only barely begin to take into ac:
count this vast unrecorded human cost which is part and parcel of
dynamic continually interactive 'equipment 'grants programs. Cash
giving is Simpler, less 'involved, aild somewhat remote by comparison. We have deliberately chosen this high-cost equipment-granting

path for most of our philanthropy ptecisely because it increases

employee volugturisth at Hewlett-Packard, while it simultaneously
attacks a serious national problem affecting all of us. Remoteness
is out, involvement is in at Hewlett-PAckard and 'furthermore, phi-

lanthropy, which .costs the giver little, is hardly worthy of the
name.
.
ow, let.me iritroduce Gary Gubitz, who himself is a textbook ex,

am e of what wklike to-see in HP' voluntarism.
Thank 'you.
Chairman STARK. Gary, proceed.

STATEMENT OF GARY L. GUBITZ, CORPORATE TRAINING
SPECIALIST, HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

Mr. GUBITZ. On behalf of all the members here, Mr. Chairman, I
would like to wish yoU a happy. birthday.
Chairman STARK. Thank you very much.
Mr. GUBITZ. My name is Gary Gubitz and I am a corporate train-

ing specialist at Hewlett-Packard. I have been involved in business/education Partnership programs for apprOximately .31/2 years.

Prior to the bill that initiated some of the Califqrnia equipmentgiving, I was responsible and director of an exertiplary California
partnership program called the Penninsula Academies. HewlettPackard donated 10 personal computers and other resources, to
Menlo Albettorefillfgh School for the purpose of educating 10th

_Tr
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through 12th educationally disadvantaged students. The results
from that program have been absolutely exciting.
'

When the California incentive was passed, we-initiated a pilot
program of donating personal computers to 14 schools throughput
the State. Those schools were selected based on oneof three criteria: Either they were in communities where our people lived to facilitate direct and personal support for those schools or they had
exemplary computer science programs .which we could support and
enhance; or third, they had a high population of minority students
it the sch9,01.

Our objectives really. were twofold. One mas ,to "train computer
science for the small percentage of studentsothat would be moving
on for advanced computer science education and therefore would
be potential professionals in the high-tech irdustry. Second, and
primarily, the grants were to help integrate computers in the curriculum throughout the high school. The computers' would then be
used as tools to enhance foundational skills that students needalL:;f
of us need--to be successful; skills like decisionmaking, problemsolving, teamwork, communication, and self- worth.

It turns out, that we donated three components as part of this

grant program. One component was 10 personal computers plus as-

sorted peripherals and software to each school to be used in the
classroom. A second component was teacher training for each of
these,schools, and a third component was the technical assistant, a
liaison, a volunteer from HP to work with each of these schools to
give them technical assistance, installation assistance and advice
on curriculum.
The informal feedback was that the schools have predicted a sig-

nificant 'exposure of these computers to about 550 students per
school either in a 1-week orientation or a full semester class in the
first year.

The number of teachers that will be exposed to the equipment
and be trained on it are approximately 33 teachers per school. The

teachers have told us however, that the most important component, the most important aspect of that grant to them was thepliaison, the Hewlett-Packard volunteer to work with them.

Without- that liaison, they felt the equipment would not have
been effectively utilized. In fact, it may have been dysfunctional.
This is not surprising: We looked at the number of hours each liaison spent in each. school over the first 4 months and found that 56
hours per liaison per school was the need, a real need, that would
not have'been met without that interaction.
Based on those'experiences, I would' encourage three things. One
is
continue providing the ability to donate computers to schools.,
ectind is to insure-that schools are aware that computers are
t s not total solutions. DistrictsJust integrate effective software,
integfate teacher training, integrate some form of security for the
equipment, and ongoing maintenance that many districts don't particularly budget for as they go along. This doesn't need to b&' included in the bill,- but somehow schools need to be encouraged in
these areas.

Third, I think many of us overlook one key component; the
teacher. The teacher typically gets caught in the middle of this

transition into high technology.. Thpy may be able to get technical
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training, but nonetheless, I think it is important toprovide more
for the teacher. We ought to encourage the giving of equipment to
enhance teacher productivity.
Why not allow grants for indirect educational use of the comput

ers? By indirect, I mean administrative uses by teachers and departments so that teachers can speed up some of the thius that
now take a great deal of their precious time, testing, grading, reporting, exams. This will enable teachers to free up their time so
they can spend it where it is most ,,needed, face-to-face with the students.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF GARY L. GUBITZ, CORPORATE TRAINING SPECIALIST, HEWLETT-PACKARD

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is.Gary L. Gubitz. I
am a Corporate Training Specialist for Hewlett-Packard. IAerve as the coordinator
of Hewlett-Packard's recently formed California High School G.I.F.T. Program
(Grants for Instruction in Future Technologies).
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY RESPONSE TO CALIFORNIA K-I2 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION
DEDUCTION

Recent California tax legislation (A.B. 3194) signed by Governor Deukmejian on
September 29, 1982, provides incentives for corporations to make contributions of
computers ticl California's K-12 schools, both public and private. Contributing corpo-

rations are entitled to a tax credit equal to twenty-five percenV(25%) of the fair
market value of the donated equipment. Prior to enactment of this bill, HewlettPackard was actively involved in an exemplary. California high school partnership

called Peninsula Academy. The pilot G.I.F.T. program, initiated because of the California tax legislation, is a current program by Hewlett-Packard with two broad ob-

jectives:

,

1. Increase general student awareness and competence with personal computers;

and

2. Develop in high school students the fundamental skills necessary to succeed in'
the dynamic high-tech world of tomorrow. Skills such as problem-solving, systems
analysis. critical thinking, learning strategies, and decision-making are' important to
the long-term success of our young people.
To - achieve these, objectives, Hewlett-Packard has provided a package of resources
for each 14 high schools in California. The schools were selected onthe basis of their
proximity to an Hewlett-Packat'd facility, their having a significant number of minority students, or an existing computer curriculum. In addition to the vast volunteer network Emery referred to previously, the package of resources each school received was ten (10) HP86 Personal Computers, an HP86 2-day Training Course, and
a volunteer Hewlett-Packard 'Liaison (a technical advisor to work personally with
each school to answer any questions that may arise). ,Also, Hewlett-Packard is (1)
providing a forum for these teachers to share- curriculum and staff development
ideas, and (2) having expert teachers actually design two courses in computer literacy dnd programming that will be shared among 41/ the schools. Initial feedback
from these schools indicates that Hewlett-Packard liaisons are the key to successful
incorporation of the computers in the high school curriculuin, It may interest you to
_know alai the total number of liaison hours per school over the first five, 5) month's
of the program was '561/4 hours. We recognize that -other,c mpanies are' olved
computer contribution piograms, and we feel the ones that will make a gnificant
impact will include teacher training and personal assistance lang with -ecorilput.
L
ers and software.
-Based on feedback from high schools and our experience with 'the G.IfF.T.. and
other high.school partnership programs, we would encourage the integration of computers in K-12 at three.(fil levels. These three (3) levels are:
(1) Support efforts to donate equipment which may be used for teacher administrative purposes. This would stimulate teacher literacy, teacher support for computers, course curriculum developed by the literate teachers, and most importantly,
would insure teacher productivity.
(2) Support to fully equip classrooms, with sufficient numbers of computers to

enable each student to participate on a regular basis. Alithough this will impact
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fewer high school students, it witetich tho'se students who are potential future
professionals in the high-tech ind

"y;"and

(3) Stimulate educational software development to ensure the computer grants

meet curriculum objectives.
RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN SECTION 170(e)

Hewlett-Packard Company supporti. several changes in Section 170(e) to provide
further incentives for grants of scientific equipment to educational institutions by a
broader range of corporations.
Elementary and secondary schools

First, and perhaps more importantly, the eligible recipients should be expanded to
include secondary and elementary schoOls. Institutions of higher education would be

joined by these other educational institutions in receiving the benefit of incentive
provisions. In this way, a much broader student population would share in a nationwide movement to expand computer and science literacy.
Use in all education, including community colleges
Another change would be to increase the permissible uses of qualifying equipment

to include equipment used in the direct education of students in the United States
in all disciplines. This would allow a broader range of students and programs to use
computers, which will add significantly to the general computer literacy of future
generations of Americans and which will certainly enhance the overall productivity
of the U.S. economy.

This change would also make it 'quite clear that equipment which will be used in
community colleges for technical, as opposed to scientifio, training will also qualify
for the tax incentive.
Equipment should include computers for all applications
We recommended that the definition of the equipment Which qualifies under Section 170(e) should be expanded to inelude technical equipment or apparatus in addition to scientific equipment or apparatus: This change will make it clear that items
such as computer or computer peripherals Used in a non-scientific application would.
unquestionably qualify. '
'O/

SUNSET PROVISION IS INAPPROPRIATE

Hewlett-Packard Company strongly believes that there should be no sunset provision in legislation which expands the incentives for giving scientific and technical
equipment to educational institutions. There are a number of reasons for this belief.
First, computers and the equipment used in scientific and technical fields become
more sophisticated at an ever increasing rate. The need of our schools for new, so-

phiticated scientific equipmetit will continue for the foreseeable future, much
beyond the duration of any sunset period.
Second, the need is probably much, greeter than cans possible be met in one or

even several years, even assuming substantial increases in school budgets, as well as
grants by equipment manufacturers.
Third, the educational process requires teachers, textbooks, and a curriculum, in
addition to computers and scientific equipment. Allowing a program to develop over
a number of years will allow better utilization of all resources devoted to education.
For example, it is not clear whether one computer in every school would produce a

better, similar, or worse result for the nation than two computers in half 'the
schools, or a computer lab in a quarter of the schools.' A longer-term approach
would -allow computers to go first to the schools that aie best prepared to use them
for instructional purposes, and then,to other schools as teachers and curriculum

become better adapted to undertaking this kind of new challenge.
Fourth,. the long experience of Hewlett-Packard Company at granting equipment

has shown us that corporations that do not currently make-substantial equipment

grants may require several years to learn to make such grants effectively,.
CONCLUSI9N

!In summary, Hewlett-Packard Company is delighted that this Subcommittee is
.considering new ways to broaden categories of eligible recipients of equipment by
proposing new Section 17,0(e)(5).

We believe that Congress can do this effectively by the lollerwing amendments to

Proposed Section 170(0151 of tRU Internal Revenue Code:

.
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1. Delete references to 1984 in subparagraph (B)(ivXII);
2.' Modify subparagraph (BXvi), which defines qualified contribution of computer
equipment, to read as follows: "the property is computer eqUipment substantially all
of the Lise of which by, the donee will be at the institution directly or indirectly in
the education .of students, . . ' (Proposed additions italic.)

Chairman STARK. Thank you very much.

Lillian Heller is here as the director of Kaypro's for Kids; from

the Kaypro Corp. Lillian, we have, your statement which will

'appear in the record in its entirety and you may proceed to-expand,
on that in any fashion .you wish.
, SS
STATEMENT OF LILLIAN HELLER, DIRECTOR OF KAYPRO'S FOR
KIDS, KAYPRO CORP.

Ms. HELLER. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.

,

In accordance- with the legislation, we conceived plans and set
into motion the grant program entitled Kaypros for Kids. What
Kaypros for Kids does is identify key teachers within junior high
and high school settings who either have softie basic computer
knowledge or have the willingness to learn.
These key instructors have developed curricula or plans for programs incorporating the use of the,coniputers. Kaypros for Kids
then donates two' personal portable 'computers to the school for
purposes outlined in the proposal. What we did when we were
planning the program, really, is meet with people in the .TECC
center, meet wish people who are membeis of the Commission on
Industrial Innovation and talk to them. Some of the original ideas
we had planned went through a number of revisions and we feel
that our program really addresses some of the needs that we heard
earlier in terms of teacher training, and peripheral problems, primarily because our system comes equipped with two disk drives
and the monitor in one unit.
In addition, we took a slightly different turn. Instead of concentrating on computer science and. math, we geared our program
more toward the use of the word processor, encouraging basic writing skills that'all students need.
We feel a great need exists for the students of the social sciences,
the humanities, the language arts, and English. What our prograth
does is' address those needs.
The proposals were received. Most of them were accepted, some

were, rejected, others resubmitted under, sponsorship.' We set the
delivering process into motion by calling everyonetogether, opening up machines, giving them hands-on basic training, and then
sending them home on the spot with their machines. This happened during the sun her.
We moved very quickly. We are Working under the" sunset
sunset of
June of 1984. If it had bees d longer time ,period, if it had been the
5 years for instance, I am sure we would not haN9e, placed machines
yet. We have currently some 500 systems out there. We haves plans
for more. We have taken a regional approach: This,has hden car-

ried out in San Diego, County so far. We have 'OEMs for Kern

County next, with the original proposals coining in to us, I believe,

the 15th of this month. The donation, the actual receiving of the
machines by 'the schools is scheduldd for December 6 and 7, and
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overall, whot we do is really concentrate on the individuals who
will make the difference right now.

.

Other than that, I think I have summarized the text. It will be

included.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF LILLIAN HELLER, DIRECTOR, KAYPROS FOR ICIDS, KAYPRO CORP.

Kaypro, along with moat other companies, receives large. numbers of requests for
donations of time and equipment. These requests come from a variety of sources including individuals, not-for-profit organizations, new ventures, and educational institutions. Before the California Computers 'in Schools Tax Credit (AB3194) was enacted, Kaypro made selected donations to these groupg, and will continue to do so,

without regard to additional tax benefits. What the legislation allows us to do is
more, much more.

In accordance with the LegislatiOn, we conceived, planned, and set into motion
our Grant Program entitled, "Kaypros for Kids." What Kaypros for Kids does is
identify key teachers within a junior high or high school - setting, who either haye
some basic computer knowledge or have the willingness to learn. These kerinstruc
tors have developed curriculum or plans for programs incorporating the use of computers. Kaypros for Kids then donates two Kaypro II personal, portable computers
to the schools for the purposes outlined in the proposal.
In June 1983, we initiated Kaypros for Kids by sending letters to all principals
and superintendants in the San Diego County area, We encouraged key individuals
to submit grant proposals making use of the Software Applications which come bundied with our computers, especially the Word Processor. The Kaypro II which is

.

being donated under this program, is precisely the same machine which is 'sold

through our dealers throughout the world. The software bundle includes Word Processors, Spelling Checkers, Electrdhic Spreadsheets, Filing System, and Programming
Languages. We encourage the use of the Word Processor as the primary.application
because writing skills are a basic part of every student's education. In addition, we
designed Kaypros for Kids to address the needs of students involved in all disciplines, not only the hard sciences.
HOW KAYPROS FOR KIDS WORKS

In San Diego County, key teachers submitted grant proposals limited,to not more
than five pages each. These proposals outlined the intended, use of title Kaypro
puters, how the programs would be implemented, and who would Be responsible for
carrying out the programs. In addition, we asked that goals and timelines be set,
and that the pilot schools send ns feedback ak the end of the year..
The proposals were reviewed, most of the were accepted, some were rejected,
others resubmitted under sponsorship. We wanted to do our best to see that these
.donations did not end up as Very:expensive pfrweigjlts. In the original letter we
sent to the principals and superintendants, w .stated that a condition of receiving
the Kaypro computers would be that at least two of the key individuals would receive training on the computers along with introductory Word Processing. Since
Kaypro is primarily a hardware company, we were not equipped to provide this
training directly from the factory. We made arrangements with training companies,
supervised course content, and provided a situation for our pilot schools to receive
this training for a nominal fee.
A

,

THE CHALLENGES OUR TEACHERS FACE
s,

-

We. at Kaypro believe individuals can and do make a difference. Our program is
built around, _and in support of, teachers who are rising to meet the challenge of
modern technology.

There are serious personal ound professional issues facing our teachers today, with
'.'regard to computers in the schools. The teacher is fficed with becoming 'proficient
with the new technology and then passing that knowledge on to the students. Difficulties arise when there are students who begin the class with much more experience and understgnding of the machines and how they woyk, and the ieacheronust
adapt to. a role of helping and guiding the student's learning, as'Vell as the teacher's?own learning,'The traditional concept of "teaching". is changing rapidly, and
learning is becoming more of a shared activity between teachers and students.
Many of our pilot schools have peer teaching programs, and after school programs
that involve parents with computer course alongside the teachers and students. In-

a

se

.,
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terestingly, the presence of our computers in the schools'appears to be increasing
parent involvement.

KAYPRO INVOLVEMENT WITH SUPPORT cRoLips

-

In addition to the computers which were donated to the pilot schools, Kaypro donated computers to the San" Diego TEC Center, and the San Diego Chapter of Computer Using Educators. Both of' these organizations provide support and assistance
9
to San Diego County Teachers working with computersjn the classrodm;
We are here today tb Share our experiences with the California Computers irI
SChools Tax Credit Legislation and to evaluate, its pettential viability at the Federal
level. On behalf of Kayprp, I can tell you that without this Legislation, Kaypros for
Kids would Aever have been possible, and there wo uld be approxiinatly,500 less systems in our schools. All-of the students being served by these computers would be
still waiting to learn what this new technology can do for thein.
There is a great need for additional computers in the schools, and this legislation
has dorie much to begin,to meet that need. There are many grant programs in effect ,..14k
in California. each mildbfacturer develops their program to fit their overall phiinsuphy and structure. It is exciting. It is rewarding. However organizing, developing,

and ,carrying out a program such as ours' or that of any other manufacturer,requires a large commitment of time, money, and energy.°As hrnazing as it might
go

seem, it costs.a great deal to give away anything, 'especially computers. We feel imposing ;additional stipul4ions to qualify for the tax creditwould stifle the enthusiasm of, manufacturers to give large numbers of systems because to do so would increase the manufacturers administrative costs. ManufaCturers gairi exposure in the'
schools when systems are donated. There is no question about that, but the immediate benefit is gainedby.t our students, our society and our future.

r

4

Chairman STARK. Thank you very much.

Finally, Mike Rashkin of Apple Computer, with whom I haVe
''...Worked early on in drafting this legislation and I know had an,important role in drafting the State legislation. I am not sure 'exactly
what your correct title is, Mike. Maybe you, 'for the record, can.
give that.
Mr. RASHKIN. It is director of taxes.
Chairman STARK. Director. of taxes for Apple C'omputer. I apl not

sure Whether you have a statement, but you stire`have something

to add.
Mr. RASHKIN. Theee are a few things I would like to just supple-,,

ment some of the things Barbara Bowen had said about the California program. That program put $20 million -of computers into the
schools in California. The total cost to the State. of, California
$4 milliOn.

Chairman STARK. Are you convinced that $20 million, is a hard
figure? 4 Mean, if the schools had gone out and shopped, could' they r
buy them at a discount?
-Mr.:RAsuicliv. That is the price at which we sell those products,to
,

schools.
Chairman STARK. OK.

.

Mr. RASHKIN. It cost Apple CoMputer $1. million to do that..
Under the current bill, H.R. 701, we see a similar kind of relation: ship. The Government would pick ,up.al:oout 75 percent of the cost,
and the manufacturer would pick up about 25 percent of the cost:
Chairman STARK. So what you are saying is the cost in that $20
millionoat-of:pocket cost. was abo.ut15 million, of which you were
down $1. million in cash. and the §tate lost-$4
in taxes Chat°
they would.have otherwise collected.
Mr. RASHKIN. That ik correct..
Chairman STARK, OK.
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Mr. RAstiKIN. -14 would Aso like to point out that in terms. of the..

limitation on the number of computers that one can gi!e and,the.
10lpercent limitation, first of all, I.believe the current bill is 10 per-

cent, -net 30 percent, as was previously referred to: by another

'speaker,. but in California, if there were a 10-percent limitation or
any kind of Iiinitan; we could,not have given one computer, to
every school-in California.

To have a limitation lured on profits, I don't necessarily see the
Public poliey. foie .that. What we would suggest, as. Barbara mentiofted before; Was.subs.tituting forAliis, particular contribution provision' a different type of limitation, one perhaps based on number
of ,conipilters per Company or numbe of computers per school or
-something Of that nature.
That is.'about it. If yoti have any-questions, I would be glad to
thr.
,answer them.
.
.
Chifrman STARK,; I want to thank 'the panel. Iltate a couple of
oinviiepts, I guess.

v

,-Ohe rthink .most of you knovvbuti- it is important for the public:.
tbrealize that our Cornmittpe, reallyonly deals with taxes and it is
very difficult, while we are very sympathetic to the idea of requiring: training and 'encouraging more complex programs of donations
in helping thp schools, many of the issues which you address are
hard to accomplish, thrbugh a tax code whichWr.od knows, is overly
ftentimes, we are' just better off creating
'complicated as
some incentive in the tax cp.defand hoping that either through the
goodness of your heatlor soured planning that the right results will
come out:

When you try to write some of these things into a tax code, you
often find that you have Congress designing a camel and so when
people, and particularly' those of you in the educational community, wonder 'why. we are not encouraging more or putting mere rekrictIons or doing other.things, there is a limit to what we are able
to do through what is-primarily a tax incentive.
I knoW that we had hearings herd not so long ago that Congresschaired in San Francisco on th.e VoCational Eclucation
man
Act, which is perhaps a. more appropriate' forum for qome' of the
, thifigSthat.the witnesses this morniYig have addressed and which I
.

.

.

Cohcue.

Second, the Concer'iis;_and.'some of you have addressed them, in
terms of companies tending- to .want to contribute in areas where
their e,mplo.yeeslive -and- work and where their employees' children
go to school =and l 4,iythis not-in a pejorative sense, htit does tend
thq-poOrer districts' or areas of the country which
to leaVe some
have lessiedusteial development WithoUt the same kind of atten)tiohpaid toiherri Just because of the fact that they may--,7Appalachia,.;as an exarnple, is not apt`tO have many high -tech companies
in the backwoods of West Virginia; and they are just. not as apt to
get it,;, because we are not aware of it. To some extent, we feel that
,

if we are spending °taxpayer& dollars, there shotild 'be_ an incentive

- to see that we de spread the computers anlurid, 'I think, 'under.-standing it is, probably' mate deSii'able to have them grouped as a
teaching total.

I gtiess, finally, I think If my memory serves me,.Lillian
/ Tor better or worse, pt some _training years `ago as a page in the
-

.
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House off RePresentaves
ti and went to the Page School. I hope that
somewhere along the line, we have remembered. to donate some of

this'equipment- to the newly,restruetured Page School in both the
:House of Retrresentatives and in the U.S. Senate. 'We are often
Very proud, in'spite of the unfortunate publicity in the past, of the
pages and the.tTaining and-;the real work they do for most Members of Congress, waking us up and getting us where we ought to

.

.

be on time. You were there when?

Ms.'HELLER.. 1978. I served_ for Congressman Fulton, whq is now
mayor of Nashville, Tenn.
ChairnlArk STARK, Mayor of Nashville and was a colleague of
mine on fEe Ways and:Means`Corninittee and who we miss:Again, thank-you for your service. want to thank the panel fob,
their testimony this morning.
,
.

We are going to break for about 5 minutes to give the reportet
and the chairman a chance to:stretch. It is the intention to go right
on through without breaking for lunch. We Will call the padel of Mr. Finkel and Ms. Goodson and.-;Kay Pacheco next. We are going
to add Thomas Heineman to that.
el.
We will start in about:5 minutes:
will go onthrough lunch. If
anybody wants.to: get a sandwich a
h it in the room, why,
they are welcome, and if-anybodya,
Want.to keep those of
you here: We mill take a 5-minute break, arlwe will start with the
next panel.
.
.

.-

[Rece'ss.]

.

.

Chairinan: STARK. The committee will resume and I will invite
the rtinelists for our next panel to proceed. I have LeRoy.
who is instructional computing coordinator. of the San
County .Office: of Education.,,OK, Mr, Finkel, and Kay Pachec I
want te identify allot' you for the teporterwho is director of the
educational-development services; Alameda'County OffiCe of Educatiori;' Thomas I-jeineman, un*my far tight, who isTitrithe Livermore Valley Unified School. District and he is the. coordinator of
the instructional materials center; and, we have Ms. Bobby Goodson, the past president of; Computer-Using Educators, and . Ms.

.

Goodson :is on the far -side of the reporter.

s

Why don't.you &gin in the order-you are listed on the sheet, Mr.
Finkel starting ALIA.. If you haVe prepared stateinents or additional
material, they will 4.IIppear in their, entiretyy in the record and you
may summarize fdr u yo
I ents thisnorning.
Mr. Finkel, do you*ant
Mr. FINKEL.t NO; Bobby is- actually going to start our Resqntation.

Chairman STARK'. OK.

,

,

STA.TE1%;ENT OF BOBBY GOODSON, ?AST .PRESIDENT, COMeUTER:
USING EDUCATQRS, INC."

Ms. gboosoN. Thankjou fdr this-opportuniti;to come and share"

with' yori some 'df OUr experiences 'and-son-Le' ac our thoughts. LeRoy

and J.represerit Computer -Using Educators, which is an-organization of 'classroom, tedchers, about 7,000 strong, most of them in
.

California, .but others trrilighoirt. the United 'States and several

'other 'countries.
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We are basically jc-12 teachers. Our organization was born out
of tiluil
need s ... rt fot and the sharing of experiencesand -the ,
als. Our concerns are for the'lraining that we
shag. g of m
know is need-'s s ecause ewe. feel it individually and'We see it in our
colleagues, the need for planning within a school, within a district,
,and indeed, throughout the cqunthy, a very strong need fornsupport
of programs that go on for support of ideas. There is aaieid to arrange for and plan for the planning course support. That the
backbone of our organization.
I think one Of the things that I would like to express 'beyond
what
is written in our written material, which we have given you,
.
.,.
is that we hope that people realize that thCclassroom teacher isiin
` the forefront of this v/hole move for technology in the classroom.
We would ask that you, recognize that there is a great deal of expertise already out there in the classroom teacher. It is a marvel.

.

.

ous spot for a classroom teacher to be in, to know that there is
. something new (happening and they are there first. They may be
struggling, but they are doing it, and as plans are made and programs are put in motion, do look to those 'classroom teachers for
the expertise' that they are already. developing. .

.

I'

We have a strong concern for .the planning that goes into.pro-

grama-of technology -and. education. The success of a.tax-incentive
program, the success of a program for technology in the school is, I

think, directly proportional to the amount,,of planning that goes
,.
into it.
Many good things are happening throughout the country. There
is a. real driving need for us not to reinvent the wheel. We don't

-

need to start from scratch anymore;r We started from scratch '7
years ago and we have learned the hard-way over the last few
years. Tre are many good things to build `on and what we need

.

...
are better:networks for sharing those good things.' .The things that .have happened in California; we have
have learried a
great deal...We enjoy this,..opportunity to share with you the things'

that we have learned in the hopes that it w? make the program

better throughout the 'country. We would ask that you be aware of
what is already out there and build NI that.

: I would- like to take just a. inute to briefly say some of the °
things we le rni34. from'' the California program. We were proud to
, part .of the planning of the California prograin,
be a very
is why I stress the need- to .be,.a.ware- of what is
and I thin
'the California program was _clev6loped,'we had an
'there, bec
'
opportunity Vgive input to it..
is
a
We learned some very important things. One was that *ere
variety of modelS of iniplementation. There area variety olmodels,,'
of giving. You heard front "veral, very good ones and very different
e of them had their own characteris,.
ones this 'morning. Eve
ccessful..
tics; everyone of,them w
..

,,,-.

The Apple Model was maryeloug. SO' was the IBM model, .so was

.

-

the HP mcidel, -so was the Kaypro model and there Are many
others. So -the, legislationit is important thqt the legislation

allows for a 'variety of models that will .fit the '3,stem,. will fit the
company, ,will fit the school. They all have things to giver,itnd so do
allow the flexibility. and variety of the rograms as we go ahead.

I
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We feel very strongly that it, is important to give complete systems. We stressed that in. California and it has been, 1 think,.very
ortant, and-it needs to be a part of the prosram. Somibody said
.13.111 ething about a 4ope-legged%chicken and we really on 't -.have
room for any of those in our clatrooms and,our system is very important:
EveryOne has said it, and I can only emphasize it; that training

has to be a phrt of it, but again, we wjantlrou torereinber that
there is a variety of train'
There is that- training that says,

"This is how Yeti set it up anagornis. is where you turn. it. on and this
is where you stick the disk." That is very important;-but then,,thdie
is ongoing training and someplace-in this package, We'need to have
an arrangementrand allowance for ongoing prOgrams.

.

'

In California, that is provided iri our TECC centers. Nhtionally,
we hear talk of regional centers. We would supPort that bird of
thing as long as they are centers for training, as well as for research. We need the research and development but we desperately
need, the training, 4ome Sort of center that will pfov_ide training.
One of the things that we find very useful in training is the development of a cadre'of trainers and this can very often bedone.in

.

;

el

a regional center:` There are Ipeople. in classroonis that could
become trainers *ith the recognition and with.the help and we can
p
build on that expertise that is out there.
The third thing that we have learned and we would want to ern-.
phasize with you. is the need for support material. A black box, as
you have said, by itself is not an effective addition to our educational system, but the support material that is needed with it can
make all the difference in the world. This can be manuals, it can
be books, it can be software, it can be a variety of things, depending upon_ the system and its use, but we want to stress that you
give concern and allow-for the inclusion of all kinds of,support material in this program.
Those are the things we have learned. I think LeRoy may want
to expand dri some of those, but we certainly support you in this
legislation and hope that we,. as an organization, can work with
you and stipportthis effort in any way we can.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows;]
STATEMENT OF MRS. BOBBY GOODSON, PAST PRESIDENT, COMPUTER -U, NG EDUCATORS,
INC., COMPUTER RESOURCE TEACHERS CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL,. DISTRICT, AND
LEROY FINKEL, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, COMPIJTERUSING EDUCATORS, INC., INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING CObRDINATOR,4A& MATEO COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATIO4

During the Oct. 12, "190-hearing in Washington,' Gov. Jerry. Brown spoke to you
about a grass roots teacher Movement organized to help bring computers into the
classrooms of California. We represent that organization, Computer-Using gducators

(CUE), now numbering nearly 7000 educators, most of whom are from California but
Many are colleagues across the country. The fOcus of our efforts has been on the use
of computers in the classroom in K-12, rather than administrative use of computers.
Our organization came into'being to help meet the need for teacher training in this
new field, to assist schools and districts in planning.) for the use of computers, and to
act in a support capacity to school's as they-proceed with their plans. -

For many years, going as far back as the early 1970's, California schools Millie
been receiving "gift' ,computers from manufacturers and businesses. While n;Lanyof
these early Oxperiences wer very pogaive, there Were some that had a decidely npg-'
r use. Med on some of these vegatite gicperiences, vbe
ative effect on school co
w
A

,
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feel wtcan ., RINK CI_ some constructive recominendationA to you that will help assute

successotfuturgwomputer gift plans.
The curtentCa "fornia legislation-,the Imbrecht Bill, allowed enough flexibility to
contributing co aniss that we have seen Many different; models for gift giving.
the needs of the individugl contributing corn- .
each designed to best itt the goals
'ence that bdilt-in flexibility will encourage
p'any. We Kaye learned from this
and. schools will bemore creative in the
more firms fo't.inarticipate in a p
the case of Apple Computer Company, before
; Ways that they use the `computers.
they proceeded to far in their planning, Apple repres'entives came to CUE and asked
us what we thought would-be necessary to make the prograrnpost successful, from
'
the,standpoint of the-10651s. We were 'emphatic:that anyigifi be a complete cornputer that would not`feqUire that the schodl. spend additional dollars to.tnake it
usable., We stressed theOntecr far support materials tIndsoftskare t-ciaccontpany".any
hardware gifts, the neecrfor training at least one teacher in each "schwai and'the.
need to support additional.training as that-_4d became -apparent. The .result was
He cdmputer to
si :--the "Kids Can't Waigm Progrgm which offere&onetcomplete Appleftwartlend-a
re
each scboolin California, complete with ilrfiranuals, and' Soma
quirement that oqe teacher or, administrator partieipa.te in a. delliter;dehverecl-train.i.'."?
session. Altholigh not eligible-for the Imbrecht tax cretlit,'Apple'Comtater COM. pany donated five complete computers to each, California Teacher Education and
-"Cordputer ()enter (TECC) on theassumption thatthese centers would provide addiI -..
.
,
.tional 'training and support needed to insure a successful prokram.
.
Another well- planned model is.currently being implemented by IBM in thhee
states including. California_ An article in the Decembge: 1983 issue of Popular Inm-.
puting Magazine describes .how IBM hired Educational Testing Service (ETS) to
,. design and implement a,:limit.ed gift program. Again, leading. educators from . ; 4
ip;.' throughout the country, v$Fre consdlted to help in the design of the'prograin. As a
reault. the IBM program. provides for extensive and ongoing teacher training and
support being.provided bra cadre of comptiter education specialists. Each school in
... the program is able toCommunicate electronically with their trainer and with other
schools in.,the program. The IBM program also includes participation by a variety of
other firms who have contributed software and hardware to the sehbols.
These ts.;...e_modelinvolve many sch ls and were very expensive to implement. .
They are successful because they provi e a complete hardware, software and train-.
ing package to the partitipating school . There igroum,for less grandiose programs
that may meet the special capabilities of schoolg an.tl companies. We would pot want
to see legislation that might exclude the less comprehensive program, but we feel . '.'
any program must include training and support, not just computer hardware.
There are a number of issueser concerns that we wild like to emphasize. First,
any legislation should-..include. the same tax benefits fofSaftWare and.training as for
'hardware. Sbftware i essential to the successful use 'of computers in the schOols.
-Many small cottage. size software fi.ms would be fble to Participate in a gift program if tax incentives were allowed.. .
We feel that,- legislation shthild,.allow as much flexibility as possible. Teacher ,-. -,-t
training is an essential ingredient tto a suctessful.program. But not all firms have
.

.

'

.

.

.

the capability of providing.a complete training program themselvg Just as IBM

contracted with other wenCies to proyide their training, SQ other companies should"
be al If ed the flexibillky to dp the same. Universities, "Community colleges,: and
teach( centers could all be employed" to proN?ide the needed tr ining tycJuding
train:in-gin the,tax legislation is the important key. The success okp ogram Avill be :
enhanted by,a complete training program that goes beyond. mere19- A.Chitig abliu.L$f
the operation of thecornputer and includes the applicatiop okC,onintite"Nin regular '_-. instruction.
We feel the legislation should not include any mention of exattsharclivitconfigu-,
rations,. 'Secause of variations between companies acid the .vast Variet9.715f School
uses, mentioning an exact configuration would-be restrictive. The. rrequir,eriAnt of a
. -'-",' -.7e.,: 9%
"complete' computer system is' all that is needed.
The subject of equity: has been mentioned in previons hearings,-,,Wg9fliiifiltleke. to
.

.

*.

emphasize that we support legislation that allows gifts to all gar nis

-1;While

need
some gift programs have focused on high schools, we feel there i.s ju
rued,/
for computers in the elementart and middle schools; if not more..We
ghoV
, that companies should make every effort to ,spread their. gift compu rs
the community but feel that legislating suchaytivity.may inhibK,s alle r rms from
.

,
participating in the program at all.'
is netact To optimize and.maitimize the
Perhaps, yet thiother'piece of l
effectiveness of this piece of legislation, schools should be planning how.they -will
use and card for computersin the classroom `and how they will train their staffQS.
iegislaton

. -.

,
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Where Such plans have been developed, districts have been able to make effective
use of computers much more quickly than when no plans. existed. Legislation to support such planning would help guarantee the success of the overall introduction of
technology into the classrooms of America.
Thank you very nlUch.

Chairman STARK. Thank you very much.
Mr. Finkel.
STATEMIENT OF LE ROY FIINKEI.:, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS; CQMPUTER-USING EDUCATORS, INC., AND INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING COORDINATOR,, SAN. MATEO, COUNTY
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Mr. FZIKRI...- .Ssl'ongt ks"
tottiiiitleaeliers,
nei-

All

-

ther on 'of Yth'is ny longer, .III:houId inendbn thatup
Upuntil'
tintg3 years-

ago, I was a 'sort5uter-iisink:teacher in the classroom, and Bobby
was 'up until this fall.
t._
There are -a number- of concerns tharTwa would like taem hasize.
ffeel
bit red4culant but; worth_repeating. Firs
would
like to segltfiglegiblatio,A 6pecifca y. include .the tax,
efts for
Oft
and training as for .liardWaxe and other
Iles as '

_

Wel

re enjoyini.iiiWen'tifiel'4'reduced ratet throu:g Cbmpuserve at the moment. I don't
he current legislati n wduld
allow Compuserve to qualify at,
Qt. any,
Benefits. This is
really leading-edge algff-and
alloWi
ter educators to -

tax4centiVesWhiCh
are wallowed -fol./hardware, which I realize
pretty easy to do,
should be allowed fin' software-and training as well, particularly in
couggignicate across, The counteY. So..the s

.

the area of software, since it is essential to the successful use of
computers in the schyols for everything other than tcomputer science teaching.
I am also thinking,that many small cottage industry firms would
be willing,to participate. in a gift program if there were tax ingen-

,

.

,
.

tives, but with softvvare,gpecifically excluded at the mo,nient,°
th
generally excluded at thR)nizment, small firms can't participate.I think the thrust,pf,o*.fesilarks tend to focus-around.fle4ibility.;
Teacher tr
ng is an essential ingredient. Apple was al)le, to use I.
their loca
er netWork; IBM, 'on the other.hand, hired an outside servi
flewlett,Pac,kard is using their own employ es, as I

,believe Ka o is as well.
We won d like to see the fegislation be as'flexible- as p ssible so
outside agencies,
13rOfitmAking and nonprofit, could be'includr

ed to ni:wide the ti cher training for those firms that dOn't have
the staff to.clo,it. I itrz.i thinking of universities, conimunity colleges,
teaser cep. S
"sottr TECC centeA, could actually be ein-

"

to

Ovf
t. 0 I

4:0Y01

,

nd6tfie1 ls tied ipto the teaCher-training ac-

Etted,(

w%-pVld

yteac n

nice if.'-the treining could go

t hbvts to use corripute'rs and focus
coniputents in they clIssroorb, which.

ateb*
teods tio.;, 0 1?oidone today 7
.,
*r
e-*'"-. _.
'-'We :have 'seen:
''a piece of 'legislation that specifically states the

exact hardware configtiratiorithat shoulcrbe donated and I should
lik-to Vote,- no for that. I think as Bobby indicated, the requireit I*

fir_.
.
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'bent of a complete computer systerd so the schools'don'thave to
lay out any additional funds is egitiniate, but to spkify that it
cetera, et cetera, et cetera, is ,
must be a dual drive, 80 co
unnecessary and I think it je.a poOr nice.
Now, the subject of equity has come up "in previous hearings and
while I am fully supportive and I think' we are .fully supPortive,of

the 'notion that we should try and get colnputers.wherever and
wheneverin Apple's case, they gave one to every sehoolI think

it is going to inhibit 'small companies from tiarticipating
.
gram if that is-placed there.14re have some small Copwaniet;in, this
area that are contributing to these programs-'viithout,,those restri&
tions.

'
throughout the Coniffinnity,utltesililot:'
.
We are concerned. about equity,

.

.

difix ..,.the. ..___NaliSters
*bit'szifitilliiAr.. ilasifp?i.n..

r
..
participating purely on that basis.
Irk-there, ....
Perhaps another piece .of legislation is neered arid:
is one in the hopper at the moment, bttrit would tie iri nicely with
this one. Lillian in
ed thator in-Lillian's,presentationthere"
entially schools had to submit a:
was -mention of
ey werggoing to use the computere.
al saying low

e One planning that- takes pMsq.athe 2. ',

As Bo)by i
better A ter

lementatIon of the prograrri.,Perhaps-an-

f should he iniplemented that weld deal .

- other -piece o

.,,With that planning 6, e and allow schools -the optiortUnity to do
soine d011ars.,thA would/give them the oPpiktPiiity to get dollaiS'
for planning so that when the computers arrived on their. campuses, they would know what they are doing, because that seems to, be 4.
in
know what F
the problem we are having now, as many of the'olon't
.. they are doing.
Thank you.
Chairman STARK. niank au. I- think I bughrtoir int Out-here .
,:- that many pecre have indicated that we should have deductions
for trffining but in the Tax Code, we have never alloweefl a deduc.-lion for-personal services! I think the:reason you begin to see if lisi
-. have,:,e' professional football player or 'baseball player: making /WI
if they rnake.. an appearance for what-they
willion a., year
thousands doligra, they could run up tre=
might normally.
& i s really na way for .us to value an hour
mendous donatiOrii!,
of someone's time... :,'
.tf% ,Saine problem in software. Once
tittle 'lit
We run:.int
the sunk tost.,i dey lopkg a piece of software is recovered, I
e 111/ copy ,i't on a diskthere is very little .1 '
would imagt let
.Fitd only $100,000 in profit, allthey would
cost. Now. 'ira..co
.

,

,

,

.

.

_really have .t6.do
would have alrab

t..

nt'up 100,000°110 pieces of.software Which

osf tb them, mail it Out andsay; 'That i8.it
.itave no real way of controlling it. It is a
donation," ihd. we
., problem that.we.have in the Tax Code.We are niit.uninindful of It, but .I just wanted those of you in'the
14.1.4.'
' eddcation business id! understand `that- we have some problern,th
'
gio
how. to control thatand liow:to megsg.re, t.. °
Pthe tducatibriat
Our.next
witness,'
Nay
Racheco,
is4h6direa4,
.
($s of EducatioN
ounty
pevelopine0Seryiee0 tile Wake
have your, statrient; which l','lid-ve en looking..at.If you, want to ''.

s

.

,

Si

.
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expand on it--or summarize it. or read it, however you are comforts
able, the mike is your7,s.

.

-.
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STATEMENT. OF KAY PACHECO; DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, ALA.MEDA COUNTY 'OFFICE CiF EDUCA-:TION, AND TE4C-IER EDUCATION COMPUTER CENTER

M. PAChECO. Thank you. As has been mentioned, I am the dirertor
o of the `educational development services in the Alameda County_

superintendent of schools' office. I ago am t4e diiector of one of
the teacher education and. computer centers in Califori4., the one
:,....'

that serves.bOth;Alarneda and Contra Costa Counties. lb.
"The TECC represents 38 .school districts air the two coiluty area.

MoSt of those districts participated in the "Kids Can't Wait:' program: have received computers from IBM 'and have also received
computers from 'Qom-floc:lore. Thus, I have. extensive experiencP -watching how scho 1$ have' participated in .such a donation program.

.

.

-

I would like to mmarize my comments by respondiag to the
question that 14as asked as I came in: "How effectiveare the do,
nations in providing,* some kind of 'educational service to the com'..

,. 'munity.",...

.

-

etp As ari.added note, 1 am-also the parent vf--a 14-yeaf-aFd girl who
,. is entering high. school
school is year and a 10-year-old who is in fifth
, _grade. So I am not tini looking at this issue from a professional
,:.
standpoint, but also fr -the perspective of receiving some of the
befits as a 'Parent. I dm- particularly interested in, how my ownchildren are integrated into the technological
society tliat,,We lixe
.,

.

.

i irt?

i.

t Of the geographical area that the TEC center serves, we itave:'

trained over 2,500 teachers in the use of the cOmputer4. One of th
-.1bajor benefits that I see in ,,a donation program is thp.UctiOol di's

trifts become more aware of 'what is available, tecMoldgically '..,Speaking. Schools tend to look at the equipment that is donated ..,`;
and then expand those donations far heyonci the original pi*ts of '." equipment. They may not always. purchase the ''sa'ritetbrand of,
equipment that was donated, but they will,lat, least begin thinking:

Pr

.

..,'

,and planning atibut how to use computer eqftipment.

.

Several donation models have been used in our area and all of
i

..

-

:4kenhave profided very different,results, The wide dissemination

model that Apple used provided -ea,cces§:. to a broad base of students. We a,re all yaryl comiern 'about this issue of access. The
access that Sas allowed' in the Apple donatidn program, influenced
many schOOlg totchange the way'many teachers taught and allowed
additional insights about the way inanystuderits,learn.
.
.
-A Setond,Model; used by Mg, concentrated computers in a-single
location anfil.tied those aimptiters to a upiversity _grogram to do ingdepth work, with fool' sites: This model lends iitielf to heavy research and 'application worlt. Pi-oxen products resulting. from such
in -depth study are generally Ouch better, than a lot of the public
o
,dbmain materials .that we get..
,
:

.

fl, I

' Finall, the dOfiation of one,,oi two pikes of -equipment from
been particularly usefill in settng up derho

` small compante. 97,' h as
Alf. °-.' ..

,
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stration Centers. where teachers can practice on various kindS'of
computers.

All of the variations- on donation progranis are extremely help.eomnient hat has been made previously by others allow
flexibffity for companies who wish to donate and would encourage
continuance of all of these programs:
'
Ash te director of attaining program, I. really would be remiss
notao_mentieon the training issue mentioned by othees: I understand.that training may not be appropriate, necessarily, for a.piece
of tax legislation: However, I am concerned that-the $4 millioh that
the State of California lost as, a,result of giving away computers'
would hevegone for nought had the teachers not been able to use
that equipment. Therefore, I. think we are looking at effective userof tax dollars, as well as just.-providink deduction ,incentives. That
is one reason why the training is absolutely essential.
-If,You look at-the research about the introduction of computers
in the Work,place, y6u will 'find that there is a learning curve that
beging. with a very difficult period of reluctance: Most adults seem
tojiave a great, fear of learning' new skills,We aren't-like the'Xids
who just jump in and are not afraid of being the new kid on the
block. We are professional and we are sup' seth.to know what is
going on. When the- student in your clasproorn comes to tell. you
hoW to program "your test-ntaking process, it is
ful.

.

.

isig. This fear and disconifort causes meat deal of-relunce

.

_

learn thiS new-technology. Thisreluctiirce can be eased with train
,
.ink
I would 'like to comment on the Hewlett-Packard model where li-

aison' business' people come to the worjcplace we call education.:Tom Intggit want Xo talk about another -such program that the.1
"live/11(106 Uaified School District has , used With the Lawrence
Livermore LW: Thee programs are really mentor programs. Cali-.
fornia teacheis are beginning to recognize' the mentor ,concept 'asextremely importentk in keeping the technology in the classroom
current. In the last several- °y, s, education has not- beeiDlithle to
keep Up., with the technological adyances. This is not true in the
ccimputer,area, but itfis also true about the method of teaching.
ould like to mentibn.some of the benefits that having compute
n the classroom do poiricte to.teachere. Ther is a- very differ-

ent way -that students learn when there are c

,, .There is an article in 'a recent educational ma
4-

-

puters... present:

me caged "Phi

DeAta,Kappan" wherethe, changes in learning ar pima ed:
ne; there is More active learning.on the part of_student§. I can
personally testify tdthe'truth of=rthat statem'ent, My 14 -year -old is
an -average, typical- female student who, is really. afraid of mathemetics. In second grede, she was diagthised as learning disabled

She was two grades below grade' fevel in mathematics and was
above-grade level in reading._ We have worked very hardqo over'come the math,deficienCy. Icarttell you that one olthe strategies

.t,: that yeed.e'..it happen Aas the use of a' cornputer: She is able to Sit
by herSelf and not :have her parynts making juikinerits about how
it is very. important to learn mathematics; n6r.having'other *ids sjt

.;

ound. jcidging on how;She was,learning. It is veey- exciting:1:hr me
gdi it, -'..;:*,'.
see her yell,- and scidin,in the,jleri .she' is isayin

of it." She j

,

29-1369

rrenidy'ai an argt-re. class-in highs

`'

-''

a

t

mean4 that her test scores have certainly changed since seco

grade: Lt- i.su"irjotional touclyfor mQ yolg can hear my voice.

less'Iniental-druclgery, for a student' like. my daught&

f,

mathematics and scieoce 4Ati, 11 a compUter.

on a computer happens much' norginik.
rapidly than when a teachereand a sludent,arLinteracting. Bethought proc-cause the speed of the-compiitet is much cl6ser tothe student and-the computer go along together at the same.
speed. When teachers and students work together, the difference In'
Two, the learning- pro

the speed of each 'person's thought process_ causes real problems for'

-

the ltudent.
.
Three, there is more independent learning with computerd
well. All of us are interested in fostering independence. Indeperidence Is also one of the skills you needwhen you work, whether or.,
not you are using computers. Educators have had a hard time find-.
irig how to develop that independent learning and to. help students
translate that skill to the workplace.
Four, the computer offers" incredible new ways to gain ,insight
about very ahstratt concepts and thoughts: Yau can manipulate
very complicated concepts on a cdmputer screen that yoU cannot
build, feel and touch. 'The result is that more complex. ideas and
principles can be introduced to _children at much younger ages.
That has been a real benefit to the,pdticationalcommurbity.
Same losing thoughts. about give-a'way programs. I do think that
the mod 1 in California where the tax incentive program was integrated itho other governmental legislation that brought about
training or teachers statewide is one that the Federal Government
needs to consider. YOu just can't givetax incentives to companies
to provide machines or equipment to schools without a comprehensive plan tkat results in a long-rarige effect. The positive effect for
education ,1st isn't going to be there over the short run. To provide

7.

companies kith tax incentives without providing, for an educational
result is aftste. I am. here for the long run an.4 I would like to see
,something done about a program for training to support the equipment giveawayS.

.

I would further suggist that there be incentives in the prOgram
to ensure access to the largest number of students possible.J would
also recommend that there be incentives for some kind of a longerm relationship between .the-companies. theft give and the educational institutions that receive,SpecifiCal.V, now that we hate the
computers in apiece: there are new aPplicaffbns and new equipment
',that we need in order. to b,e tin the cutting edge of the current technology. We can .then be proViding education that reflects the state
of the art--,-rathe,r than the obsolete.
Finally,- I will again reinforce -that the, .adequate support for
:training will make .the long-teriii benefits of this computer giveaway of great Whefit to education and the Natioxi,;-as well as to the
companies involved..

_

Thipit.you -very muellg
[The prepared Aatein-Wnt folloWs:],
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Ert 1,STATEMENT OF KAY PACHECO, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES,
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ALAMEDA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDIJCATION.
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r. Chairman lind Members of thedField Hearing on KR. 7.01,. I sincerely appreci..tippeaamity to cominent on the useful educational' pu
.servetrbycontri:-

arms. My
0-edfirputemand other co patsr equipment to schools in
'but
directing
(S-Corbinents are limited to the results have obrerved, and rinearched W
- a regime, Teacher. Education and Co pater' Center .in Alaineda kpd CialCia Costa, counties over the last eiltrten months
found results from the donation incentive' piogram.s in
' There have been two
California. One result has been a significant increase in student and teacher use of
of.busicomputers to facilitate the learning prOiess. The tither has been t
am 'at the
nnd community involvement in improving the ipstruction

-

.1

.

school level-

"

.

.

.

.

tealThe literature is bound with ways educe ...) :., . .: udents can use this
clasi:,
nology. A coniprehensive description of t benefits of using compu
in the School of Education at
- rooms, by. Decker F. Malker, an associate ' . :
Phi Delta Kappan. Walker has
Stanford University, is in the October jssu o
-1-1 etlucation. Thereare: 1, morb
identified seven stays-that comp is can .be . -..
conceptual modes .of instrueaktiire 1 rning by students, 2. in re varied se .:, ,
tion available to thesteacher, 3. ess mental drii. for students, 4. learning occuring nearer the speed of thought; 5. learning better tailored to individual students, 6.

-

_

Marv-independent-learning, 7. better insight into, abstract conceptt an&thought.

.

- 11"-:Thee benefits are incorporated in-the drill- and - practice programs iremath and Ian'linage aria; the writing.programs that use word processors, the science simulations,
..

'..!

the music theory and ear-training systems, the computor aided datign programs,
and dozens of other applications of computtike in editcation.

'
,

.

.

These benfits are only ,tiseful if tilb tedinology can be applied. The technology
cannot be applied without access to the:equippient by leachers and`students."
The improvement of'eurrieular of:fel-Inge ind increased, involvement otlocal businesses and community members has been a second byproduct of imiittibution'pro.
by one of Coordinators in the. Teacher Educe-,
earns. This result was bdst descri
lameda and 'Contra Costa comities, Dr. Lypell Bur;'
tion and Computer Center
mark, after she visited one of e many khooli in r region us rig the Illiteitiopp: -'7. 2

/.

concept to go' far beyond makiri

4::;

to a school full of-

ne, computer avail

nts.

article grit n to""rtthe Co-mDr. Burmark descrigesthis rep eeentative effort in
puter Csing Educators' newsletter tp be published in December. She describers_the

-.. efforts of Mission San Jose High School in Fremont, California to develop a computer lab: With resources of less than $5,000, the parentaand staff succeeded in secur,..-ing.a,clonation from a local company. of 16 terminalsand a master computer. With
various other components donated from local Eompanies and some 5,000 hours of
volunteer labor, the terminals were linked Co the master computer. The school district responded, to the school site's appeal for funds by supplying textbooks and re- 4.
. modeling, a classroom to accommodate the computers. A local bank contributed
cermet for the claqs,room and scores of parents..and staff volunteered labor for the
coiNtriticitionowork. This fall a completed computer lab i3pened with offerin4s of a
, Comwter Literacy course for-sophomores at 7:00 a.m. followed by five periods of
Psograinming.in BASIC. The Mission Possible Task Force'fas this.group has come to

be known is still at work seeking the donation of a 20-ton air conditioner to keep

T.

..their new computer lab cool.
-.. What students learn and teachers teach using eqinntiters will be signikluitly-iir-.
'" fluenced, over the long term, by the California &Mat on Model referteM10.ait the
"Kids can;i7,Wait" program. The influence will-be significant because of twq. factom

that need to be considered if incentives are to be developed to .promote computer.
equipment donation programs to schools on a national basis. There factors are
access to equipment, and sustained training support to teachers and administrator
..' The access factor in. the Cidiferrnia example included the equal distribution of
computers le every school site in thestate and,placement of the equipment in class.. room settings where students has use of the computers on a regular basis. There
was also a large influx of money from the state budget to dist ibute trainin,g funds.
and capitol outlay monies to fifteen regions around the state. ese funds were also
allocated directly to . schools -where staff members developed plan for training
teachers to e computers for instructional purposes. These f ds were available to
thedistribuschools and Wgional Teacher Education and-Computer Cen
program has
tion of tge equipment and continues to be available after the

-

been completed.

i

.

$
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:Just ashn the workplace, the introduction of new technology in a schooris atrau,
matic event..Mcrst adults ear theirearning'of e new skill. Many teaChert are hesim eyervif the computer js accessible. "This situ-tent tnusecomputere t it
ation 8ccurs becaUse tiacITqrs experierxe soine4ng close .to "future shocic." whtn

.compartex are introduall: iii their elee'srooms. TM -tithe and support needed to teach".
an old.'dng new tricks: isfixtensive. Most or -the reseafch studing the computerize,tiun of the workplace supports the concept that successful change to the use of new

technolbe requires planned implemeltation with significant training and coaching
support over time. The.Califorriia experiment is still in progress. 4At'the present
time, the support system is_ in place on a limited bast/ to train and coach teachers

.

on the use of computers in the classroom.
Thedonation incentive,pfogram made-the access factor ein instant reality !n
forrila schools. and I believe it has been a motivating factof that contributegill the
improvement of curricular offerings and instructional ps;igrams such as thecoinput-

er lab at Mission San Jose nigh School. The state fetding support for training'

-factor makes the'Iong term contribution of computers to-education-a possibility.
My recommendation is thalany federal plan for a donation program for schools

%include incentives that insure access to the 'donated equipment to a significant
number c!,f schools so that the 'results of the program significant 'number of schals:
so that the results of the program improve student learning at the most direct level,
at the school site. Further. I recommend-that there be incentives for a long term.
partnership between the donating company and the schools that participate in the

increase their knowledge and skill in the use of computers,
program. As the
give incentives for equipment to-be donated that keeps the "Aateof the art" in computer equipment used at ail School site_ Finally, I urge that adequate supportior
.. _training be an integral part of any legislation that encourages contributions ofgomouter and other computer equipment to elethentary and secondary schools.
, I hope my comments have -contributed positively to your-public review of the Cali:
-foFnia prograittsther. increased the availability and use of computer equipment in
our schools_ hank you for asking me to participate.

Chairman ASTARK. Thank you, Kay, and we will now hear from

Thomas 'Heigeman, 'the cooidinator of - Instructional Material

Center in the Livermore Valley Unified School District.
Tom, we have your .statement and you may summarize it or add
to it or proceed in any fashion.
STATEMENT OF TAIVIAS HEINEMA, COORDINATOR, AltSTR
TIONAL MAj'ERIALS CENTER,'LIVERMORE VALLEY JOINT UNTFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
HEINhMAN. Thank you.
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What I have ,heard today is talk about partnership from various
representatiyeslipm computer industries. We have heard about inservice educatiolircontinue emphasis\ on moving us toward an increasing lechnologicalquture. What I am -going to speak to today is
what happens, at least from a district perspective.
Our district, which is Livermore School District, is in proximity
to a large national laboratory of Lawrence National/Labs. During
the last. 5 years, our ijtse of computers in our schools hag based
ability to ask theui' for assistance,ideasand then contin.*N1Wu.pgrade our stak expertise.. What this comes down to, again,
is that partne.rshipin education, not just in California, but we are
talking about. at a national level partnerghip.
As we have talked about. children, there is, a need-to .assist our
children to fullyiealize their potential as contributing and produchave-toalso pro-.
tive membert of society. In order to 'do thaw
vide them the knowledge, skills and, opportunities that will- alloy/
them to enter that marketpla'ce.
The Apple bill inCalifornia was a minimum and a base point fOr.:
the start. I our district wb Kadi begun to implement significant

89
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numbers of coinpuiters quite. a few years ago und'all of our schools
..aid have a significant riuniber of them.
11105
A problem that ie knew was.goiag-to occur-was that of staff developm*nt and preparing People to ,:74plement 'such teclmologY into

the classroom and into the offices. Witifeuf this caeful plann`mg,
we would have jtist acquired equipment. I believe' it hallo be left,
opvn' to the school districts to work with businesses in identifying
their needs first and not ,just be passive recipients of equipment.
Novi, we do not nee0enother, piete of equjprnent. We need the
ability to say we have sPereific need in these ate.ai.,It may
software, iCmay be peripherals, it may be equipmehr but we, would
like to be in a position work this oit through possibly-a grant
situation where we could work in the development of-a program,- a
relationship with industry.
The other area is that when we talk about successful
tation into sc -hool- districts, there are three areas that need to be
attended -to.;The -first is, 'which we have all heard, the in-seivice
prpgraTh: In -our_ district,, we believe that' hands-on experience is

-

t
.

.

most important to cut the computer anxiety. It' doesn't matter
what tool you are using, you do have to have familiarity with it,
Otherwise, you Will have concern. I have that in whaleyer tool.
' use.-

_

The second is current and ongoing process wh41% we review all of
the -software, all of
.431-ograms, all the instructional strategies
for use in the Classroom.

The last is, of,coUrse, the providing pf the eqpipment and/or en:
vironment or seating for implementation into the classroom. But
'all along, we haw& found that the cloSei the service or the person
who has:the expertike is to the user the better ills. So we believe,'
at least in each of our schools, we need one person there who has
-background where the teacher down' the hall can walksund say, "I
am having a problem.here loading up my word proses .to print,"
or something along thosc lines.
'
We are recommending more than a 1-year commitment brindus-

.

try. We are-looking at a 2- to a-year commitment 4with.induslty,
-where we can s-see longitudinal -staff development. if it be equip :
ment or softWare, we are -willingto take pur discretionary ! funds
within the school district and supplement those for furthel; exten-''
sion of the educational opportunities for our students hnd staff.
Last of all we think it is important to tie whatever legislation is

dgyellfitd with eg is ti ng structures, both -at the State and the,
county evels. Specifically in Califcilmig, out teacher education corn-.
outer centeiell*CC centers, Such as Mrs. Kay pachtco*,director -

;

of, have been invaluable. ,We saw a 70 .percent-turnaround, type of

in-service we needed in our district" becausii of the Apple style

equipment effect.
We had been giilng training on differe-,11"?types.of equipment.Ve
know fihere 'is 'a. transfer hat, can' be dOne, but there is still that ,
psychology of saying, "I dalik't recognize this pike of equipment." It
caused the TECC center to have to c)ange its course offerings.
.

We _want to continue to build the strong support at the county

and definitely Stater level, which will help: us eventually- out in the',
schools.

4411!"
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In other words, was there a need? There is. a net
,w-.
continuing need.
I#

Thank you, -s.
.[The prepAr4d stpIelnent.-fellOws:i.
. .

.1111-: ? i '
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LIEINEMAN, COORDINATOR, iNSTRUL-riONAL-1LATERgy
'STATEMENT OF THOMAS
,
VALLEY Jql:NTIF11IFtD SCHOOL. DIStRICT - .,r
CENTER,
Y. 1
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ators, legislators, end' 'Computer industrxrepreseritatitii*
It is up to all of us
-,
.
.
to develop a...nationwide partnership in education:
The goal of this partnerShip world be'to provide our natiaatS'.ehildren withthe
educational background which will-allow them to realize their fdll Potential as per:
.
rs of our society.
,ticipating and productive m
La pakaed legislation sitich offered state tax dedlic. Last year', the State of
ed. cbmputer-hardwarr California schools...As a
thins ,to companies which d
result df this legislation, the mile Computer Corporati -provided 'one(1)%compbter,
monitor, disk drive.and same software to'virtually all sc
cols in the State -of
..,
,

.

.

This leg's". latiOn has .brought a" minirripin letiel of technological kquipmentand-edt1,1/4

-.catiohaLopportunity to the state's teachers awl students. This:situation hag pre'

vided a base for some schools and districts' to begin serious dialogue aropnd curriculum (Computer) and training in the use and application of computers for students.
Other districts and schools had _already be4-tin_the process of developing district computer curriculurit and the acquisition of comf11111Zis for classroom and laboratory use.
This sinsyli year plan was `a'beginning. However, there seems to be a persistent
misconceptidn about computers, that many aie guilty oi:PerpetnatingaThat naiscon.ception is that sabools-just need td receiye high technology equipment and all of the
--' problems. will be solved.- A careful raviex of Sucicesgfckpriagnime where computers
are being used indicates ithat- threetlFeents tire necessary for #uccessful imple;
.
mentation of new programs:
1. An inservice prograin for.tgachers "which provides hands-On' ex iences "col'' .lowed by tcontinuing training over more than one year.
2. A current and on-going review process of courseware and the An ity to xamine,
the programs.
- .- ?
3: And finally,Ithe importiintsupport Of providing the environment and floc
computer equipment which allows the instructor to chientea whole -hew world o

.

"'",,,

-

,

.

porAunity and knowledge- to our. students.

Based upon this knowledge andexkrience, Our schooliglistrict is suggesting that a'
this Paitnarship of Edufederal program (legislation) be designed-which. encourages
.

.

cat ion.

-

:4

.1* - 6* .

..

The legislation should encourage: At least a 2,-43 year 'commitment of support for t
school
. districts. This would be evidenced by a continuing financial support for the
.
acquisition- of new teihnolbgical equipinentlby schools.. k.
The school districts today, as opposed. -to last year, are in variOus"aagks"of implementing computer education. Because of this, we are recominending that schools be
in
able. to Apply fot spe-cigc high technology equipment that would assist
ant..5.reilching their identified goals. Oiledistrict may b in need of computersi
spe-,
other may be At ailtibIg e of program' implementation where they need

.

.

.
Tipheral equipmenr.Of software.
.
The 2-3 yeAr'commitment would.encourage school. districts .to see an on:goingfie-

5
.._

.

latiorishiu and support -this financial catalyA. with their own discretionary funds.
Prior to the "Apple"' bill, al.? State. of California established' regional Teachet

)

1.

Education and. Compyter.Centers (TECO. One`Of their functions hits been, to provide
' computer inservice education. Last }tear, the TEC Center ih Region 6, which,,seryqs
Alameda and Contrd Costa cdunties trained over 2,500 educators. This training prepared educators to, priinarily, use either Apple dr Commodore conjauter eqpipnient. -,
plreLi'd.c..this' year, the TEC Center,_wh.ich servescour,acea, has received en. increase.
' in requests for training on Appiq carnpf5ters 'and5software such as Apple Logo, by 70
..

.

percenl-This Aituation leads into the.scond area that legislation should attend to..
This is a program of continuing'inservice education. In this case, gglisftict -would
'
identif educatorS, who s,hould'be trained and paid for by inchistry, This could be.**
during the summer or by providing furi`dP-ibi: substitutes. Therin turn would returli/'
"o their districts and schools to carry out th6r .4aisn:TIom progr'ains and stfrife at.
trainers 'and 'models& for other teachers ih their districts. We .have "recently.
Otented stich..a Program with the' Lalvrencv Livermore. National Laboratory
-,
..,
.
t

.

'.t. '

pl-en

v
.-ot

-

-
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tsVia instructors worked te'sonlmer
i
.

vt

trio.t.

.

-

.-.

,,

and subsequerit1S, returnedto our ctisg.

.

,

:- -

.

the understanding that leaPning is a never-ending path Thrar valuation
''. , recrtitres!"that the StatellwO3unty prograrhs work together to support said provide'.
:._ pv,od-going educations} programs for those who provide the letidaiship-4uid educa.
tonalt_directians offereilideiour students.
'
-,-.,
.,.;;; ..

,.': -Finally.

.

.

.
;'
!
.., 'I'vant to thank '-the Panel- for taking the time out OS their holiday to come here .and share tlieir,experiencrwith us.'
'
.
:gut fihal pane is. Comprised of Michael Schtietz, the coIchair of
..:-the Committee datConiOuter.-Technology and Education of the Calif4riii Federation orTeacHer-p; :Pei Weber:. secretary- treasurer of
z4'. the California ;reaches ASsociAtiOrif Louia Goins, the principal of
the Bader! High: School of South Sap FranciscO; and. Ms. Fern
BnurcKlhe staff iperribei_of the Lawrence Hall 'of ScienCe ,at the -- .
..
.±-UniverSiIyof alifoinia at Berkeley. ?.
any.. prearranged .:,pJans for 'how you.
4 finless -any. of you
(;>vould like present your, testimony, I will jut call on you in the
order in *hfCh.you.appear-on the 'witness' list: That 'Would be Miz' .
yr: chael Schueti firat..'
(.: I'did want to-ask-this; It oecurred to me while I have-laen sitting . '
here
in* of you }nay be al* to :enlighfehrrie- When we talk.
s y has
- 20outl softare and th6se denations and seeing-thAt-eve

-. ChairmanSTAL1K. Thank you veiy:intiCih; Toot

?

.

:

Il

17' adequO.te softwafe, and -I am.. showing, my ignorance:6f. fir 'State
syFtern; but don't we still in California have a 'big textbotz syStem
'-. wnere at least the pulUic 'Schools getall of their textbooks and-they

,

7.. :

are printed 6,3i- a State printing 'office? Is that piegratn,sstill in

..

effgct? Yes. :..
,
.
IS 'there any reason- thgt:that Wouldn't he .hri4equally efficient or

inefficient way:. or at least fi-paiallel .system of,diltrillating'soft-

NVereqeintleed, the--L'--,

,. ,. -.,-

.

.7

. -,:'

.

.!

...°.

-

Mr. WpItEli., There is.a season And Alen it getS to my tiztrt--...

.661t/i2ail: STARK. SOniebpd,y. is ,going fo-acidress that, Olt, that. is
r' '-'' Voittierfu.1.
4 '
'swill let ,MichaellliVntietz begin:

:.

.

-.4!.

Your statementivill' all pppear in the record ..iniiibeir :entirety

itql(1,8 iryou 'wantio4suriirnara,e_or
.expand 'on- theM, w y;.teel free to
.
.::
''' toad

.;

:

E . '.
dRIIIIAi-4:-.'
..,,QN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGX AND ED4ATION,
.,FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
, :. .' '
....' .,- ,i
,.
.
:- .1.-.:, Mr. So-i-urrz. Thank you, MC:Chairman. ,'".... .,
Yarn here today as reprisentativeof the e.FT.. I Should.S146 like
., .

? :. 4 .STATEilEt.it OF ,1*iCIMEL .1): kHutiz, eo-tHAlli "

'`q'

-,

.

.

.

.to point:out that I still am in the cfasarooth and aboufS0 percent of
._
%.--rny tithe is devoted `to teaching`comp
comp ter science and. computer ..
liairingsta:Marin.county
T:awarenees':,cat. the high
al.
am .al.
a fe).v.point45 ft+em per
j
r: Computer Consortium.
onsortaum, So 1.hope
.Spectivv. other than those nvessartly
ifovvever ai:an'oPening'remarli, I, would sinitily'like'to-saY that
. - the California ederation of Teachers 'certainly welcomes all effoits!
hhology into oik.schools. We
"-to.intatoduce co. :Waters, and fele. d
Out,',
61413y;.GOodsIii.; in
See that*s a very gai,tive nrove
4,e.ticheis. havel's
t tt4E:1,-...:
I. Would `like- to re*erate that certai
-:c.,.
fOwifrontof this initt)., for techritlogY into thetcliools-: ",.
t: ;- /..
','d
. "
"
4,,
ibl'.1;'0 --t" .1. . :,:.
.

.

.

.

.
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So aside from saying that we do support your bill, and we certainly do, there are some reservations, some points, many of whieh
'have been brought up by other speakers, but I wouldlike to make
a few expansions on those points.
First of all, we are very concerned about the issue of equitable
access to computer technology by all segments of our. population.
Tax. incentives in and of themselves certainly don't guarantee that

a rural school in northern California is going to receie the same
consideration, the same opportunities for their students as a school
in a metropolitan, high-tech area.

I 'understand the constraints that your committee is operating
4inder in terms of writing tax legislation which addresses some

very complex issues.
Chafrman STARK. That is one of reasons initially that we had de-

-signed the first bill to say that there would be Dne unit per school,
recognizing thdt wouldn't be adequate, but that it would see that
each school got the same amount of equipment.

The hope was that While' this-wasthere were only a couple of
manufacturers who expressed interest in the beginning, that the,
program would encourage Withers. Now that gives you the situation

where a school ends up with five different computers if they are,
going to get five, but it seemed the ,only way we could think of to
force the distribution broadly. We are, certainly looking for other
ways to do it, but that was one thawe found.
Mr. SCHIJETZ. Well, it is really very easy to sit here 'and say,
"This is what you should do,"`and not necessarily have a solution
in mind. Getting one computer or two computers into all, the
schools is a very positive step.' It is the

so-called

seed step, because

we understand, as many people have pointed out, that getting

teachers and staff interested and aware of the potential of computers is absolutely essential.

At that particular point, certainly there is a real incentive for
lanningtfor the effective use of computers. I don't think a tax incentive 'bill is necessarily going t6 deal with the training issue
which is, so crucial, but certainly think some provision.-could be
written into that bill which says something to the effect that man-. ufacturers of computer equipment that are applying for tax credits
must certainly, as a requirement, ask for some intlicatiOn by those
requesting equipment that there has been some effort to plan for
their eventual and effective: use. I don't think that is a unreason,

able kind of thing to ask for.

Iitinderstand that monitoring such a provision is difficult but in
effect, manufacturers, I think, have a great deal of incentive other
than the tax one to donate equipment to schools. We certainly see
the secondary market as a real factor.
From personal experience, I can say that probablyand I am in
a high-wealth area, Marin County; so this may not be typical, but

in the classes where I have introduced computers of a certain

brand to students, there has been almost a onetto-one correlation
between that brand of computer and the computers' purchased by
those stRidents, and about 20 percent of the students have pur-

chased computers-Chairman STARK. I think the computer companies ould be the
first to sayjust like the company that provides the rumpet to the
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band at a low cost in the hope that incipie
buy the same model later.on to practice at
they are aware of that and I don't think any
anybody that that is the major part of the

Jameses will

that forces the manufacturers to really go a'cli
way in: terms of monitoring their distributio*
cost to the manufacturers is not unreasonabl
tiVe may be taking care of 75 percent of the
market is going to more than make up for an
Lillian, I don't know if we are supposed to A
ltd
the audience but that is, up to you.
, Ms. HELLER. I.just wanted to add at this poin '1

t

sure that

rying to kid

Chairman STARK. Sure.

Ms. HELLER. What the hell
[Laughter.]

.

y will/

t

get back.
',
Mr. ScHuErz. I guess what I am trying to sa

"ction

,i

.

from
1

(i'Y

4

'1

six or seven, and it happened about two

dary

I

1.: 4

0---

chines, work with individual teachers On the
esting thing happened to me personally after

some
incen-

:;41:11.

g

ir' 'If

Ms. HELLER. We did, as I stated before, as a 6

their

v(411

is

.
he ma-

, 'liter-.1cdr
.- ,fir. ut
ir
0;
?,

.1

at

il

. ,. teh a d
Kaypre came to me and-said they had been to
given machines there and they didn't'know
I 9 roposIt was very easy for me to go to the file, pic
he
al, say, "This is who is in charge, this is wh
ning to
4,
"do, and this is whatithey should be d6ing."
hi aglditiolkwe asked their to have tie lin
. -t.so that
kreally do
at the end &The year when we get the fe
.
have some little prodding interest and we 11 e3,00. .., .;people. on
track because there is really nothing Worse for a : ;,fit.. tcoceine in
and work for us, to,come in and see the machine ',,IV, in used
and nobody knows what is going din:. So thatwe t : Aktic-Otep,i,
and it is costly to us, but it is worth it..
Mr. Scinfgrz. Nell, you know, there is some negative aspect to
giving computers to schools', also, and I have seen it in a number of
school districts' where.I have worked as a consultant. They have
purchased or received computers without a plan, without adequate
training, and the consensus of the teachers and some of these students at the schools, because they, fell on their face, was that computers were not what they wanted.
They weren't prepared .for them. They wrote off the whole potential because it didn't work- when the equipment came: I think that
is really tragic and that is something we really want to avoid at all
:.-:

01

v

,

costs.

In terms of software, courseware, I would hope that,the committee can find some formula by which we can offer the manufacturers, and distributors of software an incentive to provide schools
with software. It is often the case that getting computers into the
classroom where they can really help students learn, as opposed to
learning about computers, involves software which may, in fact,
cost the school district more than purchasing the hardware.
So I would hope that you give a lot of consideration to some such
incentive, and I do _understand your point about dumping software
onto schools in order to decrease your tax liabilities certainly is a ,
.

1

9
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good one. I think in my written statement I -point out-that yOu
would want, I think, to specify that software would have to bey re=
quested and .desired by the school or I think' everyone could decrease their tax load quite easily.
Thank you.
[The, prepared, statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. SCHUETZ, CO-CHA1COMMITFEE ON COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

to the proposed Federal law, H.R.
The following written testimony with
is hereby submitted to the Subcom701, "The Computer Contribution Act
on Ways and Means, U.S. House of
mittee on Select Revenue Measures, Co
Representatives on behalf of the California Federation of Teachers.
The California Federation of Teachers would like to take this opportunity to qt-press, through the testimony of its representative, its general support for the proposed Federal law, H.R. 701. This position pf support is based upon our experience

with similar California legislation and is. consistent with recently adopted CFT
policy which states in part:
'.California Federation of Teachers applauds and welcomes the introduction of
com uters into the schools of California. Because computer literacy is a basic skill

whic should be available to every student CFT is committed to promoting equity

of ac
to computers for all students regardless of sex, race, or socio-Sconomic
status. he introdnction of computer technology into our school system should aug,ment an ompliment present as well as future curriculum."
It is our
rvation that tax incentives do indeed dramatically increase the donation by ma ufacturers of computers and related equipment to schools. Furthermore,
without these incentives or other support the introduction of
it seems apparent
computers into our
cools will continue to be a slow, sporadic process. We feel
H.R. 701 can significantly enhance, the abilities of
strongly that legislat
such
ome aware of the appropriate uses and roles of comour schools to help students
puters in our society as well as helping to apply technology to assist in the learning
process. However, it is absolutely crucial that legislation extending tax incentives
for the donation of computer equipment be written in such a way as to encourage
donations on an equitable basis.
In California we haye seen donationprograms on the part of several manufacturers which fail to address the issue of equity of accelss to technology for all students.
Also, in some. cases, 'donation progryins have distributed computers to schools or,
were not preparlrd to take advantage of such gifts, By this wel
school districts

mean that there was no plan for efficiently utilizing the equipment-to better the
children's education gr there was insufficient numbers of trained or interested staff

to implement existjng plans. Also there was often insufficient resources to maintain
equipment or purchase necessary software.cIn order to avoid these negative aspects
we would make the following recommendatiorts:
ncentives show evidence of
09 That donation programs qualifyi g for special'
ipment which, does not dispositive steps taken to encourage a tribution of
criminate against any geographic are
r socio - economic group.
(2) That donations of substantial num rs of computers or computer systems to a
single school or school district qualifying for special tax incentives only if the recipi
ent school or district has developed a comprehensive plan for the sound educational
use of such equipment.
(3) That educational software specifically requested by a school or school district
be included as a qualifying donation under the proposed special deduction rule.
(4) That donations of technical assistance and maintenance also qualify under the
special deduction rule.
It shoulcUje pointed out that although the California legislation similar to H.R.
701 djd not specifically incorporate the above four stipulations, its dverall effectrhaa
been a positive one. Already, as a result of this legislation, additional thousands Of

California school children are learning !pout computers and using computers to'
learn. Legislation on the Federal level which incorporates the above four' points
should have an even rhore dramatic and positive impact on the nation's schools.

Chairman STARK. Thank you, thank you very much.
Mr. Weber, from CPA:
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STATEMENT OF DEL A. WEBER, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. WEBER. There is both an advantage and a disadvantag e
coming late on the agenda. Most of the good points that needed
be made have been made, but it gives me the opportunity to rem;
phasize a few things.
I-am not going to cover the prepared statement because I think
everything in the prepared statement has been covered at least 25

times in what I have been listening to this'. morning. There are
some side points, however, that I would like to cover.

In Californiawell, just for the record to start with, Cdlifornia

Teachers Association is in support of this bill. AS happens so &ten

in States versus Federal agencies, we are aLso.part.of a national
affiliate which we have not yet brought fully aboard. You are
bringing the Federal Government in-and we are bringing a national affiliate along at the same time:
The problem.is simply lack of experience on the Federal level in

both cases. [Laughter.}
But we expect to work with those folks.and show them` what we
have been able to do in California.
For the. record, I am a' classroom teacher. I have a teaching partner supported by the.association,at Anaheim High School, where I

teach computer science and mathematics. I also teach part-time at
puter science" and
Santa Ana College. I am a moonlighter in
in here :will want
have been for more years than some of the fo
to hear about because you weren't around when r started,_
The role reversal is kind of interesting. In California.? we work
together and this is one of those rare orgdnizational things. Mike
and I have been, working together for, what, a couple of years in
the schools and computer group; we worked together in helping get
the original Imbrecht Act .passed. That. was 'something the two organizations s'avii eye-to-eye on and we have been working on its implementation. We think ifhas been a tremendous success.
We think we learned some things that we need to reiterate and
reemphasize as 'it is applied on the `Federal level. Of course, on the
Federal level, they started out with their grants of equipment to
the colleges and now they are talking about doing it to K-12, which
is where I think it should have started. -"
In California, we started it out with K-12 and we followed it tip
with a college bill, which mirrored what was done in the K-12 last
year. This year, we are studying how to implement it for the college level.

.I point out with regard to teacher training, everybody has hit it
over the head; I have to again, organizationally and personally.
Last year, this current school year, we needed 1,100 new teachers
in math and science. Our total State college and university school
system graduated 23 for the pablic schools, Now, you extrapolate
that and I think you can see what is happening to the education of
the future of the country. I recognize the fact that we are dealing
with the Tax Code here today, but I do'n't think the Tax Code can

be dealt with in a vacuum without the issue of teacher training,
being paramount.

,Q p

The fact is, we are 'dealing, not with final sollition& but with seed
projects. That is what we dealt wit_ h with.the computets in schools;

,;

that is what. we. dealt. with_ with the ImbreCht Ac4 that is what
Apple dealt with"Kids Can't Wait," every school has a:Computer.
In Anaheim High School, we achieved a computer lab,used
across tlle spectrum of all of the subjects in very much-the .ame
way. We started with a couple of seed teachers. One of its had an
Apple and one of us had a _Heathkit machine and we would let a -few kids experiment
-; The next- year, we started letting. a few teachers experiment.
Then we started'hayinga few faculty meetings. Why ova we have

computers that the English teachers can usethey even can be

.

used in music, believe it Dr not; that the reading 'teachers. can use,
et cetera?
P-.
Lo and behold, we looked around one day, the whole faculty. had
been in on a planning session. Anaheim High School now has a 70station.computer lab. It kind of bit us when we got to this equity
questiOn when 'the computer donating came into the play because
they said, `;Well, you already hdye so many computers, why do ou
want a.nother one to be donated."
We _said, "Hey, wait, let's ,get.into the equity from the rev
standpoint: We still want our Apple, even though we have alre
got 35 ,of them, we still want our free Apple." [Laughter.]
'And we got it.
The whole thing.has to be approached from the standpoint of the
teachersyou know, there have been eight major studies released,
or about to be released, within.the last year on the American educatibnal system. They all come at it from a different point of view. '
I think I have most of them memorized at this point because they
have been beaten into my head as I go around the State to various
meetings of various ,kinds, but there is a common thread that runs
through all major reports.
':'The solutions to whatever educational problems are perceived
and the reports are by no means together on what those problems
are, but the common SolutiOn that they have all come up with is
that the teachers now in the schools are the solution. They are not
the problem; they are the solution, and it is in those teachers.that
the solutions to those problems will come.
If you want:computer education in the schools' across the spec. trum ,of the .curriculum, it is the current teachers'on-site that are
going to meet that. problem and you are going to have to get them
over the computer -phobia to start with and then you are going to
have to train them.,I don't-r.know as. any tax incentive computer donation or whatever is going to work unless that- is addressed, perhaps aot in this piece of legislation, but in some kind of accompanying legislation.
I understand that the Federal Government has its own bureaucracy just like the schools do. You have to, consider taxes here and
you have to Consider implementation there, and you have to consider something else somewhere else. Congressman, you only have a
piece of the action, but you also have a vote in the full House and

you are not without influence, as we have known from working
with you for years. You are not without influence in other areas of
the House of Representatives
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The subject of textbooks`was raised-we have discussions as to

what we should do at the State printing plant I have different
reCommendations on that on different days. of the week myself

which prints textbooks which committees of teachers have selected
as. being the primary textbook to use in grades K-8. Wp haven't in-

IlictedAnd I use that word deliberatelywe haven't inflicted

mandatory textbook selection on the secondary schools as yet and I
4
hope' that we don't reach that st9ge soon.
I Would like to give a statistic that will ,bear interest. We did a
suivey in software and. we discovered that for just the Radio Shack

computersI don't-want to talk about any one brand name too exclusiveiyI should also mention that Kaypro gave' us a computer
for us` to try out for 6 months and do an analysis. We found it very

useful in a whole lot of ways and yeiu got our detailed analysis back .9

and it was appreciated. But for the Radio Shack computerq, there '
are over 1 million pieces of software on various markets. Every-7
where from that which is sold by Radio Shack to that,which' is sold
in the ancillary markets out there, magazines which tout Radio
Shack products which have no connection with Radio Shack. There
.
were over 1 million.
Do you have any comprehension of what it would take in terms
of people time if we just said, "Sit down and evaluate all the Radio

Shack software"? Think about it. One million pieces. It is an

almost incomprehensible task.
What we have round is that teachers in the classroom are going
to know what is good and they are going know what works and
they are going to know it very fast. If a teacher in a classroom who
. wants his or her youngsters to succeed well oh tests and to do well,
selects a piece of software, that software is going to work. I don't
care -how many committees you appoint at what level, the further
you get those committees away from the classroom teacher, who is
the on-the-job practitioner, the-less effective and the less relevant
they are going to be.

I think that abqut sums upthere is one thing I want to -hit

which has been hit from two ways: when you get into the tax credit
thing, I would definitely like to see a limitation on the time of the
bill. I would like to see it sunsetted, and that is the organization's
Strong position.

We sunsetted it within California; we did not permit a bureaucracy td' grow up around it. I know that the manufacturers would
like the tax incentives to go on forever, but you are talking about
something that needs to be seeded. You are not talking about something that needs to acquire its own long-term bureaucracy.
Now, w may, as a result of our original studies, come up with a

long-range plan for tax incentives, but I wouldn't like to see at
built in in the beginning.
s we voillty, about is that if you didn't su set it,'
One of the
t on .111111 Ni:we obstacle to some real sol ion for
it would be

the question of school finance, which has not yet been ettled to
anybody's satisfaction and is- not likely to be soon. Tax incentives

or tax rebates, tax oredits of any kind can get in the way and
muddy that picture tremendously.
The second concern we have is equitable distribution. We have
no objection to the bill based on this. We support it in California. I
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think .eventually the ational Education Association will also support it. We areworkin on that. The question of equitable distribution has-been raised a reraised and re- reraised here this morn=

ing. I have learnedsome t. s that even I wasn't aware of and I
thought I pretty well knew w
was going on in most school districts in California, but all types nd sizes of school systenis have
got to be covered with computers
use I don't care whether you
are talking about the backlands of
st Virginiamy deceased
first wife came from West Virginia, and

ou got into some discus-

sions about the backwoods, of West Virginia, u didn't live a very

long and happy life in my particular household at that time.
[Laughter.]

But those youngsters are gOing to be living in a s iety which
uses computers at the corner 'grocery store just as much as the
youngsters from tt e urbanized areas, such as Anaheim r wherever. So the effort must be toward equity across-the-board and getting

computers into the inner-city schools so that youngsterS have a
chance to become upwardly mobile. All of those points have been
hit.
I originally had a fong outline and was going to give a real spell-

binding speech, but the hour grow§ late and the spellbinding
speeches have 'already been ;lade, so_I think with those highlights,
I will close.
.
[The prepared statement follows:],

STATEMENT OF DEL A. WEBER, SECRETARYTREASURER, CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
'ASSOCIATION
A

Preliminary Statement
This preliminary statement is presented in two areas of concerti:
(a) The specific measure, before the Committee, i.e., tax credrts fOr donations of
computer equipment to the'schools; and
(b) The role of computers in education and social change in general.

I. _Tax Credits for Donations of Computer Equipment
The utilization of computer equipmentin,the classroom can not be considered in a
vacuum without having it a part of an overall educational program regarding computers.

AA

Any solid educational program introducing computers into the schools has three

verysdiscrete and independently significant aspects:
(1) Teachers must be adequately trained to understand the problems and the po
tentials of the use of computers.
(2) Accompanying educational software must be sound and acceptable for use in
the curriculum.
(3) Once the above two requirements- are met, the problem of obtaining the appropriate computer equipment can be validly addressed within a solid frame work.
Theipllowing brief comments are offered for each of the three stated areas:

40,
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1.1. TEACHER TRAINING

ComputerS are a relatively recent phenonienon, which already have had, and are
expected, to continue to have, vast impact upon the daily lives of the enire .society.
They are also unusual and unique on the educatiortal scene, in the that he teachers
and the students are learning about them within approximately the sar: , historical
time span.
There ha', beet:
?yin recent months, releases of no less than eight major studies of the American educational system. While they draw different conclusions as to
the nature of the perceived problems and solutions suggested, one common thread is
evident: for whatever problems extist in our educational system, the teachers already employed in the schools are part of the solution and not the problem.
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Within California, our experiences with the regional Teachers Education ComPut
er Centers have shown that teachers can, do and will give of themselves and their
time to upgrade their knowledge and skills in the service of pur society. They can, .7
do and will provide the driving-force to make changes in. curriculupbneeded to provide for the futures of the students in their care. All they have ever asked is that
the opportunities for training. be made available to them, ha such a manner that
they are not asked to subsidize it from their personal family and household budgets.
Experienced and properly trained teachers will bring about the changes needed to

adapt to the so-called "information age." Without this primary ingredient, no

.amount of legislation or mountains of technical equipment will be effective.
1.2. EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

'

,

-_

There is to be found today, on the shelves of computer software stores up and
down the land, an unbelievable number of software programs designed to teach virtually any subject in the curriculum.
7
Most of it has not been prepared by practitioners in the classroom. And, as a pre,,.
dictable result, much or most of it is junk.
Teachers can. do and will write computer software which /sand will continue to
be useful in helping students to learn, once those teachers have the ancillary skills
.4.
needed to deal with computers.
.
---T-eacters can. do and wililbmpetently evaluate the soft re written by others, to
determine its suitability and usefulness in helping students learn arty 'given subject.
To do this. it is not even necessary that the teachers have the computer- oriented
skills necessary to write software of their own.
There is, of cdurse, a difference between teaching about computers, and teaching
through the use of computers. But the underling principle remains: those who are of
proven teaching competence are the best sourde of educational materials, as well as
the best evaluators of educational materials written by others.
.

1.3. TAX CREDITS FOR EQUIPMENT DONATIONS

We are somewhat more ambivalent -regarding the.topic of tax Credits for equipment donations. Within California. we have ,participated in the implementation of
legislation which accomplished massive equipment acquisitions, and, on the whole,
have found it to be a worthwhile and productive experiment. The initial Imbrecht
Act, which provided for donations for K-12, had a sunset clause after one year; as
did the follow-up act which provided for tax credits for donations at the college
_level.

This limited time of effectiveness made tcl the project relatively easy to support. It
was obvious that the project provided for the seeding within the educational system/
tion
of something generally recognized as beneficial, even necessary. The
not
made it possible to stay away from the questions of confli
for school
this would aggravate, rather than resolve, the long-range solu

iii

finance.
We would have similar concerns on an equivalent federal bill.

Some still unanswered questions which await further 'statistics relate to the equitability of distribution among high-versus low-wealth districts, as well as the followup use across the broad spectrum of school districts_

If federal tax credit legislation is enacted, we believe, to be most beneficial, it

should provide:
(a) A limited period for the donations, so that it does not become onemore obstacle to a real 'solution for school finance:
lb) Equitable distribution of equipment covering all types and sizes of school systems.
Raising the question of computer education and related methods of acquisition of
equipment automatically raises some broader questions of public policy on the role
of computers and technological education in a complex society. The second part of
this statement addresses those concerns.

2. Computers, Education and Social Change
As a full-time high school teacher, and a part-tiine community college instructor,
in the areas of mathematics and computer science, the author's most vital Interests

have been in the entire general area of technological education for a period in
excess of thirty years. During that time, I have seen, and been a personal part of,
the evolution form huge, individualistic computer behomeths requiring a cadre of
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pioneers, to a-situation where most housewives are considering computer purchases
as casually asleleoling the kind of stew tonbe mode fron_leftovers.
Additionally, I have teen fortunate enough to.have had diverse and larger-scale
business experiences, from running a military payroll operation.to being the Tress(

urer of a nonprofit corporation for- the past several years which this an annual

budget in excess of twenty-five million dollars.

In the latter capacity, the author has had major policy responsibilities in the
areas of. accounting, memberihip records and enrollments, word processing, and
data prbcessing in general. From this, flitch has been learned about the business
uses of computers at all levels from central headquarters "library" functions to
statewide officers of various sizes _using standalone desktop computers.

As a result of all of these overlapping areas of experience and _concern, I have
repeatedly been asked to serve, and have served, as a representative to* variety of

overlapping business, professional and/or educational groups,concerned with techno-,
..logical (i.e., computer) education.
In California, this included being a working representative from the Association
to the "Computers in Schools" Task Fcirce, meeting with representatives of business
and industry of virtually every level or management and technical expertise, as well
as a cross-section of the educational community.
.

2.1. EXPECTATIONS VERSUS REALITIES

Wearin all of these hats at once, I most respectfully offer here some comments
on what n most simply be referred to as the "high tecreducational needs of our
society. 'H pefully, these comments may be of some value-ih regaining some perspective on th topic for all of us.

man ways, high-tech has become'our latest white knight. Pundits are looking
to it as th source of the creation of many new jobs, asfrwell a' our national hope for
restorati n of our supretnacy abroad. Opinion makers from politicians to newspaper
editorialists predict that high-tech will give us the otrength to upgrade the skills of
the general American worker and increase their satisfaction with their jobs.
My belief is that all of this is putting us in the unique position of being about to
hit the nail squarely on the thumb.
2.1.1. Po;sibilits; of backlash

Even worse, it is likely that, if the topic of high-tech continues to be treated as a
cure-all, then, wheri the, bandwagon crashes, the entire society will deal the. use of
computers a massive backhanded blow which will retard our progress over the long
run.

Culturally, we have frequently-demonstrated a tendency to get carried away with
short term panaceas, for which we have repeatedly paid a heavy price when disillusionment sets in. This has frequently resulted in an inability to achieve our fullest
measure of progress, because of the fits and starts caused by bandwagons and their
backlash.
2.1.2. Magical powers ascribed by the unwary

As a culture; we have begun to invest the computer with magical powers which it
simply does not possess. An excited press would have us believe that the computer
is the intellectual eqUivalent of the anabolic steroid, destined to turn 6-year-olds
into olympians of competency testing..
Unfortunately, those writing such articles too often exhibit only the most shallow
understanding of computers specifically, and the high-tech education picture in general.
2.1..1. Reaction can lado progress

The results of all his, based on the past, are most likely to be a totally unnecessary strong reaction within a few years against the exaggerated claims for computing and word-processing.

To eepeat: these claims are not being made by those.who understand computers.
They are being made by those who do not understand them.
It will soon be noticed that networking, improperly done, only disconnects human
beings. Following this, there`will be calls from the disillusioned-to remove the monsters from the school as a type of penance for their being, oversold in the first place.
No doubt, if our past history is an indication, someone will eventually discover it
written in scriptures somewhere that the devil lives in a floppy disk drive, and the
cycle will be complete.
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After that, it will take a period of timesbefore we are able Ice inore to approach

.the topic with some perspective.

This paints the worst possible scenario. It is also possible that this will not

happen, andethat cooler heads will prevail in the beginning.
But we havsome reason for concern.
2.2. THE QUESTION IS THE MOTIVE

There tof
is no quarrel whatsoever with the idea that computer literacy,must be a
common goal for our entire society, and that we can and must exert the energies to
obtain and deploy the resources to do the job. Many of the measures now being
taken are overdue. But the motives are what are in queition, because they seem to
be based on two questionable assumptions:

(1) Predictions are being made that future job growth in the United States will

favor high-tech jobs, particularly in computer-related areas.
(2) The bulk of the population must become or expected to become computer experts at a high level of expertise.

My personal belief is that these two general premilies stated above are simply

faulty.
2.2.1. Job opportunities: Actualities

The first stated premise is faulty because of the misuse of statistics. We will be
employing on the order of,200,000 people In new high-tech jobs over the next few
years; during that same period of time, however, we will need a total df 26,000,000
new jobs in all. This iiieans that high-tech will provide less than .one percent of the
total new job's. -Even though those high-tech jobs will have an Impact on our social
structure far beyond their number, the bulk of new jobs for the general population
will come in other areas.
2.2.2. Levels of expertise: Actualities

The second premise is faulty because, although it is correct that high-tech will be
a part of the everyday person's environment, this does not automatically mean that
there will be a high level of expertise required for everyone, or even for the-major
part of the population.

The case can actually be made that the reverse is true. Instead of a larger

number of blehly trained specialists, we will.require a smaller number of them,-Wor
'reasons set forth below.
2.3. GENERAL EDUCATION NEEDS

The bulk of our -population will need to have stronger general edtication requirejments, in which high-tech takes its place along with reading and computational
skills, as well as studies in ethics, social systems, and the needs of a democratic society in general.
In other words, while we need to recognize the needs of intensive skill development ror the relatively .few high-tech specialists, we can net lose sight of the needs
of the large bulk of our population, now students, who will not behigh-tech specialists, but whose lives will be affected by living in a high-tech society.
For a typical employer, thelargest percentage of employees are engaged in clerical and service occupations. A smaller number are employed as professional posi-

tions. A much smaller number are employed as high-tech experts, and an even

I

smaller number asmanagers and executives.
If it is true, as generally predicted, that clerical and service occupations will account for 40 percent of the total employment growth in the 1980's, then our problem
is one of adding computer usuage to the general education of all the students, along
with the specialized high -tech education of a relative few. It is not, as some suggest,
the problem of somehow making the bulk of our future citizens into highly skilled
computer program-mers and/or engineers. At best, this would be impractical, given
the broad range of diversity in human skills and aptitudes. At worst, attempting to
do this could be downright disastrous.
No one disputes that high-tech will have a profound. effect on nearly every American job in the future. Secretaries are now swapping their typewriters for word-processing equipment. Bookkeepers are trading their ledgers in on computerized financial spread sheets. Purchase and inventory lystems are computeiized. The neighborhood automobile mechanic uses computers to diagnose what is wrong with the .engines of our cars. Telephone equipment in general is being computerizedwhat few
human operitors remain now use .compikterized telephone directories.
41#
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But-the use of these new technologies in sonie cases spreads the gap, rather than
levels it, among the needs of people. A naative few TO be needed to analyze and
. design systems for the relative many to use with increased ease.
2.4. HISPORICAL ErECTS OF HIGH-TECH

Historically, as high-tech comes into dculture (computers did not begin this proc3,

ess, they are merely the most recent arrival to it), the skill requirements for-jobs
first increases and then, as mechanization gro44s, actually decreases sharply.

In the long run, high-tech machinery requires generally less operator skill, not

more.

4

We can take as-an example the question of printing, so thing which should be
familiar in a highly literate society wMch
hI consumes an immense amount of printed
the past, required) a
material. Typesetting, layout, and photo - engraving. have,
high degree of personal skills, Now, with high-tech, most o these operations are
being done by machines.
2.4.1. Computers as a part of high-tech
.
Computers, the very heart of the high-tech revolution, are a classic example of
this phenomenon. Early computers were not only large and expensive but they re. ,quired.extremely high qualified programmers and operators who could be depended
on to be quite- individualistic. In the early days, there were not many computers,
and a "high-priesthood" of sorts developed with its own mystique. Each computer
was different. Each had its own "dungeons and dragons" keepers of the occult 'mysteries and secrets which permitted its use.
.
Now, computers are so numerous they are being sold at dhig stores and variety
stores. They have also become more standardized. The market has forced them to
become "user-friendly." The level of skills needed to operate them on a daily basis is
declining rapidly.
.
, 2.4.2 Actual Nects on average office workers
Office workers in general now use computers for a wide variety of.repetitive tasks
without any knowledge whatsoever of computer languagett or programthing. Word
processors can correct typing errors quickly and automatically. Electronic dictionaries check spelling (although without being able to distinguish among the valid
choice pf usage of words such as "their," !'there" and/or "they're"). Letter-perfect
.,-.,-

typing and strong spelling skills are no longer as important as the ability to use
good judgment.

2.5. THE POTENTIAL AND THE PROMISE

High-tech can now be used to enhan-ce the quality of working life. Managers and

workers can and should meet regularly on how high-tech can be applied to give
people...a greater sense of responsibility. This is the potential and the promise.
How is that promise being shown in actual impact day?

Contrary to the "what could be" there are danger signs already evident that not
all is going well with major portions of humanity with the introduction of high-tech.
Admittedly, some executives, programmers and engineers are stimulated by their
jobs. But most people viorking in high-telth environments are employed as office
workers, assembly workers, and low-level technicians, where there is very little intellectual challenge.
A recent survey of a major high-tech industrial center here in California found
that a third of all workers take drugs and drink on the job; it was further estimated
that this third of all-employees was largely responsible for thefts on the, job as well
as industrial accidents.
This should cause all of us to sit back and take a closer look at what the realities
are going to be if we are not careful, as oppoSed to' what they could be. Bringing
about the optimum is not going to he automatic.
One major thing which is new with the new high-tech revolution which is, as yet,
only dimly undertstood: where, in the past, technological advances primarily 'displaced physical labor by the use of machined which could do phYtically repetitive
tasks, the current high-tech computer revolution may well displace a great deal of
repetitive mental labor. Entire classes orthe skilled or semi-skilled face the potential of being madoz obsolete by sophisticated computer software Packages designed by
a small number of bright technocrats.
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2.6. IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION AND OUR FUTURE

The implication of all of this for the.education of our future citizens has, I think,'
been misunderstood if it has been thought of at all. Our general societal response,
caught up as we are in the possibilities, may well be Out of focus or misdirected.
The sipiple truth is that overemphasis on highly specialized individual coipPuter
skills for evryone will not prepare our country or its citizens for our actualTpture.
Employers-always have preferred, and can be depended upon to continue in the
future to prefer, employees with a thorough general education and gourd work habits
to those with narrow vocational skills who are unable to function,outside their limited area of expertise. The foundation for that thorough generl education and thOse
good,work habits are the basic task and strength of thetkg,hooli, working ip partnership with the home, just as has always been the case..
Good study habits, along with deep personal re4ect for other people, dedication to
the common good of societythese are the qualities which a good general education
systegi of high-tech can survive.
can provide. Without them,
To -rephrase it another wt r the best possible preparation for our students, so they
chn adapt to Kigh-tech' changes, as they will map- at an ever accelerating rate, is
going tq be gOrong. general eduatio&i, including a knowledger of different political,
economic, social and cultural systems as well as strong analytical, communicative,
and computational skills.
Thit approach will also- enable our people to meet the needs of a democratic societyur system. in order to work properly, requires-that all citizens be qualified to
'understand,the major issues of the day, discuss them, and be, able to vote and act on
)
them'
This means that there is no teacher in any classroom in any subject anywhere
who is not a very important part of preparing our people to live and work in a hightech society. Getting this message across, w.thout in any livay appearing`to want to
h,'is, it seems to ine, onb of the major
retard the progress_ being made in
issues facing us all. In fact, if we do not, as a culture,understand'this, high-tech wilt
not only fail to do the things it is potential of doing for us, our society could itself be
placed in jeopardy.
2.7. SUMMARY ANIXCLOSE

For the few,' high-tech will be the center of their personal existence at a high
degree of specialized skill. For theni, it will be the focal point through which they
can be creative 1:,r the entire society. This will, to at least some degree, affect the
lives of all of us

But, for most people. high-tech becomes only one more general aspect of their
lives, to be included in their general education.atiout social systems, ethics, logic

and reasoning.
Probably almost no 'one in tomorrow's society will be untouched by some effects of
high-tech. But for most. it will not be the center part of their personal lives.
We can and should meet the needs of the relatively few high-tech specialists.
But we must also meet the other needs of all of-our citizens.

There is no reason that I know of that we should think for one moment these

these should be exclusive of one another.

Chairman STARK. Del, thank you. I, too, have spellbinding
speeches and I often remind-'that Hubert Humphrey. indicated that
it was a great 15-minute spee.ch and if I could learn to deliver it in
less than an hour, I would have a great career in politics: [Laughter.]

Our next witness is Louis Goins, the principal of. Baden High

School in South San Francisco.
.

,

STATEMENT OF LOUIS J. GOINS, PRINCIPAL, BADEN HIGH
SCHOOL, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

Mr. GOINS. Thank-you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Louis...l. Goins and I am the principal of Baden\High
School an .South San Francisco. I want to express my strong sup' port for' the computer Contribution Act of 1983.
krb
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Today, we have heard from the students and we have heard. from
the teachers. We have heard from the teacher organizations. Now I
am going to give you a iirincipark perspective, the person in the
middle who can make it wo4.

School districts like'tniff5

e South .San Francisco Unified
.

normous changes in our ,instrucSchool District, are faced,
tienahmethOdologyibrought a. ut by_this rapid transition into the

new informational society. I think that' the preparation that we

provide our youth in computer literacy during the next few years is
going to-carry, way into the next century. This is challenging to us
as principals, and I hope it will be -a challenging responsibility of
.
our Federal Government.
Many of us in the field today, have Seen educational innovations
come and go, but the facts are )here to indicate that computers in
education is pot just another gieimick.
In a recent school study ,across the Nation, it was reportkl that°
24 States no recommend or require computer courses for AtuStates have or are considering some kind of computer
de
eracy requirements for teacher certification.

In another survey released just last month in the 15th annual
Gallop poll of public's attitude toward public schools, almost 75
percent of those surveyed responded that,cOmputer training should
be offered in the school. This survey also states that the public demands for computer training has nearly doubled in the last. 2 years
and that 8 out of 10 parents whose students are in schools who do
not have computers would like to have computers for their children.

4.9, principals, we know a significant number of our students are

learning how to use compute. and bringing this skill into the
'.

classroom at a much younger age. We also know that the business
community, along with higher education, needs. computer-literate
high-school graduates who will be ttble to function effectively in
today's society.

I believe with the passage of 701, it will create an exciting bond
between schools, community and business. I would like to destribe
for .you how the one-personal-computer donation program in California, which you have already heard about, has assisted oursehool

district. Each of the' 17 schools in our district, 11 elementary, 3

aunior high, and 3 high schools,'received the-donated personal cornputers, as described for you earlier by Mrs. Bowen.
If our district was to pay for-thoSecomputers,,the cost would be

approximately $2,300 per school. One of the Problems that is
always=thentioned by principals and' teachers in developing comput-

er programs 'in their schools is the lack of funds to-purchase the
computer or the ;accompanying software:

.

At our elementary level, the donated computers are used to

miliarize students with the technology of computer-assisted instruc

tion in language arts,, mathematics, problem-solving, which is a
part, or wilrbe ,w part of their lives. At one of our junior high.
schools, students are articulating through computer' science' and
computer iteracy Classes and, moving into higher sophisticated
knowled s f computer programming.

'Our distric is now engaged with the San Mateo Community College to formu to a cooperative plan to articulate curriculum and

,
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staff developmen in math, science 'and technology, all the way
-frbm junior high s hool through the 'second year of college.
Principals in ou district, kike prineipals throughout the country,

believe that mor students are using computers,.,that students

using computers e more motivated toward learning, that 'special
education studen are making rema4,sible progress with the use of
in, stucomputers, thiit lternative schools, like the one that I

dents are beconing turned on with the use of computers and that
student achievement by using remedial computer programs as a
supplement to the regular program is accelerated.
In conclusion, I believe that we must have Federal 5upport for,
computers in education to insure the retooling of our schools to
keep up with today's technical society. The passage ofil.R. 701 will
move us a long ways toward this national goal. I urge the committee to give full support..
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF LOUIS J. GOINS, PRINCIPXL, BADEN HIGH SCHOOL, SOUTH SAN
FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
,

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee, my name is Louis J.
Goins, and I am the principal of Baden High School in South San Francisco. I also

am 'California's representative to the National Association of Secondary School
Principals' Federal Relations Network. I want to express my strong suppbrt for
The Computer Contribution Act of 1983." (H.R. 7;:)1).

School districts like mine, the South San Francisco Unified, are faced with enormous changes in our instructional methodology brought about by our rapid transition into this new informational society. The preparation that we provide our 34outh
in computer literacy during the next few years will carry over into the next century. This is challenging to us as principals, and it is hoped that it will be a challenging responsibility to our federal government.
Many of us in the field have seen educationalAlbovations come and go, but the
facts are there to indicate that use of computers in education is not just another
gimmick. In a recent school study across the nation, it was reported that twentyfour states now recommend or require computer courses for students, and sixteen
states have or are considering some computer literacy requirements for teacher certification.

In another survey released last month in the fifteenth annual Gallup P011 of tie
Public's attitude toward public schools, almost 75% of the respondents said computer training should be offered in the schools. This survey also states that the public

demand for computer training has nearly doubled in the last two. years and that
eight out of ten parents whose students are in schools that do not have computers

.
would like to have computer education for their children.
We know that a significant number of bur students are learning how to use com-

puters and are bringing this skill into the classroom at a younger age. We. know
that the business community, along with higher. education, needs computer literate
high school graduates who will be able to function effectively in today's society.
With the passage of "The Computer Contribution Act of 1983," I believe an exciting bond will be created between the federal government, business and our nation's

schools by working together to meet the demands of our expanding technological
society.

I would like to describe for you how one personal compUter donation program for
public and private schoola,in California has assisted the South San Francisco Unifled School District.

Each .of our 17 schools.(11 elementary, three junior high and three senior high
schools) received a donated personal computer, a monitor, a disk drive with software, and a kit'of other materials such as a software directory, brochures on compute usage and,a basic Programmer's Reference Manual. If our district were to pay
for these items, the cost would be approximately.$2300 per school. One of the problems mentioned by principals in developing computer programs for their schools is
the lack of funds'to purchase the computer and accompanying software.
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At our elementary school level, the donated computers are used to familiarize stu-'

dents about the technology of computer 'assisted instruction in language areas,
mathematics and problem solving which is, or will be, a part of their lives.
In one of our junior high schools,-students are matriculating-through our comput-

er jiteracy/compkter science classes and are moving from a basic familiarity to a
higher sophisticated knowledge of computer programming.

In our district two senior high schools are working in conjuction wAh the San

Mateo Community College District to formulate a cooperative plan to articulate curriculum and staff development with math, sasace and technology from junior high
school through the second year of college.
PrinqipialS in our district, like principals throughout the coun2r,f, believe that, (1)
studen* sing computers are more motivated towards learning, ) special education .
students are 'making remarkable progress with computers, (3) zdternative school students become "turned on" to computers, and (4) student achievement; by using re,
medial computer programs as a supplement to the regular program, is accelerated:
In conclusion, I believe we must have federal support for computers in education
to insure that we are retooling our schools to keep up with today's technical society.
The passage of'1-1,11, 701 will move us a long way towards this national goal. I urge
the committed to provide full support. I will be happy to answer any questions you
may have.
-

Chairman STARK. Thank you very` much, and saving the beast for
last, as we always do, Ms. Fern Burch,':ivho is a staff member of the
Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of California at Berkeley, will wrap up for us today.
STATEMENT OF FERN BURCH, STAFF MEMBER, LAWRENCE HALL
OF SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Ms. BURCH. The rapid infusion of computers into our educational

system has raised many issues among educators, administrators
and parents. While many question the usefulness of this equip
ment, recent, research points to a number of beneficial effects. Let s
examine some of the present classroom uses of computers and their
educational value.
There are three. reasons why we need to make computer access
available to every American child. By 1990, 40 to 50 percent of all
American workers will be making usel of electronic terminal equipment and students must be prepared to fill ese jobs. Second, the
technological revolution is transforMing business, science and communications, and the schools should not be left behind. Additionally, computer technology has an unlimited potential to upgrade our

Nation's schools. We cannot afford to create an economic underclass of Americans whose schooling has denied them a part in,the

labor force of the computer age.
The educational application's of the new technology go far beyond
priming the :Workers of, the future. Computers are already helping

to strengthen, the quality of teaching in a number of curriculum
areas. Students can interact with computers, either individually or
in small groups and create a situation where hands-on experience
becomes the dominant mode of instruction.
Such activities, where students are active participants, engender

the most effective types of learning and the experiences which

remain with students for the longest time. 'More specifically, computer interactions are helping to break barriers which have long,_
prevented students from developing proficiency in such basic areas
as mathematical problem-solving and writing.

In order to program a computer to solve a problem, the student
must have a thorough understanding of the nature of the problem
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and of the processes of hi lkx her own thinking. Educators have ob-

served that children enjoy programing and the use of computers
promotes both an improvement in problem-solving skills and a
more poaitive attitude toward Mathematics. ,Computers make the
-

dynamic aspect of problem-solving an, evident? process. The immediate feedback and the clues that a computer broyides become an In

teractive dialog that encourages the student to take further risiss
and to explore alternatives eventually culminating in solutions:
,Word 'processing offers n ,means of easing map.), of the phygical
and, therefore, attitudinal barriers to writing.,Many students view
writing as a, cumbersome, intimidating physical projevt. However,
using a computer makes revision painless. Students t&id to'thrite
longer compositions on computers and to revise them more:Additionally; the professional-looking manuscript enhances, student
pride in the finished product.
All of these activities are brought within the realm of a disabled
student through use of*a computer. Computers can be programed
to perform complex tasks by respodding to a single key stroke, or a
speech-controlled interface. This allows students with special needs
ne channels of self-expression and communication which are not
ava lable through aany other medium. Any task that a disabled indiv ual can perfori with the computer will decrease the ramification of their disability "and enliance their independence.

.

uter,access can change both the nature and the quality of
Co
the cu iculum. Spreadsheet programs which are common in busi,
ness c be used to conduct statistical analyses, prepare budgets, or
model opulation growth. The use of computers to monitor data in
the la oratory science classes would provide valuable training in
their real-world use.
Simulations enable students to investigate topics preyiously inaccessible due to'danger, expense or the magnitude of the task.
Interacting with speech synthesizers, a rather primitive form of
advanced technology, will help students to see some of the limitations and problems involved in the development ofnew technOlogy.
Computers provide active environments for learning, an opportunity to improve coMpetence in basic skills, a tool which can bring
students with special needs into the mainstream, and an opportunity to improve instruction in many curriculum areas.
Development in the computer field Occurs at an explosive rate
and the creative power of human minds continues to offer broader
'applications 'for business, science, communications, industry and

the arts. At the same time,,our power to extend the potential of

children will continue to grow.
In view of these many contribution's which computers can make

in the classroom, I urge the, 'Subcommittee on Select Revenue

Measures of the Committee on Ways and Means to support, the further development of computers as instructional aids' and the instAllation of computers and computer training in our schools. I believe
that science centers like the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley
are prepared to provide the necessary teacher training and help to
develop the new curricula to suppqrt .the use of computers. As recommended in the report of the National Commission on. Excellence

in Education, the Federal Government should provide leadership
and financial support in these areas. I believe we should encourage
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the active participation of private industry through such measures
as the 'Computer Contribution Act of 1983, House Resolution 701.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF GLENN T. SEABORG, DIRECTOR OF THE LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,-CALIF.

The rapid infusion ot computers into, our educational system has raised many

issues among.gducators, achpinistratorS and parentse While many question the uSefuIlless of this equipment, recant research points to a number of beneficial effects.
Let's exdrnine.some of the prege0 classroom uses of computers andtheir educational value.
'
*
There are tlife.eireasons why we need fb make computer access available to every
AmeriCan
Computers are quickly moving into all facets of the labor market
and statIght47intist be prepared to fill these jobs. The technological revolution ,has
already trongformed American business, science and coannunications. It also has an
unlimited potential to upgrade our nation's schools.
Just as the industrial revolution transformed a predominantly agrarian economy
into one which centered around the production of goods and services,. the computer
is again aitdring the direction, of our labor force. By 1990, economic forecasters at V
Arthur. D. Little, Inc. predict that 40 to 50 percent of all American workers will be
making use of electronic terminal.equipment. This era of rapid social and economic
change iggtlso an extremely criticdl period for education. We cannot afford to create
an economic undePclass, of Americims whose schooling has denied them lk part in
the lab& force of the computer age.
The educational applications of the new technology go far beyond priming the

#

-.-

worke0 of the future. Computers are already helping to strengthen the quality of
_leaching iu.a number of currAuJum,areas as well as extentling the range of availaOle edttational opportunitiaff okexample, students can interact with computers indiviauAllytor in small groups, etile4tan create a situation where "hands on" experiencVbTcomes the dominantdfeackof instfuction. Such activities, where students are
active participants, engendeftskladost effective types of learning and the experiences that'rernoin with.studep0 ffidfthe longest time.
More specifically, computeieirtteractions are helping to break barriers whiCh have
long prevented students from dmloying proficiency in such basic areas as mathematical problem-soh ting and waSog. Student competence in mathematical problent-golkIng has long btri an area Oconcern to educators. Computer usage has been
showirtriTrpDa.:ve4h$ vital basic skill". In order to program a computer to solve a
pro I ,1astudtpt must have a thorough understanding of the nature of the probOf theItaipocesses of his or her own thinling. Educators have observed that
efilftly rOgraihn'ting, and the use of computers promotes both an improve'pro
-solvingtakills and a more positive attitude towards mathematics.
ipptiters me 'thefidynamic aspect of problem-solving an evident Process. The imtliataAedb ek and the clues that a computer provides become an interactive diaguethat en ouragds the student to take further risks and to explore alternatives,

,l -r

,0

'' n

Ventually c mina ft .g in solutions.
Another ea iri,t ich the computer is enhancing education is word processing,
`
pwhic offe s.a mesiltr,C easing many of the physical, and thus also attitudinal bargie.7et.:iiire to' iting.Aft ,7tCtdents view' writing as a cumbersome, if not intimidating
°
ow4, kr, 'using a computer makes revision painless. Students tend.
r ernagiositions on computers and to revise them more. Additione,,

al:Volt:Mg manuscript enhances student pride in the finished

\-gioCbe, restricted to language arts and social studies. Nuities can be done with the aid of ,a word processor. Stus or document experimental procedures. Collabotudent authors can develop valuable social skills
ction on the outcome of a research project or an

-13'4
tr

at* type outp

processing are also brought within the reach of ,p disIfSe of a computer' Computers can be progranimed to perresponding to a single keystroke or a speech - controlled' inter
of computer commands can trigger complex motions of a robot

on a printer, or initiate a phone call. For students with special

-negds, the chtriputar opens up channels of self'expression and communication which
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are not available, through, any other medium. Any task that a di bled individual
can perform with a computer will both decrease the ramifications of his disability
and enhance his independence.
The computer is a vehicle for opening up communitations'Jnetworks and ideas
available throOgh software and data base services. Additionally, it enliancps already
existing access to eduCtitiOnal and employment opportunities. Time spent at computers can improVe motor coordinatjon, provide recreation and be a means of expressing intellectual achievement.
It is reasontible ,to assume that given both adequate computer equipment and
teacher training, most public schools should be able tQ provide all of the, experiences
described here. Yet, this same equipment, combined with a little imagination and a
judicious selection of software and peripherals, can make school time even more interesting and effective.. It can also chgAge both the nature and quality of the cur-,
riculum. Following are some of theSe alternatives.
Many businesses fuse a spreadsheet program for budgeting, for inventory, or for
data collection to help make marketing decisions. With spreadsheet programs, students can take surveys and follow them with simple or sophisticated statistical analyses, They can also prepare budgets or keep inventories. Some biologists now use
this type of program to model population growth. All of these applications would
greatly enhance any school curriculum.
The computer is used as a tool in the laboratory for-many scientific experiments
and tasks. Software and hardware already exist that allow students to monitor or
collect data on temperature, humidity, precipitation, or blood pressure.
Many individuals as well as companies use a large data base for news reports or
for research purposes. Tying into a data base such as The Source can inspire numerous educational activities.
Simulations are often used for specialized on-the-job training. Simulations train
pilots, develop diagnostic skills in medicine, and are used by scientists to investigate
theoriA and complex situations such as ecosystems. In the classroom the function of
simulations can be very similar to their real world uses. They will allow students to
inve§tigate topics that were previously inaccessible to them because of the danger,
the expense, or the,magnitude of the task.
Speech synthesizeis are still in their infancy. Interacting with a rather primitive
form of advanced technology will help students put the computer revolution in perspective, see some limitations, and investigate some of the problems involvatin he
development of ttew technology.-

The ramifications of introducing computers offer limitless potential to schools. By
providing individualized and active environments for learning, computers are helpnd writing. Indiing teachers develop basic skills in mathematical problem-sol
erful tool which
viduals with special needs are finding this technology to be
can bring their educational experiences more into the mainst m. Computers can
be.prograrnmed to perform tasks which are otherwise difficult for disabled individuals and can thereby enhance their independence. They scan also provide clkabled
persons with access to software, data base services, and opportunities for recRation.
.,The introduction of speadsheet programs, simulations' and speech synthesizers provides a means of improving instruction in many curriculum areas.
Any tool that can provide greater intdllectual challenges and decisionmaking
abilities should be a welcome and sought-after addition to our educational sy$em.
Development in the computer field occurs at an explosive rate, and the creative
power of human minds continues to offer broader applications for science, communications, industry, and the arts. At the same time, our power to expend the potential
of children will continue to grow.
In view of these many contributions which computers can make in the classroom,
I urge the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures of the Committee on Ways
and Means to support the further development of computers as, instructional aids
and the installation of computers and computer training in our schools. I believe
that science centers, like the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, are.prepared to
provide necessary teacher training and help to develop new. curricula Co support the
use of computers. As recommended in the report of the National Commission on Excellence in Education, the federal government should provide leadership and financial suport in these areas. I believe we should encourage the active participation of
private industry through such measures as the Computer Contribution 'Act of 1983
(HR 701).
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Chairman STARK. Thank you very much, Ms. Burch'

I want to thank all Ff you again, especially who took vacation
time or time, quality time, which you could be sp4nding in many
other ways. I appreciate it.
I will appreciate youy support and help next year as we try to

see this program expanded in California and to the rest of the
country. I have some other testimony and it will appear in the

rPrord in
_f any of you are interested when we finish
these hearings, if you will let us know, we will see that you get a
copy of theAranscript.

I want to thank the staff ana, the reporter and Mayor

Feinstein for providing the hall.
The hearing is concluded.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m.,.the hearing was adjourned.]
[Submissions for the record follow:]
V

STATEMENT OF DONALD DEVINE, PRESIDENT, TRILOG, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF DATA PROCESSING SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to present this statement on behalf of the Associ tion
of Data Processing Service Ocganizations, Inc. (ADAPSO), the trade associa n of
this nation's computer services industry. ADAPSO's members provide a broa range
of computer services to the public including batch processing, facilities anagement, remote computing (timesharing), software products, software design, consulting, support services, and-integrated hardware/software systems.
Virtually the entire ADAPSO membership of almost 700 private sector firms has
a stake in educating future generations in the operations of computers. Our nation
is caught up in an "information revolution", and computer technology is changing
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changing course as a result of
the way we live, work, and Tiny. Our work fore
the "informetion revolution . I fighlitechnology jibs are gradually replacing many
traditional manufacturing positions. Unfortunate , our nation has not yet gained
widespread ,computer literacy. We are not adequately training our young people to
meet the responsibilities and needs of a more service oriented economy..
One reason for the failure to make young people more "computer literate" is the
lack of computer equipment in many schools. Some industry experts suspect that we
are dividing our society into the "haves "; and "have nots". Schools with computers
can teach their students the necessary skills to succeed. Schools without computers,
however, cannot train their students fot high technology jobs. Therefore, we may
,actually be educating a subclass of students who will be permanently unemployable.
The obvious solution is to place a wide variety of state of the art computer equipment'plus the necessary software and services to make this equipment productive in
as many elementary and secondary schools as possible. Schools can Well be expected
to have differi g requirements with respect to computer hardware. Along with the
computer equi ent, schodls need extensive software libraries, maintenance and
training instructors; and local technical guidance.. In other
update agreeme
words, they should have complete systems tailored to the needs of the schools and
their students. Unfortunately, many school districts find it difficult if not impossible
to finance this kind of endeavor with their limited budgets.
Current legislative .proposals', such as H.R. 701, the "Computer Contribution Act
of 1983", encouraging hardware companies to donate equipment are inadequate to
meet the goal of placing a wide variety of computer hardware, software and services
in elementary and secondary schools. H.R. 701, for example, would amend the tax
code and give a "double deduction" to manufacturers who donate qualified computer equipment. This is at an estimateek,cost to taxpayers of $60 million. The primary
problem is, that H.R. 7Q1 encourages only donations of hardware, leaving the schools
to pay for software, maintenance and support, and instructor training.
The objective of increased computer literacy would be' better achieved if schools
ould be given complete computer systems. Complete usable computer systems inc de software, services and instructional capabilities available from numerous specia fists in tiot industry not necessarily attached to computer equipment companies.
Sev ral amendments to H.R. 701 woul ensure that schools can receive complete
syste

through private contributions. 1

First, the bill could be amended to allowtreasonable deduction for contributions
(wit part of a corn.
of software and support services. Teacher training, another
(,,(te school computer system might alio be given deduction consideration. Unfortu
-1y, the Internal Revenue Service has, at least informally, taken the position
.1,,tt these goods and services are "intangibles"; and section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code does not at this point, provide for the deduction of charitable contribution of intangibles. Although it is sometimes difficult to set with any de e of cergibles can
taint the exact cost of an intangible, an amendment for donation of i.
e qf section
be structured specially, notwithstanding the existing Ian
and sh
170, perha by setting a percentage of the fair market ,value of the ood ot service
as the amount of the deduction.
Second, hardware coverage could be broadened so as to encourage a variety of
manufacturers of computer systems to contribute to schools. There is no compelling
reason for restricting contributions to data processors with random access memory
of no less than 32,000 bytes. Some students may derive more benefit from a smaller
computer. Presently, only one or two companies may actually benefit from these
proposals. Many large manufacturers may End ix impossible.to take advantage of
the tax break. Smaller hardware manufacturers may not 'Meet the requirements
(size, time, etc.), or may not derive adequate benefit from participating. One result is
that one company may gain an unfair competitive advantage by placing its equipment in an overwhelming number of schools and having a large number of students
being trained on its equipment and software during the public education process.
Third, another amendment might expand the time period during which eligible
contributions can be made. Relatively few companies have the excess manufacturing
capacity to contribute to the schools and still fill their regular orders. If they are
restricted to a one-year contribution period, it is unlikely that they will contribute
computers and risk losing their customers. Understandably, a computer contribuon program should not become an outlet for dumping excess inventory; however,
the omputer literaty problem is not such that computer contributions must be
mad d ring one year only regar less of what is available in the way of computer
equi ent. good, bad, or otherwis If the time period is expanded, companies-could
still have time to (make valuable contributions
work to fill their existing orders
to schools.
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A fourth amendment should include Wholes`alers, retailers, and other computer
businesses among eligible donors. If the goal is to place computer systems in schools
and not simply to favor one group, then a larger spectrum of businesses should be
allowed to make contributions. Manufacturers may not necessarily be located as
close to the recipient schools as a wholesaler or even a retailer. The schools may be
able to get quicker and more responsive treatment with, ready access to service.

A fifth and final amendment would strengthen the restrictions on use of donate
equipment, software and services. To some it, may appear a minor point, but to

those of us in the computer services industry, unfair competition from the nonprofit
sector, including local school districts, poses a real threat. Local school districts
could be required to outline their scheme for use of the equipment, software and
services, and they should be specifically prohibited from using the donations to cornpete in any manner with the private sector.
In addition to H.R. 701, other legislation could easily be drafted to allow computer
equipment, software, training, services,, and so on as an eligible cost under an existing educational grant program or one of the current proposals to improve the quality of math and science education in the schools. Computer systems could be added
as an eligible cost with no increase in the authorized appropriation. The schools can
use this grant .moriey to purchase computer systems, and money is put back into the
economy as taxable income to retailers, manufacturers, and services cognpanies.
.ADAPSO believes that a grant program may even offer an advantage over tax deductions in that a school would be able to select the system or systems suited to
their needs, rather than having to rely on donors to decide for them.
ADAPSO is firmly committed to the goal of computer literacy. That goal r,
be met, however, if students are exposed to a wide variety of stilt, of th, art t. computer equipment plus the necessary software and service'- to make the exposure
beneficial. With the aforementioned amendments an alternatives a complete and
fair effort can begin-very soon.
STATEMENT OF TANDY CORP./RADIO SHACK

Tandy Corporation appreciates this opportunity to submit a statement for the
4 record
in connection with the field hearing on H.R. 701, The Computer Contribu-

tion Act of 1983." Tandy supports the goal of encouraging computer literacy among
our nation's elementary and secondary school students. However, H.R. 701, as presently, written, does not accomplish this objective, while at the same time it is far too'
costly to the American taxpayer.
Tandy Corporation/Radio Shack is the' world's largest integrated manufacturer
and retailer of electronic products for the home, offrce and schools, with over 8,750
stores and dealers worldwide. Tandy now owns the largest chain bf computer stores
in the world, which -feature its own innovative line of TRS-80 compters, peripherals
and accessories. The Company has rawly 500 Computer Cerkters and 584 companyowned stores with expanded computer- departments in the United States, providing
the computer customer with specialized assistance. Radio Shack's TRS-80 microcomputers and educational software are widely used by the educational community.
Radler Shack has been a pioneer in promoting computer education and computer
usage in our schools. Not only has Tandy provided gifts, loans and discount purchases of more than 200,000 computers to schools, it has been at the forefront of
promoting teacher training in the use and appliCation of computers in the educational environment. Let me review briefly what our experience has been.
Beginning,in 1979, Radio Shack instituted free clasges in computer education for
elementary and secondary school teachers. As of September 30,.1983, they had completed over 250,000 courses valued at $16,500,000, and over the past twelve months
alone more than 150,000 teachers have been trained. The early success of this program led Radio Shack in March of 1983 to introduce America's Educational Challenge"'a program that provides every teacher in every elementary and secondary
school in the United States with an opportunity to achieve a basic understanding of
computers and their applications in education at no cost to themselves, their schools
or taxpayersA,Radity Shack mailed an America's Educational ChallengeTM package,
containing valuable classroom and teacher training material plus an order form to
obtain the complete program, to principals and headmasters' of 103,455 schools in
the United States. a second package of materials could be ordered by the schools
and we have already sent out over 36,000 of these packages of additional materials.
In addition to free educational materials, the program Offers the opportunity for.

all elementary and secondary school teachers in the United States to attend 24
hours of free computer educational courses in the BASIC programming language
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and in microcomputer application in the classroom, which would normally cost over
,$200.

In April of 1982, Radio Shack instituted an Educational Grants Program to en-

courage and support the successful application of microcomputer technology in U.S.
educational institutions. The program awards TRS-80 computer hardware, software,
courseware and related products to individuals or non-profit educational institutions
whose proposals are judged to provide the greatest benefit to the American educa-

tional community. Awardees are selected by an impartial Educational Grants

Review Board, composed of distinguished educators. As of Septemlfer, 1983, Radio
Shack had made 43 awards with a total retail value of $629,715.00. Grant proposalti
to date have adchtelised these themes:.
Computer literacy among teachers; basic skills in elementary education; the use
of microcomputers for the handicapped and disadvantaged; and unique and innovative applications of microcomputers in education:
Radio Shack has workedclosely with educators through, a number of other pro-

grams designed to promote the use of computers in elementary and secondary

schools. Rddio Shack has created a multi-media instructional kit which provides secondary school students with information to help them begin 'Considering computerrelated careers. Radio Shack has also entered into general cooperative working relationships wits sixty, leading publishers. who are including the TRS-80 microcomputer product .ne in their development plans for the education.market.
The educational programs, described above have allowed Radio Shack to work
closely with teachers in our elementary and Secondary schools to help them in planning and preparing teac ng programs for the effective use of computers. We know
from experience that m ely placing.computerhardware in the schools will do little
earning experience.
to integrate them into e learning'
If Congress procee with legislation to encourage the contribution of computers
eo Schools by pray' ng an increased tax deduction, our experience demonstrates
that three conditio must be satisfied in order to promote theeducation of thildren
..

in the use of co titers. First, a complete working computer must be donated. It
does little good o encourage the contribution of unusable equipment. Second, software suitable for use in the educational environment' must bea part of the contribution. Cdotributions of a computer aloneunaccompanied by at leait some suitable

softwaredo little to achieve the objective of educating students. Thirdand most
# importantthere must be adequate teacher training. To permit increased leduclions without requiring adequate teacher training amounts to little more than'a

subsidy to computer manufacturCrs; it certainly does little to promote the educatiori
of children in the use of computers. The fact is that in some school districts where
adequate planning and teacher training has not been done, there are computers in
our classrooms gathering dust. Tandy knows from experience that the education of
teachers in the use of computers is the critical link in achieving the goal of comput:
er literacy for our young people.
Last year the House enacted the Apple Bill (H.R. 5573), which has bgen reintro:
scluced in this Congress as H.R. 701. While H.R. 701 provides a solid f dation for
proposed legislatiOn in this area, it only addresses theequipment contri tion part
of the problem. Both the AppleBill and H.R. 701 encourage computer manufacturers-to donate computers to elementary and secondary schools by providing for a tax
deduction of 200 percent of the cost of the computer. Tandy believes,4.11, ?or can be

-

improved in four significant areas, which has raised the concermidriliaily in 'the

educational community.
First, the bill does not require the contribution of a complete, working computer.'-Second,-the bill doeS not require training of the teachers who would be using the
computers as teaching tools. A number of education groups have criticized this deficiency.

Third, the bill does not require the contribution of spftware suitable for use in the
educational environment; the deduction can be obtained by a contribution of ha?dware alone; and incomplete hardware at that.
Fourth, the tax deduction of 200 percent is very expensive and in our view is far
in excess of what might be needed to stimulate additional contributions of equip-

ment. The Washington Post estitnated that last year's Senate version of the bill
would have cost over $300 million. But whatever the 'precise cost, there is no doubt
that a 200 percent tax deduction will amount to little more than a massive subsidy
industries at a time when the,nation faces huge
of one of America's most

budget deficits.
House Majority Leader Jim, Wright has introduced a bill (H.R. 2417) that substan-

.

tially advances the goals envisioned by the authors of H.R. 701 but avoids some of
the criticism tharhas been leveled atthj bill and the Apple Bill. The Wright-Bill
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permits companies which donate computers to elementary and secondary schools to
take a deduciton of 125 percent of cost (rather than 200 percent), but only if suitable
educational software
adequate teacher training are also provided at no additional cost to the taxpayer. It provides an appropriate incentive to computer manufacturers to.participate without generating an unnecessary drain on the treasury. And,
more important, it will provide greater benefits to our nation's schoolchildren who
are the intended beneficiaries of these proposals. The Wright Bill represents an approach that Tandy strongly supports if Congress decides to. enact legislation to pro-

vide an increased tax deduction to encourage the contribution of computers to

schools.

Tandy appreciates the opportunity to submit a statement for the record in connection with the subcommittee's consideration of H.R. 701. Tandy is ready to expand
upon its position in a further statement if the subcommittee so desires.

